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I

ABST PACT

This study evaluates the aCCL!2acy of established reliability prediction tech-
niques applied to a cross section of ground electronic equipment. Pre-dsign
and stress analysis prediction .ethods were evaluated, including those oi the
revised RADC Relability Notebook, Volrne 11, dated September 1967.

Tha study objectives were to measure and improve the accuracy of existing pre-
design and stress analysis reliability prediction technicues, and tzo apply
the results to the development of a recomnended reliability demonstration
approach.

I
Prediction accuracy was decerrnired by obtaining measured reliability data from
field experience for comparison with new reliability predictions prepared for
the same equipment in accordance with the established prediction techniques.
Special studies and correlation analyses were perforred to identify and esta-
blish relationships significant to the identification and correction of fac-
tors responsible for inaccuracies in the prediction techniques. Program-
related factors were evaluated and a quantitative program rating system was
developed for correlation with prediction accuracy values.

Sensitivity studies were perfoned to determine the degree to which stress,
temperature, and quality grade factors influence the stress analysis reli-
ability predictions for a variety of equipment types. The behavior of equip-
ment failure rates during extended field operations was determined and eval-
uated for a variety of equipment functional types. Design approach categories,
and functional categories, were established and applied to identify equipment
groups having common characteristics resulting in distinct ranges of predic-
tion accuracy.

Reliability demonstration techniques for ground electronics equipment were re-
viewed and a recommended demonstration approach was established.

I!
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EVAUYXTION

1. Tne o.,jectives of tnis studjF were to neasuxre and imp~rove -"ie
t2ccuracy of' axistir-S pre -design eard stress analysis predc-Lon
Lec.tnique , or, Zro=4 electronic ecuip.mcat. Ta study also calleii
;.o- a revi.!v of reljivility demonstration tec:nniqaes arn: tae
..ev'elopr.Reit of' arcomnv~ed dexistat.on apprcacn, wic.: uti~±zes
a rio;' .zreiction3, 'A'-r growd equipwa~t.

.. T:',csc ot.ltctives were satisfactorily acconplisne .. Mgoziifiers,
ui ici e.saice tie az-ci.racy and precision of present preciictioai

L: e reliat~ility predic-ion as a raseline, is presenzed. Seti~' ee±vijc& n. rpsdclq.-tr..o IiPOcl: uin
is of special Iiterezt Decause It laz.iud-us a compreierisive cza3.y~is of
irnteg rated circuit J*a1Jlure rate (tata and an eval2.uation of tnxe relative
accur-acy o trie RAW and EIA integrated circuit preaiction we..eis.

- Altao'ign trie prediction modifiers de~veloped I" tnis study' inprcme
tri accuracy o., existing tecaniques; tne results of~ tnfis stud~y also
ULearly i_,dicate tne need for major improvements in tiie precticticxi
process. For example, it is e'4.dent tat separate zecflniques are
required for' digital and aaalog equipments, and trmt co~nsideration
saouid we kgien W~ itemis sucn as muitilayer printed circuit woards
w~ich are ir.ot included in present predictions. Fifioare RALC studies
in reiiability prediction will be directea toyards Vie elizination of
tnese deficiencies and otaers; waicui were disccvered la tnis effort.

At Y J.FJXC

Reliability Engineering Section
Reliaility Brancli
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This study had the primary objective of evaluating and improving the accuracy
of pre-design and stress analysis reliability prediction techniques applied

- to a variety of functional types of ground electronic equipment.

Emphasis was placed upon the recently revised (September 1967) stress analysis
prediction technique of the RADC Reliability Notebook, Volume II, RADC TR-67-

A secondary objective was to develop a reliability demostration approach.
This involved the investigation of demonstration methods, reliability assur-
ance techniques, and program characteristics which can serve to diminish or
eliminate the need for formal demonstration testing. Also included were
the investigation of reliability program attributes, reliability program
ratings, and other program variables which are known to contribute to the
control and elimination of design weaknesses and part failures, thereby
increasing confidence in the achievement of reliability objectives.

The technical approach employed and the tasks performed to achieve these
objectives are described in Section II, "Sutmsary," which follows.

II
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SECTION II

SWHARY

This section supplements the Information presented in the "Abstract" in order
to provide a more detailed description of the technical approach, and the tasks
performed during the study. The principal tasks included the following:

o Collection of observed reliability data, and equipment baseline configura-
tion data for the preparation of reliability predictions.

o Preparation and evaluation of stress analysis and pre-design reliabiity

prediction techniques.

o Improvement of reliability prediction techniques.

o Collection aad analysis of integrated circuit design, operation, and
failure data.

o Performance of special studies to investigate significant areas pertinent
to the evaluation and improvement of stress analysis and pre-design
reliability prediction techniques.

o Evaluation of reliability test and demonstration approaches for ground
electronics equipment.

The technical approach emphasized the comparative analysis of predicted and
observed failure rates, using a var'ety of fixed ground electronics equip-
ment representing a cross section of the types currently in the Air Force
inventory. Statistical analyses were performed at all indenture levels of
equipment, from the system through the part level, to evaluate relationships
between prediction accuracy and such factors as:

o Strengch of reliability program

o Design approach

o Function

o Prediction method

o Stress, temperature, and part grade

o Parts technology

o Design complexity

This report presents the results of these tasks and analyses in the sections
which follow. Each analytical section i! introduced by a subsection pre-
senting the objectives of the analysis. Conclusions are presented in the
summary portion in each section.

24



SECTION III

DATA USED IN STUDY

1. INTRODUCTION

This section presents a tabulation of the data employed in performing
this study. The data tabulated under II 2 "Candidate Equipments" were
used throughout the study except for Special Studies No. I and No. 5 of
Section VIII. The data utilized in Section VIII, Special Studies No. I
and No. 5 are tabulated under 111-3 "Data for Special Studies Ko. I and
No. 5."

2. CANDIDATE EQUIPMENTS

The data from thirty-seven pieces of electronic equipment, operating in a
fixed-ground environment, w~re selected for utilization in this study
(except for Section VIII, Special Study No. 1 and Special Study No. 5).
The selected equipments encompass the full spectrum of ground electronic
equipment types (e.g., radars, receivers, displays, computers, etc.).
The design dates of the equipment vary from 1959 through 1967 and inclJde
all types of electronic components (e.g., tubes, transistors, and inte-
grated circuits). The selection of these equipments was made considering
the following criteria, but not necessarily in the order of listing:

o Availability of equipment parts lists

o Availability of contractor prediction on equipment

o Availability of operating failure data on the mature equipment

o Established failure reporting system (e.q., AF66-1, contractor
reporting, etc.)

o Validity of date for desired analysis techiiques.

In Table I "Ground Electronics Study Equipment Parts breakdown," the equip-
ments are listed by code numbers, total parts, and percentage of total parts
for each part type. This table is very useful in reflecting the distribution
(i.e., parts mix of parts 'in ground electronic equipments.

3. DATA FOR SPECIAL STUDIES NO. 1 AND NO. 5
a. Summary

The data tabulated in this section is used in Special Studies No. 1 and
No. 5. The data are field data on ground electronic equipment taken over
a calendar period of seven years, ending in 1965. The equipments are
broadly categorized as either transmitter type, receiver type, computer
type, or display type equipment. The equipment was maintained by contrac-
tor persomnel and USAF agencies atid exhibited a constant duty cycle.

0 3
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Tne failure definiion used in this study irncludes all failures thatcaused a doy. time o- interrup~tivn to the operational performance of
the equipzient exclucing exte-mally zausea failjures, such as power

outages. Therefore, removal and replaceent actions were not associ-
ated with a11 failure events. All equipment was in te steady-
state operating porton of the equipment life cycle (i.e., all
eQuip*nt had acc-ulated apprcximateiy 8-10,0-0 hours of operating
ti;). Thus, the data excludes the debgging and installation phases
of te equinment life cycle. A smary of the accLmlated unit
perating hours included within each equipment type, is given be'ow.

TI-,e Euipment o0eratina Hours

c Transzitter 527,0&0

o Receiver 1,792,6Z3O

o DiSPiy 543,544

o Couter 887,003

o. Qualitative Discussion of the Field Data

All the data analyzed in this section of the report were obtained
frn sumwarized field reliabfiity reports on the particular equip-
nsnts. The reports discussed the causes of some of the failures that
OLcurred, including failures due to the following causes:

(1) Design Inadequacies

Even during this period of maturity in the life cycle a nnter
of aesign inadequacies became evident during the operation of
the equipment. After recommended corrective action was taken,
the equipment failure rate shcwed a decrease, in some cases,
which might be attributed to the action taken.

(2) Parts Deficiencies

Deficiencies in some parts characteristics are indicated to have
contributed to equipment failure rates in several instances.
However, the extent of the contribution could not ;_e quantita-
tively established, and could not always be clearly distinguished
from the category of design inadequacies. Examples of the types
of parts deficiencies which are known to be present in all
fielded systems include: quality control deficiencies, defici-
encies due to shipping and handling, and deficiencies caused by
stresses incurred during installation and checkout activities.
This category alsc includes part failures due to configuration
control problemns.

7I
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(3) Raint ce and Operational Policies and Practices

Like all other systems, these equipments were subject to the
influence of changing maintenance and operational policies and
practices. These changes result in both increased and reduced
d~wtime and part relacement. To the extent that changes aremade, equipment failure rates are indicated to be a fimction of
these changes.

(4) Part earout Failures

Certain parts, such as tubes, relays, motors and certain moving
mechanical comonents, have know wearout mechanisms. When these
parts wear out, they are reported as field failtres and are
included in the equipment failure rate.

(5) Catastrophic Failures

The above four categories described failures, both catastroohic
and non-catastrophic which are traceable to the effects of time
and/or causes. This category differs from the above in that the
failures are random in time and may be considered random in cause.
These failures are not attributed to a design deficiency, part
deficiency or maintenance or operating policy.

It is recognized that all of these failure categories are represented
in all field data covering extended time periods. However, current
prediction techniques are primarily based on catastrophic failures,
although wearout failures are recognized in the R.ADC stress analysis
method. The other failure classes are not represented in the predic-
tion techniques. However, for some equipments during selected periods,
failures in these other classes can represent the bulk of the total
equipment failures.

As discussed, the prediction techniques generally yield higher than
observed failure rates. This inaccuracy is accentuated for those
equipments whose failure rate is decreasing with tirme. The predic-
tions would appear even more inaccurate if the failures due to causes
not included in the prediction process could be deleted from the
observed data.

The contribution to prediction inaccuracy of failure classes not
represented in the prediction techniques could be assessed if it were
possib'le to determine the extent to which these failures contribute
to the total equipment failure rate. To accomplish this requires more
infonnation and analysis than is currently available from any field
reporting system. Therefore, all of the reported failures have been
accepted as representative reliability statistics, applicable to the
purposes of this tudy.

I
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c. Equipment Analyzed

Tables II through V list the equipment which forms the baseline for
this study. Each table lists the number of equipments in each cate-
gory, total operating hours, total equipment hours, and the total
numier of failures. It will be noted from the tables that all equip-
ments were placed into one of four broad functional categories, based
upon their functional application. Within each category, equipments
were divided into subgroups having identi%.al characteristics.

The transmitter type equip ernt included 28 individual equipments
(e.g., transmitters) grouped into four subgroups (T-1 thrnu ! T-4).
in each subgroup, the individual equipments each operated for a period
of from 17,640 hours to 19,310 hours.

The receiver-type equipment comprised 92 distinct operational
equipments (e.g., receivers, local oscillators, intermediate frequency
equipment, active filters, etc.). These were grouped into eight
subgroups (R-1 through R-8), in each of which the individual equipments
operated for an average of from 19,340 hours to 19,530 hours.

The computer equipment consists of two complete computer equipment
groups including core memory (C-2 and C-7), a total of four computers,
an individual central processor (C-l), its associated memory core
(C-12) and a set of magnetic tape units (C-15). Additional computer
type equipment consisted of computer interface u.its (C-1, C-3, C-6,
C-8, C-14), a display console controller (C-13) and four master
timing units (C-4, C-5, C-9, C-10). The failures of the magnetic
tape units are classified as electrical and mechanical since these
two general classes of failures are expected to exhibit different
failure rate versus time characteristics.

The display equipment consists exclusively of display consoles (D-1
thru D-7) and camera projection equipment (D-8, D-9). The latter
equipment was used to provide a large screen dynamic display for oneof the system analyzed. Only 5,994 hours were reported on this equip-

ment, representing a small segment ofW"ieequipment life. The
remaining 34 display consoles accumulatLd- 537,550 hours, an average of
15,800 hours per display unit.

This data is analyzed in detail in Special Studies No. 1 and No. 5.

9I
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TABLE II

TRANSMITTER TYPE EQUIPMENT

Total Operating Total Equipment Total
Equipment Quantity Hours (Per Equipment) Hours Failures

T-1 6 17,640 105,840 2179

T-2 10 19,310 193,100 3126

T-3 4 18,750 75,000 1470

T-4 8 19,140 153,120 2365TOTAL 28 5Z7,060 j 9140

TABLE III

RECEIVER TYPE EQUIPMENT

Total Operating Total Equipment TotalEquipment Quantity

Hours (Per Equipment) Hours Failures

R-1 18 19,530 351,540 371

R-2 16 19,530 312,480 247

R-3 13 19,530 253,890 37

R-4 14 19,500 273,000 371

R-5 11 19,370 213,070 327

R-6 10 19,340 193,400 23

R-7 6 19,530 117,180 8

R-8 4 19,530 78,120 14

TOTAL 92 _ 1,792,680 1398

1 10
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TABLE IV

COMPUTER TYPE EQUIPMENT

Total Operating Total Equipment Total
Equipment Quantity Hours (Per Equipment) Hours Failures

C-I 14 19,530 273,820 100

C-2 2 19,530 39,060 295

C-3 2 19,530 39,060 167

C-4 2 19,430 38,860 13

C-5 3 19,530 58,590 21

C-6 11 19,440 213,840 86

C-7 2 19,530 39,060 210

C-8 2 19,530 39,060 29

C-9 2 19,530 39,060 4

C-8 2 19,530 39,060 43

C-11 1 11,158 11,158 16
C-12 1 11,158 11,158 36

C-13 1 11,912 11,912 9
C-14 1 11,389 11,389 27

C-15(Elec 14 -- 11,158 97

C-15(Mech 14 11,158 130

TOTAL 60 887,003 1283

* I



TABLE V

DISPLAY TYPE EQUIPMENT

E Total Operating Total Equipm'ent Total
Equipment Quantity Hours (Per Equipment) Hours Failures

D-I 6 19,480 116,880 40

D-2 4 19,530 78,120 55

D-3 3 17,360 52,080 5

0-4 4 19,530 78,120 37

D-5 3 19,530 58,590 74

D-6 3 10,850 32,550 1

D-7 11 11,110 122,210 370

D-8 1 1,830 1,830 28

D-9 1 3,164 3,164 9

TOTAL 36 543,544 619

12
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SECTION IV

IMPROVEMENT OF STRESS ANALYSIS PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

1. OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of t.his section are the assessment of the accuracy
of the different stress analysis prediction techniques, and the develop-
ment of a more accurate prediction method for ground electronic equipment.

2. SUMMARY

The development of an improved stress analysis prediction technique is
predicated on the conclusions f~om this investigation, That is, a defi-
nite difference exists between digital and analog equipments. A modifier
to the RADC Volume II Stress Analysis prediction technique could enhance
the accuracy of the prediction.

The improved prediction technique is the application of a modifier to the
RADC, Volume II Reliability Prediction. A separate modifier was developed
for both digital equipments and analog equipments. The modifiers were
developed by eliminating, from the analog and digital equipments, those
equipments with tube components and determining a least-squares curve fit
to the remaining equipment. The least-squares fit determined that a linear
curve of the type

y + a+x, I

where

y S the observed MTBF,

X the RADC Volume II Predicted MTBF, and

a, , are regression coefficients,

sufficiently models the data for both types of equipments.

The regression coefficients aetermined for the digital equipments are

S= 3.14

= 0.14
Hence, to obtain an adjusted prediction for digital equipments the follow-
ing linear expression was used:

y = 3.14 + 0.14x,

where

Ii 13
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y the adjusted prediction, and

X the original RADC, Volume II prediction.

Table VI "Adjusted Prediction Accuracy Patios vs RADC, Volume II Pre-
diction Accuracy Ratios-Digital Equipmeats" compares the accuracy of the
two prediction techniques for each equipment utilized in establishing the
modifier.

TABLE VI
ADJUSTED PREDICTION ACCURACY RATIOS VS RADC VOLUME II

PREDICTION ACCURACY RATIOS - DIGITAL EQUIPMENTS

Equipment RADC Adjusted
Code No. Ratio Ratio ,

1 1.7 0.4

5 61 3.8

6 3.8 1.1

7 7.0 3.7

8 3.8 1.7

10 2.1 1.0

29 1.3 0.8

32 11.4 0.9

37 7.1 1.0

The mean for the RADC Volume II prediction accuracy ratios is 4.9 and the
mean for the adjusted prediction accuracy ratios is 1.6 (i.e., a reduction
of more than 200 percent in the inaccuracy). The standard deviation for
the RADC Volume II prediction accuracy ratios is 3.54 and the standard
deviation for the adjusted prediction accuracy ratios is 1.36 (i.e., a
raduction of 160 percent in the imprecision). Hence, the adjusted predic-
tion technique will not only result in more accurate predictions, but will
also result in more precise predictions.

The analog equipments included eleven equipments. The least-squave curve
fit produced the following correlation coefficients for these equipnent.,.

= 1.2

8 =- 0.42

14
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The adjusted predictions were obtained from

y = 1.2 + 0.42 X,

where j
y the adjusted MTBF, and

X the original RADC Predicted MTBF.

Table VII, "Adjusted Prediction Accuracy Ratios vs RADC Volume II Predic-
tion Accuracy Ratios - Analeg Equipments" shows a comparison between the
two prediction techniques.

TABLE VII

ADJUSTED PREDICTION ACCURACY RATIOS VS RADC VOLUME II
PREDICTION ACCURACY RAFIOS - ANALOG EQUIPMENTS

Equipment RAID( Adjusted
Code No. Ratio Ratio

2 26.5 12.5

3 13.4 7.1
4 0.8 0.5

11 3.8 2.3
25 0.5 4.2

26 10.2 7.0

27 0.5 0.3

28 0.9 0.5

30 1.5 1.0

31 0.9 1.1

34 2.3 1.0

The mean for the RADC Volume II prediction is 5.6 with a standard devia-
tion of 8.2. The mean for the adjusted prediction is 3.5 with a standard
deviation of 3.9. Thus, the adjusted predictions represent a 60 percent
increase in accuracy and a 110 percent improvement in precision for the
analog equipments.

15
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In sary, the r-%sults of this study have shown that:

o The various prediction techniques have a high degree of linear
correlation.

o The prediction techniques, generally, do not correlate with the
observed data.

o The prediction techniques indicated good correlation with the
ob:,zrveA data for digital equipments.

o The MTBF ratios exhibit a log-normal distribution.

o The different priction techniques resulted in equal variances but
different .ea;.i which indicates that a difference in accuracy exists
between techniques but there is n, difference In precision.

o The analog and digital equipments were not of the same log-normal popu-
lation (i.e., the means and variances were not eclual).

o The t.chnique for predicting digital equipment reliability should be
different tro the technique used for predicting analog equipment
reliability.

o Stress analysis predictions produce lower-than-observed KTBF's for
almost all equipments in the digital design approach category.

o Power equipment demonstrated characteristically a higher than desire
(i.e., 0) prediction accuracy ratio.

o Control equipment exhibited the widest range of prediction accuracy
rati os.

o Vacuuu tube equipments were characterized by a lower than desired (i.e.,
<.0) prediction accuracy ratio.

oA relationship was indicated to exist between the accurac;y of reliabil-

ity predictions for large systems, and the effects of program factors
(e.g., strength of reliability programs). System prediction modifiers
and program rating criteria were established.

o A linear function provides the modifiers to improve the RADC Volume II
predictions for both digital and analog equipments. These modifiers
improve both the accuracy and the precision of the predictions.

16
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3. DETAILS

a. Technicai Approach

This portion of the study is an attempt to assess the accuracy of the I
stress analysis prediction tezhniques, isolate the factors which contri-
bute to the inaccuracies of te technique, and develop a more acrurate
predictI"n technique.

The solution to the prediction inaccuracy problem was approached by se- I
lecting a group of electronic equipment, operating in a fixed ground
environment and establishing predicted reliability values (i.e., RADC
Volume II, upper and lower grade parts, MIL HDBK 217A, and Original Con- ii
tractor predictions) for each of the selectee equipments.

The stress analysis prediction techniques were evaluated to determine - I
their correlation with each other and with the observed data, the degree
of accuracy of the i:dividual techniques, and the probability distribu-
tions formed by the ,'atio of observed mean-time-between failure (MTBFo)
to the predicted mein-ti-we-between failure (HTBF ) for each equipment.
The new prediction technique was validated by ccparison of prediction
accuracy ratios between the new technique and the RADC Volume II technique.

The evaluation of stress analysis prediction techniques required the es-
tablishent of predictions which utilized the techniques. Thei-efore,
predictions were prepared for thirty-eight equipments usiag both the
methods of the RADC Reliability Notebook, Volume 11 and MIL-HDBK-217A.

The stress analysis prediction techniques require a knowledge of numerous
design and operating factors which influence the failure rates of parts
within the equipment (e.g., temperature, stress, environment, part quality,
etc.). Therefore, information relative to the operating characteristics
of the equipment were obtained from the following sources:

o System Environmental Specifications

o Environmental Control System Project Engineers

o Equipment Designers

o Contractor Reliability Prediction Reports

Utilizing the above information, a standard set of prediction factors anid
operating conditions was established for use in preparing all R.DC Volume
II type stress analysis predictions as listed below.

o The equipment operates in a fixed ground environment.

o The part quality level is consistent throughout the equipment (i.e.,

upper grade or lower grade).

17
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The general equation used for establishing a part failure rate for the
RADC Volume II prediction is

p b xIIM E (2)

where I
= the part failure rate,p

Xb the base failure rate established for temperature,
stress, and part quality,

1M the application modifiers, and

EE  the environment modifiers.

b. Correlation Analysis

This study evaluated the correlation of Mean-Time-Between-Failure (MTBF)
values predicted by each of the stress analysis prediction techniques with
observed values and each other. The purpose of this study was to statisti-
cally evaluate the relationships of prediction techniques for a variety of
equipment, and to determine if any combinations of techniques and equipment
exhibited relationships significant to the evaluation and improvement of
prediction accuracy, precision, or repeatability. The study also attempted
to identify and isolate any significant statistical differences which might
exist.

The test for simple linear correlation was performed for three equipment

categories:

o All equipments (34 equipments),

o Analog equipments (20 equipments), and

o Digital equipments (14 equipments).

The correlation, coefficients obtained for the different prediction tech-
niques are shown in Table VIII, "Simple Linear Correlation Coefficients
Between Stress Analysis Prediction Techniques."

I
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TABLE VIII

SIMPLE LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

BETWEEN STRESS ALIYSIS PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

JRADC W MIL-SUpper Lower HI)BK-
Equipment Type Grade Grade 217A,

RADC Upper Grade 0.913 0.896
All

RADC Lower Grade 0.913 0.909

RADC Upper Grade 0.923 0,986

Analog

RADC Lower Grade 0.923 0.917

RADC Upper Grade 0.958 0.722
Digital -

RADC Lower Grade 0.958 0.829

The foregoing table shows relatively high degree of linear correlation
between the stress analysis prediction techniques (i.e., the results of
all stress analysis prediction techniques are quite similar). Although
this correlation provides no insight into the accuracy of the techniques,
it shows that the precision of the individual techniques is essentially
the same for all.

The correlation analyses conducted between the observed data and the
several stress analysis prediction techniques are illustrated in Table IX,
"Correlation Coefficients Between Observed Data and Stress Analysis Pre-
diction Techniques."

The table shows a significant correlation between predicted and ob-
served values for Cigital equipment, but very little correlation
between the predicted and observed values for analog equipments.
This implies that a significant difference exists between analog and
digital equipment which is not compensated for in the prediction
techniques.

19



TABLE IX

OMMUTI. O COEFFICI_.S KM. A.5SERED DATA

: STRESS ALYSIS PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

) i'
SEqullipmt Categories PACRADC ".IL- l

I/Upper ! Lower HI)8K i
Grd Grade 217 A

All Equiments 0.520 0.336 0.208

I I

Analog Equpments 0.269 C.192 I 0.192

Digital Equipments 0.963 0.868 0.604

The high correlation (0.963) between the RADC Volume I! upper grade
prediction and the observed data for thte digital equipment precipi-
tated a least-squares curve fit to determine what curve would best

fit the observed data. The curve-s used in the least-squares curve

fit are:

o y=* +Bx,

0 y a + X

0 y x
0 Y '. ,

0 y- 1 and
a+ X

0 y= X ,

where

I y the observed MTBF,

A 2 the predicted MTBF, and

,B~ ---the least-squares coefficients.

I 2
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The results of the lea3t-squares curve fit are shown in Table Y, "Least
Squares Curve Fit, Digital Equipmento. This Table shows that the linear
curve is the best fit (i.e., the linear curve has the highest index of
determination). However, the negative value of a is undesirable. The
curve where y is a power function (i.e., y - an$1 is the second best fit.
In fact, this curve indicates that a mltiplier of aoproximately 0.32
would make the RADC Volume II upper grade prediction very close for digi-
tal equipments.

TABLE X

LEAST-SQMAES CURVE FIT

DIGITAL EQUIPMENTS

I I
Curve i IndexOf ja

Determination

y=+5x I 0.93 -14684.9 7.09 1

,e6 X  0.59 1937.7 0.0001

y = CX 0.90 0.32 1.25

y = a+ 5/x 0.13 66144.8 -2.0 x 10-7 .

y = I/a+2x 0.15 0.0014 -5.0 x 10"

-y = x/a+_x 0.69 0.84 -6.2 x 10- 5

21
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Using the least-squares curve fi fficients from Table X for the
power fmction curve, new predictons were made for the fourteen
digital equipments. The equatleC- fur the new prediction is:

y a axe,

where

y- the new prediction value,

x- the old RADC Volume II uppef grade prediction value, and

eB- the least-squares coefficients (Table X).

Table XI, 'Digital Equipm.nt Prediction From Least-Squares Coeffi-
cents", shows the results of predictions for the digital equipments
utilizing the least-squares curve fit coefficients.

TABLE XI

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT PREDICTIONtS

FROM LEAST-SQUARES COEFFICIENTS

quipment Predict on Observed : ObservedNO. (y °) j .S. Pred. = a Pred.

37 254.8 4.2 7.1
20 389.3 0.5 C.9
32 432.5 4.2 11.4
23 654.3 0.9 1.8
19 1 1510.3 0.2 0.7
18 3164.5 0.3 1.7

1 6854.5 0.7 1.7
6 7632.1 1.6 3.8
a 24207.8 j 1.2 3.8

10 32493.1 0.6 2.1
7 37906.6 2.1 7.0
5 46071.6 1 1.7 6.1

29 51808.3 0.4 1.3
9 230061.0 1.5 7.3

=1.4 x= 4.0 IIfI_ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ -, __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The ratios of the observed MTBF to the new predicted MTBF were ob-
tained. These ratios indicate, when compared with the ratios of
observed MTBF to RADC Volue II upper grade predicted MTBF, that the
least-squares coefficients give a more accurate digital equipment
prediction (i.e., x is closer to one) but do not improve upon the

22
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precision of the prediction (i.e., the range of variability between the
ratios for all equipments is essentially the same).

c. Analysis of MTBF Ratios

' {l(1) Introduction

The ratios of observed MTBF to predicted MTBF were calculated for

thirty-four equipments using various stress analyses prediction
techniques. These ratios are shown, by equipment numbers, in Table
XIJ, fRatio of Observed MTBF to Predicted MTF."

It is desirable to know the underlying probability distribution of
the ratios of observed MTBF to predicted MTBF.

If the probability distribution can be determined, then it becomes
possible to:

o determine if the prediction techniques produce equal means and
variances. That is, is any one prediction technique either more
accurate or more precise than any othei technique?

o determine if all types of equipment can utilize the same predic-
tion technique. That is, do all types of equipment have th
same type of probability distribution and if so, are they the
same distribution?

Thus, the aalysis of the MTBF ratios is accomplished in the following
manner:

o Determine the underlying probability distributions for the differ-
ent types uf equipments (i.e., digital, analog, and all equipments)
via "goodness of fit" tests.

o Determine, for the different equipment types whose ratios have the
same type of probability distribution, if theW.i e, ineed, from

the same distribution via tests for eqiel .means and equal vari-
ances. That is, the MTBF ratios from two or more equipment "'pes
might exhibit a normal distribution, but also have different
means and variances and hence, would not be members of the same
normal distribution.

(2) Goodness of Fit Tests

These tests are performed to determine the underlying probability
distributions of the MTBF ratios.

The categories of equipment considered in the MTBF ratio analysis are:

o Digital (14 equipments)

o Analog (20 equipments)

23
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TABLE XI I

RATIO OF OBSERVED KTBF

TO PREDICTED KTBF

Equipment NIL-HDBK RADC RADC Original
Code Nmber 217A 1per Grade Lower Grade Contractor

Prediction Prediction Prediction Prediction

1 8.8 1.7 10.8 ---
2 51.4 26.5 255.0 8.0
3 34.4 13.4 111.6 7.2
4 2.7 I .8 5.4 -
5 17.8 1 .1 53.8 -
6 120.2 3.8 50.5 -
7 57.5 7.0 53.9 0
8 50.7 3.8 36.0 3.2
9 91.5 7.3 71.3 0-
10 52.2 2.1 24.
11 19.9 3.8 25.4 ---
12 0.2 006 0.13 0.16
13 0.15 0.09 0.23 0.11
14 1.8 0.9 4.1 0.4

2 1.0 0.4 3.4 0.5
16 0.18 0.05 0.15 0.31
17 0.14 0.05 0.27 0.10
18 11.4 1.7 12.8 3.2
19 5.8 0.7 6.2 1.6
20 6.9 0.9 8.1 1.5
21 2.5 0.9 7.1 1.5
Z2 1.4 0.4 3.0 0,7
23 5.0 1.8 12.3 3.7
25 1.6 0.5 4.0 0.9
26 50.7 !0.2 56.2 8.8
27 1.4 0.5 2.0 0.4

28 1.9 ' 0.9 3.2 1.5
29 4.6 ' 1.3 6.5 1.4
30 4.9 1.5 10.5 3.6
31 ! 290.9 5.9 2. 3
32 36.3 111.4 111.4 2.9
34 4.8 2.2 , 18.3 2.2
36 030.08 0.4 0.1
37 27.0 7.1 ' 67.9 1.4
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o All equipments (34 equipments).

Having prior knowledge that these ratios might be either normally or
log-normally distributed, Chi-Square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov "Goodness-
of-Fit" tests can be applied to the data to determine the underlying
probability distributions. Therefore, a chi-square goodness-of-fit
test is first applied to the ratios.

The hypothesis to be tested, at the 0.05 signlficance level, is
whether the ratios of observed MTBF to prer!Octed KTBF for any or all
of the three equipment categories have dn underlying probability
distribution which is either normal (Gaussian) or log-normal.

Table XIII, "Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test for Normal Distribu-tien", shews tne results of the Chi-Square test for a normal distri-
buticii of the ratios.

TABLE XIII
CHI-SQUARE GOOONESS OF FIT TEST

FOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MIL-HDBK-217A RADC Upper GradeEquipment Sample v= MI -H igni- 2 2 Signi-

Category ISize D.P. I* igif ~ ~ giCaegr 0X IX5,v ficant Xo .05os,v ficant

All Equip. 34 6 12.7 7.82 yes 2.71 7.82 no

Analog Equip. 20 i 5.95 3.84 yes 9.29 3.84 yes
Digital Equip. 14 1 4.67 3.84 yes 0.330 3.84 no

, t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

From Table XIII, we reject the hypothesis that the ratios of ob-
served MTBF to predicted MTBF are normally distributed when the pre-
diction is made via the MIL-HDBK-217A technioue. Also, we reject
thE hypothesis for the analog equipments when the prediction is
formed via the RADC Volume II technique. We are unable to state
that the ratios for digital and all equipment categories are not
normally distributed for the RADC predictions. However, it is ob-
viously the strong influence of the digital equipment which prevents
the "all equipments" category from being significant (i.e., re-
jected) at the 0.05 level.

Table XI',', "'Chi-Square Gocdness of Fit Test for Log-Normal Distribu-
tion", illustrates the results of the Chi-Square test for a log-
normal distribution of the ratios.
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TABLt XIV
CHI-SQUA E GOODNESS OF FIT TEST FOR

LOG-NORAL DISTRIBUTION

Equipmert Sample Nv=DB- 7A. RAD Up r de*CaeoySie =F 2 -I2 ISlgi- 2 Sini

altegory Sze D.F. X 0  59v ficant XO .O5,v ficant

All Equip. 34 6 4.59 7.82 no 2.47 7.82 no

Atialng Equip. 20 4 1.53 3.8 no 1.02 3.84 no

Digital Equip 14 14 0.0841j3.8 no 0.323 3.84 no

In Table XIV it is shown that we cannot reject the hypothesi: that
the ratios of any of the equipment categories (i.e., all, analog,
or digital) are log-normally distributed whether the prediction
utilizes the MIL-HDBK-217A or the RADC technique.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test was applied to the
ratios of the same equipment categories as the Chi-Square test to
ascertain whether the ratios by equipment categories were normally
or log-normally distributed. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test is given
by the expression

Dc,v = MAXIFo - Sn1i; i = 1,2,...,n = number of cells, (3)

wihere

F - the theoretical cumulative frequency distribution up
i to and including the ith cell,

Sn = the observed cumulative frequency distribution up to
and including the ith cell,

i

E the significance level,

v the degrees of freedom, and equal to the total number
of observations.

Table XV, "Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test For Normal Distribution,"
illustrates the results of this test by equipment categories.
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TABLE XV

KOLOMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST

FOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

Equipment IS;.,nple V__ MIL-NDBK-217A RADC Uper Grade
Category Siz . F D. o Significan DO  051 Significant

D .0I

11 Equipments 34 34 0.254 0.23 yes 0.261 0.23 yes
I --

%nalog Equip. 20 20 0.361 0.294 yes 0.319 0.294, yesii I 1
figital Equip. 14 14 0.1810.349 no I40.81 noI __ ... ii ___ .___ I_ O.O9 .

From Table XV we can reject the hypotl-esis that either of the
categories of "all equipment" and "analog equipment" are normally
distributed regardless of the prediction technique. However, we
cannot reject the hypothesis that the digital equipment is normally
distributed.

The results of the Kolmogorov-Smnrnov test for the log-normal dis-
tribution are shown in Table XVI, "Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test For
Log-Normal Distribution".

TABLE XVI

KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST FOR
LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

Equipment Sample ' = MIL-HDBK-217A RADC Upper Grade
Category ,Size D.F.V Significant Do  D05, Significant

ll Equipments 34 34 0.079 0.23 no 0.091 0.23 no

knalog Equip. 20 20 0.091 0.294 no 0.085 0.294 no

3igital Equip. 14 14 0.054 0.349 no 0.109 0.349 no

From Table XVI, we can observe that we cannot reject the hypothe-
sis that the ratios for equipment categories have log-normal dis-
tributions regardless of the prediction technique.
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It appears from both the Chi-Square and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov testthat the log-normal distribution is the better fit for the ratios of
observed MTBF to predicted MTF. :1
(3) Tests for Equal Variances and Means

Since there appears to be a difference between the digital and anialogequipments which may require different prediction techniques for thetwo equipment types, further tests were employed to determine if theequipments were part of the saie log-normal distribution. These tests
are:

o Bartlett's Number (a test for the equality of variances).
o "F* Ratio Test (a test for the equality of means).

o "t" test (a test for the equality of means).
Prerequisites for the analog and digital equipments to be mebers ofthe same log-normal population, are that their mean s and variancesbe equal, Hence, the first step was to determine if the variancesare equal. A useful test for determining if the variances are equal,especially when more than two variances are involved, is the"Bartlett's Test". The Bartlett's test is a conpariso between thearithmetic average of the sample variances and the geometric aver-age of those variances. The geometric average is less sensitiveto extreme values than is the arithmetic average. Hence, a ratio ofthe arithmetic average to the geometric average produces a largevaluo when the variance is non-Lniform, and conversely, the ratioproduces a small value when the variances are uniform.

The computed Bartlett's number is compared, at the appropriate con-fidence level (1-0), with the Chi-Square variate whose degrees offreedom are the number of sample variances less one. If the com-puted Bartlett's number exceeds the Chi-Square variate then onemay conclude that tiie variances are not equal.
The standard deviations were determined and used to compute theBartlett's number for six cases. These six cases were designed totest between the variances of the ratios within the three -quipmentcategories, and also test between the variances of the ratios betweenequipment categories. The six cases and the results of these testsare presented in Table XVII, "Bartlett's Test for Equality ofVariances."
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TABLE XVII

BARTLETT's TEST

FOR EQUALITY OF VARIANCES

Equipment No. of Bartlett's 2 (Test Significant
I Category Sample Number x05,k-! CaseVariances W(k)er

All Equipment 45.26 7.82 1 1 No

Analog Equipment 4 2.41 7.82 2 No

Digital Equipment 4 5.65 7.82 3 No

All vs Analog 8 7.83 14.07  i 4 No

All vs Digital 8 30.72 14.07 5 Yes

Analog vs , I
Digital 8 28.36 14.07 6 Yes

From the above table, it is evident that the variances within the
three equipment categories may be considered equal. In addition,
the variances between the all equipment category and the analog
equipment category may be considered equal. However, the variance
associated with the digital equipment category is different from the
variances of the other equipment categories.

The next step in determining if the log-normal populations are one
and the same for analog and digital equipments, is to dete,,nine if
the means of the populations are equal. The test for the equality
of population means is based on the analyses of variance techniqua.
This technique (the F ratio test) is based on the assumption that
the pnpulation variances are equal.

The value of F which is calculated is tested against a tabular value
of F with K-l and N-K degrees of freedom (K is the number of means
under test and N is the sum of the observation for each sample.' and
at the desired confidence level. If the calculated value exceeds the
tabular value of F, one may conclude with (l-a) percent confidence
that the means are unequal.
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The F ratio test was performed on the three equipment categories
where the variances within equipments were equal. The results of
the F ratio test are shown in Table XVIII,"F Ratio Test For The
Equality of Means". I

TABLE XVIII

F RATIO TEST

FOR THE EQUALITY OF MEANS

Equipment F ' Significant Significant
Category 0 F05;K-I,N-K FO;K-I,N-K

All 10.47 2.68 Yes 3.94 Yes
Equipments

Analog 3.66 2.73 Yes 4.06 No
Equipments 6

Digital 21.21 2.1P2 Yes 4.25 Yes
Equipments Y

From the above Table, we recognize that we can reject the hypothe-
sis of equal means for all three equipment categories with 95 per-
cent confidence. Also, the hypothesis of equal means within the
equipment categories can be rejected with 99 percent confidence for
all categorips except the analog equipment category. This indicates
that different log-normal distributions exist in each case.

Since the test for equal variances between equipment categories
showed a definite difference between the analog equipment variance
and the digital equipment variance, the F ratio test could not be
utilized to determine the equality of the means between these two
equipment categories. Hence, a Student's "t" test was used to test
tiie hypothesis of equal means between analog equipment and digital
equipment.

The computed value of "t" is compared with a tabular value of "t"
at the desired confidence level and the appropriate degrees of
freedom. There were four comparison cases determined between the
means of analog and digital equipments (i.e., MIL-HDBK-217A, RADC
Volume II Upper Grade, RADC Volume II Lower Grade, and Original
Contractor predictions). The results of these tests are shown in
Table XIX, ' "t" Test For The Equality of Means.'
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TABLE XIX

"t" - TEST FOR

EQUALITY OF MEANS

Prediction D.F. to  t0o Significant! t.05  Significant

MIL-HDBK-217A 132 4.49 2.75 Yes 2.04 Yes

RADC Upper Grade 29 13.00 2.76 Yes 1 2.05 Yes

RADC Lower Grade 28 5.35 2.76 Yes 2.05 Yes

Original Contractor 22 2.31 2.82 No 2.07 Yes

From the above tble, it can be noted that we reject the hypothesis
of equal means between anal and digital equipment ratios for all
pediction techniques with 95 percent confidence. However, we can-
not reject the hypothesis of equal means between analog and digital
equipment ratios for the original contractor prediction with 99 per-
cent confidence. The above inaicates that in all cases the analog
and digital equipments are from different log-normal distributions.
Thus, if accuracy is to be increased in prediction techniques,tnen

analog and digital equipments require different techniques.

*Tha reliability prediction (i.e., RADC Volume II upper grade parts)
* were divided into cateqories (i.e., high MTBF, low MTBF, close

agreement to observed MTBF, and those for which insufficient ob-
served data are available). The following tabulations evaluate
the divisions of the equipments. (See Table XX - Table XXII)
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TABLE XX

WITH HIGH HTBF RATIOS

Equipment Ratio Analog or Function Percent
CodeNumr KBFo/fF p  Digital Active Elements

2 26.5 Analog Power 43.0313.4 Anao Power 29.0
5 6.1 Digital C-ontrol 23.4

6 3.8 Digital Computer 61.27 7.0 Digital Amplifier 37.8

8 3.8 Digital Control 55.9 7.3 Digital Control 35.2
10 2.1 Digital I Computer 53.3

hg 3.8 Analog Power 28.9
e e26 w0.2 Analog Power 32.2

m3e1.4 Digital Computer sa .A1 34 2.2 Analog Display 30.2

37 7.1 Digital Computer 41.2

There were eight digital equipments and five analoq.equipments whose
dmBF ratios were high (i.e., >2.0). The five analog equipments con-tain four equipments whose function is power (e.g., power supply)

and of these four power equipments there were three equipants wihextremely high ratios (i.e. >10.0). In fact, these three equip-

ments w ere on th otive end of the high MBF scale. Also, the
table indicates that more digital equi nt predictions under-esti-
mate the equipment MTBF's than analog equipment predictions. Pre-~dominant functional groups are computers and control equipments (seven

( of the eight digital equipments). There is no evident relationship
! between the percent of active elements and the MTBF ratios.

i There were nine equipments whose MTBF ratios were low (i .e.,.< 0.5)
~These nine equipments were all analog equipments. Table XXI "Analog

Equipments with Low MTBF Ratios," lists these nine equipments, their
1MTBF ratio, function, and percent of active elements.
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TABLE XXI

ANALOG ETQJIPMENTS

WITH LOW MTBF RATIOS

Equipment MTBF Function Percent
Code Number Ratio Active Elements

12 0.07 Control I 17.2*13 0.09 Receiver 1 5.2*(

15 0.40 Control 31.2

16 0.06 Control ! 7.0*
17 0.06 Test 29.3*
22 0,40 Control 31.0
25 0.50 Control 34.2
27 0.46 Control 41.8
36 0.08 Test 31.2

Approximately 5 Percest Tubes

The above table indicates a gross relationship between the inci-
dence of active elements (tubes) and the very low (i.e., < 0.1)
MTBF Ratio. The four tube type equipments have the lowest ratios
and the lowest percent active elements. However, because of the
small sample, a definite conclusion on the relationships could not
be established. From Table XX, "Equipments with High MTBF Ratios",
and Table XXI above, it is evident that the MTBF ratios for equip-
ments with the control function vary across the spectrum of vari-
ability. This indicates that the prediction technique for control
equipment exhibits a wide range of variation.

Table XXII, "Equipments with Accurate MTBF Ratio", show the twelve
equipments whose MTBF Ratios were accurate (i.e., close to the
observed value).
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TABLE XXII

EQUIPNEFS WITH ACCURATE

MTBF RATIOS

Equpent MTBF Analog or Function Percent
Code Number Ratio Digital Active Elements

I.71 Digital Corputer 46.0
4 0.76 Analog Control 26.4

14 0.88 Analog Control 29.7
18 1.68 Digital Control 42.8
19 0.69 Digital Control 46.4
20 0.88 Digital Control 47.7
2T 0.92 Analog Control 33.4
23 1.78 Digital Computer 36.7
28 0.93 Analog Display 33.3
29 1.34 Digital Power 44.0
30 1.47 Anzlog Power 40.0
31 0.94 Analog Test 50.1

From. Table XXII, it is again evident that no correlation exists
between MITBF ratio and percent of active elements. Also, the
digital and analog equipments are equally represented.

r
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SECTION V

IMPROVEMENT OF PRE-DESIGN PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

1. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the study effort concerned with inmroverent of pre-
* design prediction techniques are listed below:

o Research existing pre-design prediction techniques to determine areas
wherein improvement should be made.

o Measure the accuracy of existing pre-design prediction techniques.

o Through the use of operational data, develop functional modifiers which
can be used to provide a more accurate prediction.

2. SLMARY

Two functions were developed, which will iriprove the accuracy of pre-
design prediction techniques for analog pcoer and control equipments. No
function was found to have a sufficiently high correlation coefficient to
enable improved pre-design prediction techniques to be developed for
digital electronic equipment and display equipment.

The two techniques which were developed to improve the pre-design predic-
tions are modifier functions to the MIL-STD-756A prediction, and are shown
below for each category of analog equipment.

Power

MTBF 1958 (MTBF) 0 7 3

Control

MTBF = (MTBF)/(.0124 + .00037 MTBF)

Where

MTBF = Modified MTBF prediction

MTBF = MIL-STD-756A Predicted MTBF

The percent difference of observed to improved MTBF predictions are shown
in Table XXIII. All improved predictions are considered better than the
original MIL-STD-756A prediction with one ex:etion; namely, equipment
number 16, where the modified prediction is comparable to the MIL-STD-756A
prediction, but less accurate. The predictions for power e.:uipment are
more accurate than those for the control equipment, with all predictions
within one hundred percent accuracy.
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TABLE XXIII f

PERCENT DIFFERENCE OBSERVED TO IMPROVED
MTBF PREDICTION FnR ANALOG EQUIPMENT GROUPS

TyPe Number MIL-STD-756A

Power 2 - 3.7

3 - 19.8

'11 19.3
26 56.3

30 -30.5

ControlI 4 353.4

12 6.3

15 1.8
16 - 66.6

21 138.4

22 - 0.4

25 696.E

27 399.9

36 60.7
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In summary. the following conclusions were made as a result of the analysis
of pre-deslgn prediction techniques:

o All pre-design techniques predict lower-than-observed XTBF values for
most electronic equipment. 1

o Equipment in the digital and analog design approach categories exhibited
distinctly different ranges of prediction accuracy ratios.

o The digital design approach category exhibited a positive correlation
between prediction accuracy ratios based on the MIL-STD-756A, prediction
technique.

o The analog design approach category failed to show any significant cor-
relation between the prediction accuracy ratios of the prediction
techniques.

o Significant differences in the range of prediction accuracy ratios were
established between functional categories of analog equipment.

o Prediction accuracy can be improved for the pre-design prediction
techniques for selected functional categories of analog eauipment, by
the use of a functional modifier.

o When the analog equipment is subdivided into power, control, and dis-
play groups, a positive correlation exists between the MTBF values
produced by the pre-design prediction techniques and measured values
for each group.
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3. DETAILS

a. Te chnic Approach

The establishment of improvements in current predesign prediction
techniques for ground electronic equipment, involved an analysis of the
characteristics of the prediction techniques. This included investi-
gations of the areas where the techniques were valid, and an identi-
fication of the weaknesses of the techniques. MTBF predictions for the
candidate equipments were made, using the existing predesign prediction
techniques. The accuracy of the predictions was evaluated and compared
to the observed equipment MTBF, using the ratios of observed MTBF's to
predicted MTF's. To determine whether any technique could be improved
to more accurately predict the observed MTBF values,it was necessary to
determine whether or not the technique produced values having a funda-
mental relationship to the observed values. For this purpose, a
regression analysis was performed on the Dredicted and observed MTBF
values to obtain a functional fit of the predicted to observed MTBF
values. Six functions, listed belowwere evaluated in making the best
fit. The correlation coefficient was used to indicate the goodness of
fit for each function.

o Y a A+BX o Y = A+ (B/X)

0 Y a AeBX o Y = 1/(A+ BX)

o Y - AX o Y = X/(A+ BX)

The function identified as having the best fit was used to obtain new
predicted MTBF values for eazh equipment. The new MTBF values were
com.jred to the observed values and a distribution analysis of the ratios
of observed to predicted MTBF was performed. The analyses were used to
identify and isolate factors causing prediction inaccuracy, and to
determine distribution parameter values so that measures of the inaccuracy
of selected prediction techniques could be determined.

b. Pre-Design Reliability Prodiction Techniques

(1) Introduction

Current reliability prediction techniques are used during the pre-
design phase of the development cycle. These techniques are based
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upon established relationships between equipment reliability values

(e.g., MTBF) and selected equipment characteristics such as:

(1) Equipment function,

(2) Active element group count,

(3) Power consumption, andIiI
(4) Number of CRT tubes.

Each of the techniques evaluated is discussed in the sections below. ;I

(2) Prediction by Function - Federal Electric Method

The prediction by function technique developed by the Federal Electric
Corporation was based upon radar, communication, and Electronic Data
Processing (EDP) central processing functions operating in a fixed
ground environment.

The communication function is characterized in three separate sub-
functions as follows: "receive,' "transmit," and 'multiplex." For
these sub-functions, respectively, MTBF can be predicted as a function
of Noise Figure (DB), Power Gain (DB) and the number of voice
channels utilized, using the following expressions:

MTBFreev (2889) e-' 136 NF
~receive

MTBFtransmit = (6769) G " 624

MTBFmultiplex = (783) e ' 0178C

Where,

NF = Noise figure (in decibels) i.e.,

Sjqnal-to-Noise power ratio of ideal receiver
Actual Signal-to-Noise power ratio of receiver output

G Power gain (in decibels) i.e.,

Typical average power output of final amplifier
Input power required to drive final amplifier

C = Number of Communi,:ation Channels
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The EDP central processor prediction technique predicts MTBF as a
function of the ratio of word size (in bits) to add time (in micro-
seconds). The equation for the EDP central processor MTBF prediction
is:

MTBFcentral processor (524) e-135 W/A

lwhere,

W - Word size in bits

A = Add time in microseconds

The radar function is characterized in two separate sub-functicns:receiver," and "transmitter." For these sub-functions, failure rates

per active element are obtained through the following functions:

a 4.17 (P) 
32

At = 9.06 (P)' 36
t!

wheres,

.xr a Receiver failure rate per active element group ]
At Z Transmiltter failure rate per active element group

P - Peak power in kilowatts.

An active element group is defined as a tube and associated circuitry,
or a transistor or diode and its associated circuitry. The FEC radar
predic.ion by function has an alternate predictor which combines the
two sub-functions of receive and transmit into a single equation as
follows:

Ar-t =63(p)'

where,

Ar-t = failure rate per active element group for the radar
receive-transmit function.
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For the range of parameter values represented for radar, com'uncation
and central processor equipment, the maximum and mntimum MTBF values
and their respective paraneters for the six predictors are show, in
Table XX!Y. The functional parameter values represent the range of
values for which the FEC predictors hold.

TABLE XXIV

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PREDICTION

PARAMETER AND MTBF VALUES

Predictor Function Parameter Value MTBF Prediction

Function Parameter Minimum Maximum Maximum Mirimum

Communication Noise Fig 1 db 11 db 2SO hrs 600 hrs
Receive

Communicatiot, Power Gain 15 db 75 db 130C hrs 500 hrs
Transmit

Communication # Voice 5 45 750 hrs 350 hrs
Multiplex Channels

EDP Central Word Size .1 bit/pSec 9 bit/liSec 560 hrs 160 hrs
Processor Add Time

Radar Peak Power I KW 5000 KW 240,000* 13,000*
Receiver

Radar Peak Power 1 KW 5000 KW 125,000* 5,000*
Transmitter

MTBF per active element
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(3) Prediction by Function - ARINC Research Corporation Methods

The prediction by func'ior, developed by ARINC was developed by
grouping all the data into one croup, in contrast to the three
separate groups of the FEC technique, discussed previously. Three
separate functional relationships were developed, using functions
such as power, active element count, voltage, and the number of dis-
play tubes. The first, (and only one that includes the active ele-
ment count) applicable to all equipments of the type used 'n the
ARINC study, is indicated to be the preferred technique. The second
and tOird equazLons are used for radiating or non-ridiating systems,
respectively. The ARINC equations are given below for similar,
radiating, and non-radiating equipment, respectively.

o Ln e = 8.6859 - 0.5632 Xa - 0.255 6Xb - 0.0858Xc

o Ln e - 6.4408 - 0.2055Xb - O.15 9YXc - 0.5120Xd

o Ln e - 7.2612 - 0.5089Xd - 0.11 23Xe

where,

a - Predicted MTBF in hours

Xa = Ln (Adjusted count of active elements)

Xb = Ln (Power consumption in kw)

Xc = Nwber CRT's

Xd Ln (Max dc voltane in kv)

XC = Ln (highest frequency in mcs)

The major drawback of this technique, as with the FEC technique, is
that there is a limited range of electronic equipment functions to
which the technique can be applied and the state of the art changes
in equipment design tend to make the data obsolete.

(4) MIL-STD-756A

The MIL-STD-756A technique is a prediction by series active elements
through the use of a nomograph. The reliability values produced by
this method have been shown (reference 2) to be dependent upon the
functional block level to which the equipment reliability model is
subdivided. This dependency is illustrated, for some selected ground
electronic equipments, in Figure 1 "Ground Electronic MTBF Pre-
dictions - First and Second Indenture."
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The dashed line in Figure I represents the predicted MTBF to the firstindenture level for the selected equipments 'hile the circled points
are the predicted MTBF values to the second indenture level. The ;econdindenture level predictions assumed a series relatiosnio between the
functional black boxes, and were plotted in Figure I using the totalnumber of series active elements in the equipment so as to provide a
first intdenture level comparison.

!(Second nden ure
1 Level Predicti n)

C102 _ __ii I__4, Z _____

HFir'tIn ent
goLevei redictioA),

102 103  104

Number of Series Active Elements

Figure I. Ground Electronics MTBF Predictions

First and Second Indenture
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To apply the prediction technique, one must first break the system
up into functional groups, count the nuber of series active elements
in each group, enter the reliability nomograph and read off the func-
tional group MTBF. The system KTBF is determined through the system
reliability model. The active Plements are defined as tubes, tran-
sistors, diodes and their a:soclated circuitry, except that for a
digital computer application, one tenth the number of diodes should
be use4. An ao-tional indcnture anomaly for an assembly which is on
the border of being classed a computer arises when some of its sub-
assemblies will not be so classified. In this case, a third predic-
tion would result. Since the MIL-STD-756A technique can be applied
for all functional classes of electronic equipment, this is a tool
for providing a consistent set of predesign prediction techniques,
provided predictions are made to the same functional level.

c. Candidate Equipments

The equipments in the predesign prediction analysis are the same equip-
ments as were used in Section IV, "Improvement of Stress Analysis
Prediction Techniques." The selection criteria used for the stress analy-
sis were also used, as pertaining to predesign predictions in this
section, and augmented to include predesign prediction requirements. The
augmented list is given below

o Availability of equipment parts lists.

o Availability of predesign predictiorn parameters on equipment.

o Availability of operating failure data on the mature system.

o Established failure reporting system (e.g., AF 66-1, contractor
reporting, etc.).

o Validity of data for desired analysis techniques.

i4
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d. Correlation With Observed Reliability

Comparisons of observed to predicted KTBF's were made, using predic-
tions formulated by eacn of the pre-design techniaues. Since the
prediction by function techniques are not applicable to the entire
class of ground electronic equipment, not all the equipment having
predictions formulated by the parts count prediction method were used
in the prediction by function aalysis. Furthermore, it was determined
that results having a more general application could be obtained from
the predesign prediction analysis, if the bulk of the analysis were
performed by the MIL-STD-756A Method, which is applicable to the
entire class of ground electronic equipment. Therefore, the ratios of
observed to predicted MTbF's for the ARINC and FEC predictions are
shown for information purposes in Table XXV, "Ratios of Observed to
Predicted MTBF for Seiected Ground Electronic Equipment - Predictlin
by Function."

TABLE XXV

RATIOS OF OBSERVED TO PREDICTED MTBF FOR SELECTED
GROUND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT - PREDICTION BY FUNCTION

CODE , O. ARINC FEC

6 7.06 21.97

24 8.03 17.09

33 .97

35 j.48

The ratios of observed to predicted MTBF's for MIL-STD-756A are shown

in Table XXVI. The first thirteen equipments are in the digital
design approach category while the twenty remaining equipments are in
the analog design approach category. The MIL-STD-756A technique, in
all but one case, predicted 14TBF values which are lower than the
observed, and in some cases predicted considerably lower MTBF values.
When the equipments were divided into the two sub-sets of digital
and analog, the MIIL-STD-756A methoo exhibited more iccurate predic-
tions for digital equipments than for analog,

Six fuictional relationships lisc:,d in paragraph 3.a above, of pre-
dicted to observed MTBF were developed for each of the following three
equipm.nt cdtegories and subcategories:
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TABLE XXV1. RATIOS OF OBSERVED TO PREDICTED 14TBF FOR GROUND
ELECTRONICS - DARTS COUNT PREDICTIONS

Digital Analog

Code Number MIL-STD-756A Code Nuber MIL-STD-756A

1 138.0 2 152.0

5 437.0 3 412.0

6 424.0 4 304.0

7 2003.0 11 1068.0

8 1629.0 12 2.6

9 1112.0 13 2.9

10 621.0 14 45,1

18 129.0 15 55.0

19 302.0 16 .58

20 360.0 17 2.7

3 23 70.0 0
29 147.0 22 76.0

32 1998.0 25 71.0

26 625.0

27 31.7

28 32.8

30 416.0

31 199.0

34 147.0

36 6.5
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o All ground electronic equipment

o All analog electronic equipment

- Power
- Controls
- Display

o All digital electronic equipment

The correlation coefficients for each functional fit were calculated
to determine what, if any, functional relationships existed between
the predicted and observed M4BF's. From the correlatlon coefficients,
it was determined that the best fit of the general categories was
provided by the function:

Y = AXB (4)

Where,

X - The Parts Count predicted KTBF

Y Adjusted KTBF

A = Shaping parameter

B - Shaping parameter

This function, of all the general category functional relationships tested,
provided correlation coefficient values ranging from a low of .608 to a
high of .867.

The correlation coefficients for the functional relationship y AXB are
listed in Table XXVII for all general categories.

TABLE XXVII

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE FUNCTIONAL
RELATIONSHIP Y - AXB - PREDICTED TO OBSERVED MTBF

Eq___ _ent JMIL-STD-756A
Category

All Equipoent .608

Analog Equipment .622

Digital Equipment 867
47
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For di ial equipment the correlation coefficient was not considered to
be iufficiently high to enable the development of adjustment modifiers to
mod1'y HTBF predictions of digital equipment to be more in line with the
observed KTBF values. Further subdivision of the digital equipment was
not post4ble, so no improved prediction technique for digital equipment
was developed.

For analog equipment the correlation coefficient was siot as high as for
the digital, however, analog equipment could be subdivided into three
s!gcatogories of power, control, and display. For each subcategory the
six functions discussed in paragraph 3.a were again fitted. This pro-
duced a noticeable increase in the resultant correlation coefficients.
Table XXVIII lists the correlaticn coefficients, and the shaping para-
meters for those functions which were found to have sufficiently high
correlations. The power and control subcategories had a correlation
coefficient sufficiently high to use the fitted function in adjusting
predesign predictions.

TABLE XXVIII SHAPING PARAMETERS AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
FOR SELECTED PREDICTION MODIFIERS

- ANALOG EqUIPIENT

Equipment Category A Coet
PreJiction Technique A -rrelation

Fitted Function Coefficients

Power

MIL-STD-756A

Y a AX8  1958.0 .73 .951

Control

MIL-STD-756A
Y - X/(A+Bx) .0124 .00037 .986
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SECTION VI

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT FAILURE RATES

1. OBJECTi VES

The objectives of this portion of the study included the following:

o Measure tne accuracy of existing techniques for predicting the relia-
bility of equipment using integrated circuits (IC's);

o Identify and evaluate major sources of prediction inaccuracy; an,

o Establish failure rates and related data useful for improving the
accuracy of reliability predictions for equipment using IC's.

2. SUMARY

The results of the investigation show that IC's generally exhibit failure
rates that are lower that those predicted by two different prediction
mode s. The low failure rates appear to be the result of increasing
achievement of production, design and "Hi-Rel" requirements. These same
factors, when applied to discrete parts, also result in observed fai'ure
rates which are lower than can possibly be predicted by the most optimis-
tic stress analysis prediction technique of the RADC Notebook Volume II.
The observed failure rates for discrete parts in general show more devia-
tion from the predicted rates than do IC's. This large deviation from
predicted to observed still exists at the equipment level, even though
parts such as multilayer printed circuit boards are not included in the
prediction and contribute up to 20% of the observed failure rate. If
these parts were included in the prediction there would be a greater
difference between predicted and observed equipment failure rates.

Prediction techniques which have limiting factors, such as the E
modifier of the RADC Notebook, prevent predicted failure rates f;om
decreasing to reflect improvements in producticn, design, or in the gen-
eral state of the art. The limiting factor for the part failure rate
sho.d be the inherent failure rate of the part, that is, the failure rate
associated with e part which has no quality defects and is applied within
the design limits.

The quality modifier should be a continuous type of function instead of
establishing a few discrete points. This is also btought out by the
rating studies which show that the ratios of predicted and observed equiD-
m.nt failure rates reflect definite differences between systems having
different quality programs. For the IC's, the Notebook uses four levels
of quality, as compared to two for other parts. This may be one reason
why the predictions for IC's are closer to the observed than the other
parts.
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3. DETAILS

Review of available literature shows that failure rates used in miia-
bility predictions for integrated circuits (IC's) can vary by a factor
of 100 - depending upon zhe manufacturer, the environment, and the
user. This wide range of variation in failure rates is due to the
fact that IC's are characterized by a very high inherent reliability
and a rapidly changing state of the-art, botfi of which result- in a
relative scarcity of stardardized failure data.

This section presents an analysis of failure rate data and evaluati :)s
of the relative accuracy of several prediction teshniques applied to
a va-lety of IC's. Failure rate information is obtained from the
operation of these IC's in a fixed ground environment For a total of
nearly eight billion hours. Since IC's are always used in conjunction
with discrete parts, data on the predicted and observed reliability of
these related items a-e also included in the analysis.

a. Analytical Techniques for IC Reliability Prediction

Table XXIX presents a summary of the techniques aolicable to the pre-
diction and assessment of IC reliability, which were reviewed during
this phase of the study. The table also presents conclusions appli-
cable to each technique.

Since there are no pre-design techniques applicable to the prediction
of IC reliability at this time, stress analysis techniques were used
in developing reliability predictions for analysis and comparison with
observed data. Two different prediction methods were selected as
follows:
(1) The RDO Reliability Notebook, Volume II Method; and,

(2) The EIA (Electronics Industry Association) Method.

The models used by these techniques are illustrated in Table XXX
Details on the RADC mr.thod are contained in the Notebook Volume II.
Details of the EIA model are discussed below.

The EIA prediction model referred to herein is the model developed by
the EIA microelectronic device group (MED 4.3). The EIA model assumes
the existence of a mixed IC populition comprised of two (2) major
subsets. One subset contains potential failure modes related to
inherent (design-oriented) factors which are by definition non-
screenable. The other subset contains potential failure modes related
to quality assurance factors which are by definition controllable
and/or screenable. Thu basic prediction equation is of the form:
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TABLE .XX

COMPARISON OF FORK.iAS FOR IC PREDICTION MODELS

EIA A otk Volume 11

U I) U .TKSA ;r lb p X TC x T

i -- Design + Material -- Base Failure Rate varies as

Failure Rate -- Yalue .02 tmrature from .041 t .G3X5

F/M hours. Fixed: or ime of F/ill hom-r.

existing data.

PEtU)Q -- Added Failure Rates du T- Screenina Factor
to screen tests both

vendor ard user.

H-- andlin Factcr %ot Used

.3 to less at cow.g-de

KT -- Temerature Factor Covered by base failure rate

K-- Stress Factor S ot Used

Ass eoto be l

-- Envirornental Factor TE -- Environmental Factor

H)ot considered TC -- Complexity Factor

Not Considered p-- Packaging Factor
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Lu " [ + PE#Q ()

SU dmotes the fail ure rate seen by he user

I otes inerent failures (non-screenable)

xQ denotes Q-related failures (controllablelscreeble)

PE is the probability of escape past the screen

K denotes application (eir i-nuental) fartors

In theory, the ter= - is a variable deperdent upon several design
faetrs, including a factor for device complexity, In practice,

hOmever, the design factors camot be isolated and quantified to dis-
ti~ngis. bebisen desige variatiors. ,herefore, a constant i, faillare
rate of .OG IOD O hours is used for oredictions on standarddevices.
Also in tieory, the tems P and ' are fuctions of individual pro-
ducers Wre tke W-ralatefailures are a fi tion of tte individual
producer's process ttmIies, and the probability of escape 'PE)
is a io of the effectiveness i ndividual screening progras.
In practice, however, the available data allows only for 3 broad
classification which relates these factors to general classes of pro-
g (i.e., ccmmercial, uilitary, and hi-rel). For all except Ehe
wst rigid high-reliability proras, the tern iEi is mich larger
ta the temn I .

Ore Ofailings of the EIA =Ddel is "Ve assu.ption of a constant failure
rate. in practice, studies have demonstrated that the IC systen
failure rate initially decreases, due to continuation of screenIng at
ge black box level (in-house operation and checkout/, and due to
expending of failures in the V related subset, in theory, the failure
rate then reaches a low stable level and later increases as devices
age. In practice, however, the available data does not ' .'"
the aging effect. A ccmarison of the effects caused by ttke n,..ric
modifiers of the EIA and the Notebook Volume I1 is presented in
Table XXXI,

b. Description of IC Data Sources

All IC data were obtained from devices operating in a fixed ground
environment under controlled conditions of teaperdture and humidity.
Ambient temperature for all devices was controlled within a range
which was not permitted to vary beyond 21°C to 37cC. Humidity for
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TABLE XXXI

COWARISON OF KUERIC MODIFIERS

FOR IC PREDICTION MOOEL

EJA I EIA M
Factor (Vendor) (Vendor A User) Notebook

(Screm (Seen) jVol Use Ii

r1. S:re ping Factor Effect

Co rcial 100 111
Military i4.9 17.2 *

2. T rture Factor Effect

(2j) zs°C 1 1 1

506C 2.? 2.2 4 1
75*C 3.8 3.8 3-02
1259C s2.5 12.5 6.93

3. Basic Failure late With
Texperture (parts per
million honurs)

({JT) 25°C .12 .045
_r--O °C .6 .98 .00 •

75oC 46 .172 .0133
1250C .563 .03D5

4. Envircna.tal Factor

Lab. 1.0
Sat. Orbit 0.7 0.7 1.5
Gd. Fixed i.0 i.0 2.0
Gd. Mobile 1.2 1.2 5.0
Gd. Portable 7.0
Airborne Inh. i.7 to 3 1.7 to 3 5.0
SAirborne Lfnh. 7.0
Sat Launch 8.0
Missile ]c 10 10.0

* For the RADC Notebook, the values are: Lower Grade - 30; Average - 15;

Upper - 2; and, Optimum - I.
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devices in an unsealed container was controlled with a mxiu of 60%
A at 27*1 under normal conditions. The remainder were aperaed
within a hermtically sealed container.

These dvices were operated in the following types of functiocal units:
cotrol assemby. mpliflir assembly, computer, and a signal data

Ie circuits were of the monlithic epitaxial construction. The
cases were either KIovar gold or ceranic 1/8" by 112" flatpacks with
up to fourteen exterl leads. The seal on the metal package was
weld and the seal on the ceramic was glass frit. There were different
metalization interconnects and internal wire system with a predomin-
arce of gold-gold and aluwinvu-aluinus. The internal wire tond
for the gold-gold systems were "bali bends" and on tte aluwinuL-
alinm wer "wedge bonis." Stress conditions were controlled at
less tha. 501 cf maximum rkted power and temperature. Each circuit
had a preseal visual inspEction and a wiiimum electrical burn-in time
of, 250 heurs. any manufacturers were represented. However, one
manufacturer supplied more than fifty per cent of the total parts.
This exact ainot was imoossible to determine. All circuits uere
mnufactured wider siuilar specifications, processes, vid qualitycontrol s
c. Analysis of Data

Table XXXII lists the IC's used in the equipment by device type. The
table includes for each device: the number of primary field failures,
accumlated hours and the best estimate failure rate, using the ratio
of total failures to total hours. Table XXXIII includes the best
estimte failure rae for each device type by equipment.

To further analyze the failure rates in Table XXXII a distribution of
the failure modes was considered. This is, shown in Table XXXIV
hich indicates that 73.42 of the failure "4es could not be identi-

fled due to the fact that failure mode data were not available. This
was due to causes such as: mishandling, "retested good after removal ,
or electrical overstresses. The indicated Ohandlng problems"
accounted for aporoximately 25 per cent of the un-known failures. This
suggested that hanJling errors may be a major cause of IC failures,
i.e., good IC's my be damaged 4hile a faliur is being removed or
replaced. For those IC's which were acceptable on retest, the possi-
bility ef incorrect removal action in the field was indicated. If not
all of the listed IC failures were due to part defects (as opposed to
other errors) the overall failure rate for IC's in this system would
be much less than indicated.
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TABLE XXXII

INTEGRATED CMUMITS
FIELD OPERATION DATA

I Nluber Total Best EStit

oflc Tp Accumnulated FarRt
Failures Hours i Hou

1) Flip Flop 41 907 ,737,130 .00452
2)1 Triple Kad Gate 91 486,7 55.549 .2-6

3) Clocked 7 Input Rand Gate 17 779,175,724 .00218
4) Clocked Dua; Rand Gate 15 1,278,504,823 .00117)(5) lanput Network 3 45,120,650 f)0665

Ouut Driver S 218,1 i,541 .00413 .

7) Matrix Switch 0 98,170,8 .00101
8) Low Level Switch 6 147,255,732 W4oy
9) Read Preampllfier 3 79,081,782 .00379
10) Dodulater Chopper 4 84,535,698 .00473
11) Poer Switrh 20 338,142,192 .00621
j2) LIclocked Wxal Nand Gate 28 2,376,656,832 .00118H13) Triple llon-Resistive Nand Gate I ZZ,177,412 .00262
14) Input Network Low Curiet 4 183,308,153 .00218
15) One Shot Hultivibrator 0 15,361,748 .00611
16 Level Detector 3 76,354,824 .00393
17 Write Switch No. 2 0 170,757.908 .00059
18) General Purpose Alifier #1 7 292,134,787 .0024
19) General Purpose Aplifler #2 3 122,713,110 .00244

General Purpose Amplifier f3 0 5,453,916 .0183
21) Driver Switch 2 136,993,966 .00146

177 17,881,505,565 .00225

*Assume one failure if none
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TABLE XXXIII
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

OBSERVED FAILURE PATES BY EQUIPMENT *

2 Triple N&W Gate .00130 .0183* - .044026

4 Clocked Dual Hand Gate .00101 .00917 00-016 .00137 .00117
5 Input Network ,0110 - .00560,1.00665

Output Driver .00180 - 01!6 .00413
7 atrix Switch .00102 - .0OZ

Low Level Switch oD407* - -. 004079 Read Preompllfier .00379 - - 00379

10 modulator Chopper - .0407 .00917 .00473
11 Powr Switch 0W0 .00136 00444 .00407* - .00621
12 Unclocked Dual Nand Gate .001 - 00367* - .00082 .00118
13 Triple Non-ResistiveNand Gate .00262 - - - - 0026?.

14 Input Network Low Current .00179 .0183* - .00303
15 Ore Shot ultivibrator .00611* e - .00611
16 Level Detector .00393
17 Write Switch No. 2 000621,1.0367* - - .0140* .00059
18 General Purpose

toplifier #1 . .000748 .00579 00333 .0033 0024
'19 General Purpose

Amplifier #2 - - .00147 .00367 - 00244
20 General Purpose

Amplifier #3 - - 0183* - .0183*
21 Driver Switch .001531 00349 - .007* .00146

*No FAILURES

FAILURE RATES ARE %/1000 HOURS
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TABLE XXXIV

INTEWRTEn CIRCUIT FAILURE MODES

TOTAL NLER PER EqUIPHEKT
FAILURE MODE 8 10 TOTALS

Not Available 53 2 1S 1 61

Retest Good 23 0 2 1 26
Analysis Pending 9 0 0 0

Electrical Overstress 10 0 7 1 18

Holes in Oxide 6 0 6 a 1?

Oxide Defect I o 0 2
Surface Contamination 1 0 0 0 1
Non-Hermetic Seal 1 0 0 1
Foreign Material 2 0 0 0 2

Cracked Die 4 0 1 0 5
Faulty Diffusion 1 0 0 0 1

Poor Adhesive 1 0 0 1
Faulty Bond 0 0 l 0 1

Internal Lead Misrouted 1 0 0 0 1

Internal Lead Lagging 1 0 3 0 4
Internal Lead Damage 0 0 1 0 1

Poor Mask 1 0 0 0 1

Corrosion 6 0 2 0 8

TOTALS 121 2 29j 3 155 *

• FAILURE MODES FOR IC FAILURES OF EQUIPMENT
NUMBER 12 NOT AVAILABLE
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The failure modes which could be attributed to the IC are process-
orimted. A list of observed process-oriented failtre iodes and
perctage distribution is given in tht" table below:

TMLE XXXV

PROCESS-ORIENTED FAILURE MODES

(Total Number 41)

% of Total Z of Total
Failure Mode Process Failure Mode Process

Failures Failures

Oxide Defects 34.1 Poor Metal Adhesion 2.4

I Surface Contminatlon 2.4 Faulty Bond 2.4L Non-Hermtlc Seal 2.4 Internal Lead Misrouted 2.4

Foreign Material 4.9 Internal Lead Sagging 9.8

Cracked Die 12.2 Internal Lead Damage 2.4

Faulty Diffusion 2.4 Poor Mask 2.4

Corrosion 19.5

The table above indicates that quality control factors play a veryimportant role in the failure rates of the IC's. At one extreme, the
h'gh reliability IC has a failure rate of about .002%1I000 hours. At
the other extreme, when all of the unknown failure modes represented
in the first four categories in Table XXXIV and 50 per cent of process
Q. C. errors are censored out, the achievable IC failure rate could
be less than .0005%/1000 hours.

The failure rate data presented in Table XXXIII was analyzed to deter-
mine if the failure rates of individual devices were considered
statistically different from the expected failure rate of 0.00225%/
1000 hours. The chi-square test was used to determine statistical
equivalence. For each device the observed number of failures per
billion part hours was compared to the expected number of failures per
billion part hours (22.5 failures per billion part hours) estimated
from the data. Devices where the failure expectation per cell was
less than five failures were grouped so that the assumptions under-
lying the test were not violated. This resulted in 12 cells for thetest.
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II
If the failure rates for all devices were determined to be statistlcally
equivalent, this would be significant to the validation of such elements
of the RADC Volume II prediction method as the complexity factor. It
would also be significant from the standpoint of determining the sensi-
tivity of !C failure rates to circuit application and to equipment
function.

The value of chi-square that was obtaired is 146.0, which is greater

than the value of chi-square in the statistical tables (10 degrees of
freedom, 991Z confidence level). Thus, at a confidence level exceeding
994, it is concluded that at least one of the devices in the table
exhibits a device failure rate which is not equai to .00225/I000 hours.

d. Accuracy of IC Prediction Models

When using the two failure rate prediction methods, major considera-
tions are utilized; accuracy at the part level, and the effect of the
prediction at the equipment level. Data which were used to verify
accuracy at the part level are the accumulated results of Table XXXII
Table XXXVI presents a comparison of the observed and predicted failure
rates for each device, based on predictions formulated by the Notebook
Volume II and EIA prediction methods. To determine the accuracy of
the prediction methods, the following steps were taken:

(1) Predictions were prepared, usint two junction temperatures, 300C
and 60°C. These terperatures rep-esent the maximum and minimum
junction temperatures which the devices experienced in actual
operation. This given range of t.mperature is a necessary
feature of the prediction, because the data concerning junction
temoerature was aveiable only as a range.
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(2) If t.he .oserved failure rate fell within the range of failure
rates established by the predictions fr t-he tto junction ter-
Deratures, 'he prediction was considered reasonably accurate and
the errcr factor was equal to zero.

(3) If the observed failure rate was greater than the predicted at
T. Pax (underestimate), the error factor was formilated as
f;! 1 ows:

.obs/,Dred (T.rax)J

(4) If the observed failure rate was less than the predicted at T.
min. (overestimate) the error factor was for-nilated as follow4
and identified in the tables by a minus sign (-).

-x.pred (Tjmin)/'.obs
(4

The analysis of the error factor gives an insight into the accuracy
of the prediction models:

(I) The Notebook Volume I1 has seven values of zero: the ETA has

(2) The Notebook Volume I! overestimates ten times and underesti.iates
four times. The EIA overestimates seventee: ,ieJs.

(3) The Notebook Volume II has an average error actor for underesti-
mation of 1.32 and -3.73 for overestimation. The EIA.average for
overestimation is -2.70.

(4) The error factors of the Notebook Volume !'s prediction for

linear circuits is significantly different than those for ioier
complexity. The EIA methods show no significant difference.

There are five device types which have large error factors greatar
than 2.0 when using the Notebook Volume II model. They are the write
switch, the matrix switch and three linear amplifiers. The reason
that the write and matrix switches have lower failure rates than
predicted is not discernible from analysis of available data. Th.e
Quality and complexity factot-, could account for inaccuracy in the
predictiotis for these "Hi-Rel" parts. The reason for the aaiplifiers'
high error factors is due to the influence of the complexity factor
on the predicted values. With "Hi-Rel' screening, these linear
Pipiifiers did not show any significant increase in failure rate over
tile digital type of devices. This does not mean that linear amplifiers
which are manufactured under normal screening will exhibit the same
failure raze as digital devices which are screened in the sape manner.
The complexity modifier may need to be further developed as a
function of quality factors. Unfortunately, only one quality level is
represented in the data. If the complexity factor for all devices
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with 'Hi-Rel' screenimg had been eq;ual to 0one', then there would be
only one er-or factor over 2.0. There wouald also be an equal distri-
buti;oa betweeen underestiiation and overestimation ot the fa-Iure rates.
Hoseever, wten co~1exity reach&-, a mdium scale interation, ~.
arowWb 30 gates, the effect of co~lexity on the increase ie the
raaber of failure =odes zay not be ifffset by Oi-Re!10 screers.

Tht EIA aodel has the largest error factor and overestimates for 901
of the devices r'th -ndmerestination. The model gives a rap-ge, I
0 to -4.95. for the errcr factors 'i" omitting the one large factor.This is less than the range of 1.66 to -&718 for the Notebook Volum
I1. This indicates distribution of error is saller for the PIA
nodel- ikever, with t-e modifiers aiO base failure rates, the node]
cannot predict less than -00G451. per IOW hours for these devices-

e. isitributiun of Eui ~~t Prediction Errors

To identify the sources of prediction error for the equimets using
ICbsre faue rtios of ted Ti ables to(YI th c~ L presictdnt
Icbs, te cfaiutofte rae %rsuied.s ales toth ricte andPesn
the contribution of each generic part typ o wtke predicted from the
Motebook -elume 11 and observed failure rates for the five eqipmnts
in tersf ercent per 1 0 k-urs andpercent of the total faiiure
rate. The Notebook itolum I! was used because other prediction
nethods had less accuracy for these equipeents. Observation of tne
tables showed that:

(1) The t i-. iz t ion accuracy for IC's and capacitors vzs better than
for re--stors , diodes and transistors-

'21 The relative contribution to the observed failure rate of IC's
z:-4 capec itors is greater than predicted, and the relative con-
tribution is subsequen'tly itcrer for di odes, transistors, and
resistors.

(3) The influence of vultilayer printed circuit boards is high
compared to the numzber of boards used. The best estiiaate observed
failure rate for the aultilayer printed circuit boards is M./
ir"( nours. The N~otebook folume 11 does Pot, at present, include
a zz~tnod to make a prediction for printed circuit boards. For

izn syts teeorte ?Notebook Volume I wi-l rot identify
a coiponant which is one of th.e major sources of failure-

For four of the eq~uipments a further breakdwn of specific parts
fa;,hures is possible. Tables X-1I through XV present the totalL accumulated iours, nuirber of failures, and a best estin3te failure
rate for specific parts by equipmnt. One failure is assuned if none
are observed. Table XLVI gives the best estimate failure rate forI
specific parts, using the co~ibined total frov the previous four tables.
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TABLE XLiI

FAILLRE DISTRIBUTION OF DISCRETE PARTS
EQUIPMENT NUMBER 8

COMPUTER

NUMBER TOTAL BEST ESTIMATE

OF ACCUMULATED FAILURE RATE
PART TYPE FAILURES HOURS %/i0 3 HOUR,

Capacitor
Tantalum Foil 0 40,904,370 .00244
Tantalum Wet Slug 16 654,469,920 .00244
Glass 0 43,631,328 .00229
Ceramic 1 395,408,910 .000253

Resistor
Wirewound Accurate 2 349,050,624 .000573
Film-Precision 0 3,711,389,838 .0000269
Power Wirewound 0 1,565,273,892 .0000639

Diode

Silicon General Purpose 20 3,048,739,044 .000656
Silicon Power 1 409,043,700 .000244

Transistor
Silicon General NPN 17 719,916,912 .00236
Silicon General PNP 4 406,316,742 .000984
Silicon Power NPN 6 54,539,160 .0110
Germanium General NPN 0 106,351,362 .000940
Germanium General PNP 2 95,443,530 .0000210

* ASSUME ONE FAILURE IF NONE
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TABLE XLIII
FAILURE DISTRIBUTION OF DISCRETE PARTS

EQUIPMENT .NUMBER 9
AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY

NUMBER TOTAL BEST ESTIMATE
OF ACCUMULATED FAILURE RATE

PART TYPE FAILURES HOURS %/103 HOURS*

Capacitor
'Tantalum Foil 0 19,088,706 .0052
Tantalum Wet Slug 29 46,358,286 .0626
Ceramic 0 50,994,146 .00196
Polystyrene 1 19,088,706 .00524

Resistor
Wirewound Accurate 0 730,824,744 .000136
Precision Film 0 1,783,430,532 .0000561
Power Wirewound 0 398,135,868 .000251

Diode

Silicon General 1 1,308,939,840 .0000764
Silicon Power 0 57,266,118 .00175

Transi tor
Siltcon General NPN 1 302,692,338 .000330
Silicon General PNP 0 16,361,748 .00611
Silicon Power NPN 1 139,074,858 .000719

* ASSUMc ONE FAILURE IF NONE
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TABLE XLIV

FAILURE DISTRIBUTON OF DISCRETE PARTS
EQUIPMENT NUMBER 10

CONTROL UNIT

NUBER TOTAL BEST EST-NA771
OF ACCUMULATED FAILURE RATE

PART TYPE FAILURES HOURS %/i03 R%/0HOURS

Capacitor
Paper 0 19,088,706 .00524
Tantalum Wet Slug 24 886,261,350 .00271
Glass 0 62,720,034 .0059
Ceramic 1 662,650,794 .000151
Polystyrene 0 5,453,916 .0183

Resi stor
Wirewound 1 13,634,790 .00733
Precision Film 0 1 1,079,875,368 .0000926
Power Wirewound 0 I 474,490,692 .000211

Diode
Silicon General 18 2,094,303,744 .000859
Silicon Power 0 152,709,648 .000655

Transistor
Silicon General NPN 6 670,831,668 .000894
Silicon General PNP 10 286,330,590 .00349
Silicon Power NPN 4 84,535,698 .00473

*ASSUME ONE FAILURE IF NONE
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TABLE XLV

FAILURE DISTPIBUTION OF DISCRETE PARTS
EQUIPMENT NUMBER 11

ACCESSORY ELECTRONICS

1- NLIBER TOTAL BEST ESTIMATE

OF ACCUMULATED FAILURE RATE
PART TYPE FAILURES HOURS Z/103 HOURS*

Capacitor
Tantalum Foil 0 81,808,740 .00122
Tantalum Wet Slug 3 122,713,110 .00244
Glass 0 10,907,832 .00917
Cerumic 0 234,518,388 .000426
Polystyrene 0 8,180,874 .0122

Resistor
Wirewound Accurate 0 19,088,706 .00524
Precision Film 0 286,330,590 .000349
Power Wirewound 0 109,078,320 .000917

Di oe
Silicon General 0 158,163,564 .

Transistor
Silicon General NPN 11 11,895,278 .0rEC -j Silicon General FNP 1 79,08i,782 .00126

* ASSUME ONE FAILURE IF NONE
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TABLE XLVI
TOTlA ACCUMULATED DATA -

FOR, DISCRETE PARTS

_ _ __ --- _
NUMBER TOTAL BEST ESTIMATE

OF ACCUMULATED FAILURE RATE
PART TYPE FAILURES HOURS 3HOURS

Capacitor
Paper 0 19,088,706 .00524
Tantalum Foil 0 141,801,816 .000705
Tantalum Wet Slug 72 1,709,802,666 .00421
Glass 0 117,259,194 .000053
Ceramic 2 1,343,572,238 .000149
Polystyrene j 32,723,496 .00306

Resistor
WirewD--nd Accurate 3 1,112,598,864 .000270
Precision Film 0 6,861,026,328 .0000146
Power Wirewound 0 2,546,178,772 .0000393

Diode
Silicon General Purpose 39 6,610,146,192 .000590
Silicon Pow-r 1 619,019,466 .000162

Transistor
Silicon General NPN &,8C5,246,196 00138
Siliron General PNP 15 788,090,862 .00190
Silic,n Power NPN 11 278,149,716 .00396
Germanium Gentiral NPN 0 106,351,362 .000939
Germanium C-eneral PNP 2 95,443,530 .00210

IiI*ASSUME ONE FAILURE IF NlONE
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When c aring the observed part failure rates with the Notebook
Volume l predictions, these hi-Rel" parts generay experienced
lower failure rates than the aupper quality grade" parts, except for
3)the t antalum wet slug capacitor a id those parts without enough

accumhlated ours. Table XLVII compares the obsered failure rate
)fwith the Notebook Volum. II predictions. The table shows that:

i(1) Almo~st all parts have a 'lower observed than predicted failure
( rate.

(2) The oermanium NPN transistor failure rate was less than that for
silicon transistors This is contrary to the generally accepted
belief that 3ilicon transistors exhibit failure rates lower than
germanium. The lower failu e rt are- believed to be due to th
effects of "hi-Rel screens and l n Tower dissipation (less
than 50% of maximum rated power capabilities).

S(3) The tantalum wet slug capacitor is the only type of part which
has a higher observed failure rate than the predicted. The hiqh

failure rate is due to an application problem.H

(4) The observed resistor and diode failure rates are less than the
upper grade additive failure rate (E E) derived from the Not-eoojk

Volume II formula (Xpart = xbase X n modifiers + EE ). The ZEfactor, determined by enviro.ment and part qualitygrade, be0o2es
the limiting factor for e failure rate of these parts. In
other words, the predicted part failure rate cannot be less than
the zE factor. Examples are shown in Table XLVII below.

TABLE XLVI I

COMPARISON OF OBSERVED FAILURE
RATES AND EE FACTOR VALUES

PartTypeFailure Rate %11000 HoursPar Tye "Observed EE*

Resistor

Accurate Wi rewound .00027 .002
Precision Film .0000146 .001
Power Wi rewound .0000393 .001l5

Diodes

Silicon General Purpose .00059 .001
Silicon Power .000162 .001

* Derived from RADC Notebook Volume II using fixed
ground environment and upper grade quality
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TABUL .Y I I

CVVm6MSM OF OBSE"VD
AD PREDWEO FAILiE R-TES*

FR 0ISt -T PAXTS

Par-t Type (Oser - "red-cted .

CAPACITOR

Paper .0024 .00005
Tantals Foil .D705 .005 7.09
Tantalut Vet Slug .o4w1 .002 .475

(eramic .000i49 M.07 4.70

prlystLyTene .00306 .0 2.61,

RESISTOR

Accurate WMreowr .000ODM .007 25.9
Precision Fili .0000146 .00C- 34.2
Power Mirewow .0000393 .0054 138

Silicon General Purpose .00059 .005 8.47
Silicon Power .000162 .007 43.2

TMISTOR

Silicon General !XPW .00138 .013 9.42
Silicon General P1P .00190 .017 8.95
Silicon Power IXPX .00396 .025 6.31
Ge General 7MPN .000939 .098 104.4
Ge General' PhP .00210 .065 31.0

* Failure Rates are /1000 Hours.

**Predicted for Notebon Ve. mm IT.,

**Nfo observed failures and insufficient data.
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Whs sectio6 rWeserts a =a-isw~ of four gesnieal *a~prde to Meiiil-
i ty destratica for grG~xd electronic eWipoent, as f0llC:

*Field Reliability DerstaticrA

0 Reliability Ywrificatics2 Testi~g

- 1 0aReliability D~n ica~by Predictica

7he adrawtages and hiuitaticm of --z,6 approwa r am isted, and based Ck
these cwparisie, a sugested reliability dvemmsratictm zpprozdi, izn~r
jPorating ftatn-es o. thae aboye appreactes. is formNlatd.

Also iaCiuded Mr results of srigies "n am~lysis relatig to 1Ue qestiom
of reliability cr ecifically, t9e 7enults of Special stu~f

stuWes bear directly on the questics! e. reliability damnstat.

The suggested reliability demmstration approach consists of three parts,
as fol lows:

(1) laltially ewlo reliability predictions tn forn~ aih equipmnt
reliability! baseline.

(2 ~elp r~iapliet r~ailtyverification test program~

desIgned to assure that. failure mechanismis are identified a-nd
corrective action is imlemeJnted.

(3) Perform a foreal, in-service reliability dewnstration test to
verify equipment relability us4er use conditions. *Appy a forwal
accept/reject criteria to the test.

This suggested approach to reliability dewnstration is designed to gain
inaximm assurance that the equipaent does possess a reliability level
uhich meets (or exceeds) developed equipment reliability requirements.
fiuever, in performirr, a formal reliability demonstration test, care
must be exercised to assure that the basic statistical asstoptions M-
ployed in formlating the test are not violated, specifically, the
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ass qtir, of a constant failure r-ate. Special Study g~o. 5, and Special
Study Mo. i of' Section Y111 indicate that the ssumption of constant fail-
uire rate ray wt be generally applicable, and that rel-sabtlity prediction
tedmiques m~y not be suffIicivitly accrate such that meaningful dewontra-
-tica requirements car be est:abl .i shed, based on these predictions.

Cx-siderirg the equipmnt represented i*-1 Takle LXXYI, 'Percentage Failure
Rate Chanoe' (Special Study No. 5, Section V111), 51.7% had a decreasing
failure rate vs time, 34.5%. had a cmntant failure rate vs time, and 13.8.
bad as ircreasing failure rate Ys tire. Thus, 655 of the equiunt had
ftilure rate Ys tine characteristics ktich were in variance with tia
statistilcal =Ddei assuued. Cecisions on %&etber the equipnent passed or
fra 1led tk* test * ry not necessarily be valid. For example, it is possible
Usat an eqiment exlhibitin; an incrreasing failuire rate vs Vw. c:ould pass
a fixed tirie test sim;ily becaise, during the test, the total nber of
failures cbserved did not exceed the aoable mimber of fai2lure defined
by the statistics of the test. Equipffent operationi for a siightly longer
period of tive zay alter the cc~lizsicon. Likewise, an equipm&. which
ey-hibits a decreasing failure rate vs time nay fail the dwnstration test,

.u my, ir. fact, have an adequiate failure rate, as may nave been dewn-
strated if the test iad not bee-n terminated. Only if the eo'.ipmat failure
rate is actually constant can valid conclusions be Craw. con~cerniing the
deconstrated failtre rate awi tbe validity ef the denonstration test.

A second inference that can be draw.n from the results of Special Study No0.
5, Section Y111, is tkpat decreasing, failure rates Ys time can be expected
in, perhaps, %m to 5011 of the equi-pments.. The implication is that, under
the exorential. failure asswiptions these equiipmrents visjld pass the test,1.
-ibis wx~d be tr-ue ir, gener-al if the failure rate calculated during the
nnrly part of the test equsaled the e::pected value of the failure rat---

Tse demmstrated failure r-ate would then be greatzr tktan the actual failure
rat-e of the equipment since tefilr aemudb eraig hs

frsabiinqatiaiereliability dwarnstration tet rld il esritceqtites o the
rliability arf the of ipibl i'terr failured rae ceosIere. Table V
Stieon opIini),stn etate o4~f the o vdfailure rate s differedlt

Art thrdipfreiced maiLure rates by gireaterult-an opec Sruy o. I,
Secti of the1 cse, telreiit predictn alrartvresmas the bsisv

Statistialisigqattv reliability dawnstration techiue wold nt b aprpite
fr os~ltyn ag of thesibe error shonld becas reibl cyonsdred.o Table LIs
'canastnt fredrated and ObservJe eqicrt xiiailure rates'(pcaStd-N.1
Seciaroon ):sr tat 84ith tif (See Tablere LXVfaqif alure ated
Chra terstice vsaile Speis Sty r o.e 5,a Seutio iIs]O)..I
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3. .9 LS

a. intoduction

This section of the study presents a brief review of the current e -

stratio, aprahs the r afi nt ges incld: ntt-os n rcmn
J o Fral tFto the esujn o h ups of thsdsusin ebty hir& tiether

for the euiAte fmetis a n thepecified eiblt euirest. wtheu tailut
Th sisi d erly of t~ime aturre nt radito re acility dmo

atn Insevier tisi~ dnrtion inclte fedoc teeu
o a Fba istallten eue f ths poe off te i g esultin
the estipt set af useci relisbility eerallynt the testlt
rssare analyzed emloyi ng statistical ayi teiiniqt's utti es .
Thi i the raliy ocwishda the foctraor'tst Thcility.

thnevc f quipmen ds mnstrati -Son speci he felb nceity equiment-

is placed upon masering &se achieved equipmnt reliability rather

e. equipoent reliability.
o Reliability verification tests, desigzeM to gain assurance that

the eqipment will operate as spleciffied in a reliable gmansmer.
This type of testing includes qualification or enyiromsental
testing. This type of testing does not result in a formal
assas ~t (in thre statistical sense) of equipment reliability.

o Reliability demnstration by prediction. The reliability predic-
tion is accepted as the demonstration of eqvipmnt reliability.

Each of these deostrations techniques is discussed in more detail in the
* folloing sections. The features of each type of test, the advantages,

Wn the liuiitaticns of each approacin are presented.

b. formal Dewnstration Tests

T'he formal reliability deonstration test determiines whether the equipment
aeaets a specified reliability requirement by acci~i~ating operating time
and failure data on one or more equ-pments under speCified envirorw-ental
and operational conditions in accorace with a statistical test plan.
The results of the test statistically determine whether, within stated

* cenfidence limits, the required reliability was deimnstrated. The under-
fYINg equipmient failure model generally asstsoed is the exponential time to
failure d-.stribution and the accept/reject criteria art baz ed upon the
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Poisson distribution. The demonstration test is usually conducted at the
ccntractor's facility by contractor personnel under the cognizance of
custr representati yes.

The deonstration test is a formal procedure characterized by strict opera-
tional rules, rigidly defined result statements, considerable expense, and
long .est times measured in multiples of thp required MTBF. The demon-
stratie'n test Plan csists of four parts:

o Procedure rules

o Decision rules

o The experimental outcome -

o Statmnts of results 4-

The procedure rules are a priori statements of the test procedure, and
include:

o The type of test; fixed time, fixed number of failures, sequential
or other applicable testing approaches.

o The specific decision rules, accept/reject criteria, and definitions
of failure and degradation.

o The numer ov equipments to be employed during the test and the
test time for each equipment.

o Rules under which procedures for unforeseen circumstances or questions
will be determined.

o The penalties if the equipment fails the test and the rewards if the
equipment passes the test.

The decision rules depend upon the type of test and the specific relia-
bility specification which is applied to the program, but in general will
be coMposed of an accept/reject criteria based upon the appropriate
statistics and statistical distribution assumptions inherent in establish-
ing the test. The decision rule will associate the nur. er of failures,
test times, penalties and rewards with the decision to accept/reject.

The experimental outcome is the set of data which becomes available as a
result of the test. These data are analyzed, using the decision rules and
employing suitable statistical analysis techniques. Determination is made
as to whether the equipment has passed or failed the test. This determi-
nation is the statement of the results of the test, and once the results
are verified, the test is completed. Further courses of action are then
pursued, based upon the procedure and decision rules established prior to
the test. Advantages and limitations are as follows:
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-ADVANTAGES-

o Provides a formal demonstration of equipment reliability at a stated
confidence level.

o Provides definite penalties and rewards, based upon the results of
the demonstration test, which act as powerful incentives to reli-
ability achievement.

I.

o Permits early assessment of reliability which allows the
identification and correction of problems before equip~ent is
shipped to the field.

-LIMITATIONS-

o The cost, test time, and number of equipments required to demonstrate
statistically a required reliability may be excessive..

o Since the formal demonstration cannot fully duplicate or simulate the
actual field environment, the results are questionable.

o The statistical assumptions used to formulate the test may not be
valids e.g., the exponential failure distribution model is not
applicable. (See Special Study No. 5, Section VIII)

o The test articles often are not representative of the final product,
due to changes in production processes, design, and materials.

Difficulty is encountered determining courses of action under un-
foreseen circumstances, even though provision is made for these type
occurrences; i.e., all failure and degradation modes cannot be de-
fined in advance.

o It may not be feasible to perform a formal demonstration test, due
to the size of the equipment or the operations which are required
to be simulated.

c. Field Reliability Demonstration

The field type of reliability demonstration has many features which are
similarto the formal demonstration test. The basic test also accumulates
operating hours and failure data on the equipment in accordance with a
statistical test plan. Statistical techniques are employed to analyze
the data. The underlying failure model that is assumed is exponential.
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Procedure rules and decision rules are formulated for the test.
Generally, contractor personnel perform the test under the cognizance
of customer personnel.

However, despite these similarities there are substantial differences in
the field dlemonstration test and the formal demonstration test. The
major difference is that the equipment is tested in the actual operating

environment. The actual stress and environmental conditions that will be
present during the life of the equipment are present during the demon-
stration test.

A second major difference is that the effects, on equipment reliability,
of the in-service operational and maintenance policies and procedures
will influere the test results. For example, improper operational or
maintenance practices could be reflected by an increased equipment fail-
ure rate. Also, the effects of logistics support policies and diagnostic
techniques can be significan~t to the results of this test. (These
policies and techniques will influence the mean time to repair (MqTTR) of
the equipment rather than the mean time to failure. On ground electronic
equipment, the MTTR is a significant parameter, contributing to system
availability.)

A third major difference that generally exists between the two testing
concepts is that a formal accept/reject criteria, including appropriate
penalties and rewards, is not established. Instead, the test is run to
determine the level of reliability that is achieved and to pinpoint pro-
blem areas that require corrective action. The test then becomes an
assurance/corrective action test rather than an accept/reject test. If
the equipment reliability demonstrated is below a desired or required
level, the only recourse available to the customer is to require that
corrective action be implemented on those areas where a high defect rate
was observed. But, on the other hand, if the equipment performs up to
or exceeding expectations, the customer has gained assurance that the
equipment performs reliably in the actual operating environment. This
assurance is gained without the requirement to pay an incentive fee.

Recently, field reliability demonstration tests with definite accept/reject criteria and associated penalty and rewards, have been proposed,

and at least one such test is in progress today. This test requires the
demonstration of a specified minimum MTBF. If the MTBF is not achieved,
the contractor will incur a financial penalty. If the MTBF is achieved
or exceeded, the contractor will gain an incentive fee. Thus, this in-
service test is an in-service, formal demonstration test of the equipment.
Advantages and limitations are listed below.

-ADVANTAGES-

o The test eliminates the cost and inaccuracies which result, when the
environment is simulated, since it is conducted under the actual
operating environment of the equipment.
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o The test cost is minimized by the use of existing operating per-
sonnel and facilities, in lieu of requiring special test personnel
and facilities solely for formal demonstration purposes.

o Earlier delivery schedules are achieved since no additional calendar
time need be expended after production acceptance tests for ihe pur-
pose of reliability demonstration.

o The test say identify significant areas for the improvement of the
effectiveness of the operational, maintenance, and logistic areas.

-LIMI TATIONIS-

o Field operational and maintenance policies and practices are beyond
the control of the contractor and the customer. This can totally
invalidate the test results.

o If equipment fails, it may be too late to incorporate the necessary
changes to correct the fault, for economic or tactical reasons.

o It is simply not practical or feasible to mcnitor and measure the
reliability of many types ot equipments in the field (e.g., because
of short duty cycles, inaccessible points of use, delays in field
deployment schedules, etc.).

d. Reliaillty Verification Tests

Reliability verification testing represents a substantial departure from
the formal or field approaches to demonstration testing. In this
approach, the emphasis is not on demonstrating a specific reliability
but to verify that tiere are no major sources of unreliability. Tests
are conducted both at the complete equipment level and the level of
individual parts or assemblies, The general procedure is to operate the
equipment at stress levels in eycess of operating levels to induce de-
gradation in operating parameters, identify significant failure modes,
and pinpoint design features requiring optimization for the improvement
of reliability and/or operating characteristics.

The equipments to be tested, using the verification testing technique,
are selected by employing one of the following criteria:

o High risk designs, either state-of-the-art assemblies or assemblies
which have a past history of a high failure rate.

o Items which possess known failure or wearout mechanisms; batteries,
tube design, etc.
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Items which, based on a failure modes and effects analysis, have

unresolved potential failure mechanisms which require s.iiestigation.

A sample of each of these equipments are placed on test for a period
sufficient to verify the existence or non-existence of the suspected
failure mechanisms. During the test, special subtests, such as tempera-
ture cycling, vibration, and shock would be performed to simulate
assembly stress under actual use conditions and to perhaps accelerate the
suspected failure mechanism. The test would be concluded when sufficient
data was obtained to verify the failure mechanism or to adequately de-
monstrate that the assembly was suitable (frm a reliability and
performance standpoint) to incorporate on the final equipment. No
attempt is made, generally, to test a large sample for a long test time,
such that sufficient data suitable for statistical analysis would be
obtained. However, if the verification test required that a large
sample be tested for a substantial period, statistical data analysis
would be possible. The analysis technique would not require the assump-
tion of exponential time to failure, particularly when a wearout
mechanism was under investigation.

-ADVANTAGES-

o Relatively inexpensive to integrate within the standard qualification
test program.

o Less time-_consuming than either of the previously desr-'ibed
approaches.

o Designed to pinpoint failure mechanisms and design inadequacies
for early corrective action. The emphasis is placed upon elimina-
tion of potential failure mechanisms and upon understanding of other
failure causes (such as wearout).

0 When statistical data analysis is possible it allows freedom in
selection of the most appropriate failure distribution which more
accurately describes phenomena under study.

o Aimed at building reliability into the equipment. Other testing
approaches only identify weak areas in the equipment. This
approach requires corrective action to be incorporated in the
design.

-LIMITATIONS-

o Requires considerable engineering manhours, scheduling
and funding to support program.

o Provides no accept/reject criteria.

o Does not test the complete equipment for a period of time

sufficient to demonstrate reliability.
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4 o Does not simulat& the actual operating environent.

e. DBy.Stration _y Prediction

Equipment demonstration by prediction simply means that the reliability
predition is accepted as verification that the equipment possesses a
satisfactory reliability level. This technique does not require any
testing, either at the equipment or assembly level, but may use data
obtained from such testing to validate predictions.

The procedure for performing this type of demonstration is ti f imulate
a reliability prediction in the accepted marnner. The contractor develcps
a mathemtical model representing the reliability characteristics of the
equipment. The model divides the equipment into assemblies or sub-
assemblies. Next a rellaility estimate is generated for each of the
asselies and subassemblies, using any one of several acceptable pre-
diction techniques. These include stress analysis prediction techniques,
prediction by similarity or other appropriate methods. The reliability
of each of 4e assemblies is combined by use of the appropriate mathemati-
cal expressions and an estimate of the equipment reliability is generated.
The entire process is mnitored and subject to approval by the customer
to insure adequate consideration is given to all factors which influence
the equipment reliability. The applicability and acceptability of fail-
ure rate data incorporated in the predictio is the key issue.

-ADVANTAGES-

o Major program cost reductions are achieved by eliminating test

requirements.

o Immediate corrective action response capability is achieved.

o Program delivery schedules are shortened.

-LIMITATIONS-

o Established prediction inaccuracies introduce large risk factors.

o Accept/reject criteria for the predictic, procedure are difficult
to establish and may require extensive negotiation.

o The effects of the field environments-including operational and
maintenance factors-cannot be measured.

1 o The prediction employs a model which is only an approximation of
actual equipmfent operational conditions
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f. Bayesian Approach to Reliability Assessment (References 3, 4, and 5)

(1) introduction

The Bayesian approach to reliability asses;ment is an approach which
can be applied to reliability demonstration, since it attempts to
incorporate all infonrtion that is available to develop -, _stimat
of the reliability of the equipment under analysis. This info;-iation
includes engineering astimates (predictions) made early in the design
cE .Je and test data or operational data collected during the test or
operation of the equipment. The predictions are sometimes labeled
Usubjective prior estimates" as they cannot be expressed in relative
frequency terms (e.g., ratio of tocal successes to total trials). The
test data are termed "objective data" as they are expressed in -rela-
tive frequency terms. The Bayesian approach to reliability assessment
develops a rationale which permits the incorporation oF subjective
Prior estimates with objective test dlta to obtain an estimate of the
reliability of the equipment, at appropriate statistical confidence
levels.

The Bayesia arnproach combines the early reliability assessment with

test data to oevelop early estimates of equipment reliability. Early
in a development program, wnen test data are not available on a parti-
cular design, the major assesswe;t too! is the reliability prediction.
As the program continues, sufficient test data may be accumulated such
that an accurate estimate of equipment reliability can be obtained
based solely on the test data. This point usually nccur-s late in the
development cycle. Therefore, it is natural to develop a method where
aoth the prediction (subjective estimates) and objective data (test
results) can be combined in a common framework. This can be accom-
plished using the Bayesian approach. The following discussion will
develop the Bayesian approach, with no attempt to advocate superiority
of the approach to classical techniques. Also, a discussior of the
soundness of combining subjective and objective information will not
be included. Final proof of the applicability of the Bayesian
approach will be obtained through field experience.

(2) Bayes Theorem

Bayes Theorem is an analysis technique designed to bridge the gap
between prior knowledge and statistically conclusive data. The
approach permits combination of prior knowledge with test data makitig
use of all the available inforation in arriving at an estimate of
equipment reliability. The application of Bayes to reliabi'ity
assessment is generalized by considering the following quantities.[1 The total estimate of the reliability

A - The reliability of the equipment based on test data

B = All prior information concerning the equipment reliability
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Using ese terms, Bayes theorem can be written:

P (//)B) P (6)

P (y!AB) - Probability that the equipment reliability is 'Y,
based on prior estimates and test data. This is the
desired result.

P (-Y/B) Probability that the equipment reliability is f,
based on all prior information.

P (A/i) - Probability of duplicating the test data when the
equiipment reliability is known, along with prior
i'hformation. This term is the estimate of equipment
reliability based on assumption of an underlying
statistical distribution, (the underlying distribu-
tion which is assumed is typically Poisson or
Binomial).

P (A/B) x I P(k/ B) . P(y/B) dy
Ally

a Probability of duplicating test data when equipment
reliability is unknown.

Bayes Theorem is then:

P(APy/B) PAyB) (7)• : P (/ ) = P(y/B) P(AL/yB) dy

All y

The next step in the formulation process is to select suitable prior
distributions. There exist no explicit rules for selecting a speci-
fic prior distribution [P (7/B)]. The following criteria can be
established.

o The prior distribution must adequately refle,.t what is' known before
test data is available.

o The prior distribution should not imply any assumptions about
unknown information concerning the reliability of the component.

o The prior distribution should "go together" with the existing data
but allow sufficient variety of choice so that any reasonable
prior belief can be represented by the prior distribution.

o Tne resulting expression should be mathematically tractable.
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Although the above criteria are general, two cases of specific interestto reliability analysis techniques are .eing considered.

o If the sample test data is Poisson distributed, a Gamma distributionis a convenient prior. A Garma distribution will be obtained as a

posterior distribution.
o If the sample data is binomially distributed, a Beta distribution

is most conveniently selected as a prior. A Beta Distribution will
result as a posterior distribution.

Both of these situations will be discussed in the analysis.

F (3) Bayesian Approach - Ga=a Prior Distribution

The Gamma distribution is used as a prior distribution when the test
data is considered to be Poisson distributed. The Gamma prior is:

P (Y/B) - (8)

The test data is Poisson distributed:

Ff) P (A/yB)- 't} v  ~ (9)

t P (A/B) = -re'Y (YT)' e'- (ft)e -  dy (10)
0( -l)! f!

After suitable mathematical manipulation P (y/AB), the estimate of the
equipment reliability considering all information is:

P ('IAB) = r+t)@+f [e-(+t) v4+f-l dy (11)
=~~ (Y /+A-B)

t = Accumulated test time

T Pseudo test time

f = Actual failures

= Pseudo failures
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The pseudo test time &M pseudo failures can be considered paramters
of the prior Gm distribution.

The posterior distribution has the sam form as the prior distribution.
The Initial parmeters, * and r are replaced by #+f and r 4 t. ,The

umea and stndard deviations of the dist ibutlcwts are giver by:

Prior Psterior

0 +0

o(r) z 0T (Y) =

+ t

The resulting posterior Gama distribution includes the test data
(t and f) and the initial estimate (# and T). The G ma distribution
can be used tu obtain confidence limits for Y, based on prior esti-
mates and test data.

B4yesian Approach - Beta Prior Distribution

The Beta Distribution is used as a prior distribution when the test
data is considered to be Binomial distributed. The Beta prior is
based on a probability P

P (P/B) x (VI-Pl! - I p r,--1  (12)

0<p <I

v, o • 0 where p is pseudo successes and v is pseudo trials.

The test data is based on s successes in n trials, and is binomially
distributed.

P(A/pB) !pS (lpn-s (13)
P (ApB)s! (n-s)

P (A/B) = M , (l p),- n s I dp

1(94
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Th is too is a Beta distri!ution. -te iwan and variarce ar-

Pri or Posteri or

- ~+ S
7 + n

2 )ri(I"-.2 (-;-I f' ,) ( -+ -. .

The .ta distribution can be used to detervine confidence leyel for p,

based -n prior estimates and test lata.

(5) Select on of Pseudo Test Time and Failures

The previous discussion demonstrated the procedure by which prior
estimates of euipment reliability can be combined with test data to
estimiate the reliability of the equipment. These subjective E,;inates
we-e called pseudo failures and test time (* and -). It is necessari
to assion values to each of these quantities and care must be exercised
when this is done. If :/-: = .1 and values of o = 10 and 7 = 1000,
were used, the subsequent test data may not be sufficient to minimize
the effects of the prior. This would be particularly undesirable if
the prior estimates and the test data lead to different estimates of
the true failure rate. In this case, it is desirable that the prior
estimate is eliminated or "washed out" by the actjal test data.

It is desired then to establish prior estimates that dre "washed out"
by the test data as more data is accumulated, particularly if the test
data and prior estimntes lead to substantially different estimates of
the failure rate. One Drocedure is to establish an uncertainty
factor,. U:

2 2
u - (16)

T
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The estabisl@Wt of U fixes ich the fixes since a pizor
esumate ef -r is assumed.

A second ap~proach would be tG select sruch- that it resented a

ii ibe, as the test tiz is accazaiated, Viae prior estimate, if different
frcm the tE-:t results, will EV&512 outO. If the prior estimate andIf test data arm camatibie then this will let-d more quickly to an
tstimats- of the failure rate. If a Seta distribution was assamd as
a pror distrlbut'on, then would be selected as a fraction of tte
total r~mbei- of the expected test trials. As test data is acculated
t2 e tstizate is eitker ein~forced or %eshed out* depending on the
accracy of the prior estizate and the test results.

(6) Conclions

Bh ayesiar. approach is designe to su~plsnt early test data to
A,--ielop estim~tes of equipment reliability. Later in the progran,
u~en suficient test data are available, the test data will prtiuide
the ne&cessary Yeans by wh~ich -2he equimnt reliability can be estinated.
The initial estinates, if in error, will be 'ashed cut' by the test
data and the reliability estimates vill be based upen the test data
alone. To be assured of this situation the estizates ef pseudo tiim

()ar4 pseudo failures (4) should be selected such that -, is selected
fto be onlya frionoffte expected test data. Thus, -zis elected

ir, terms of assurance that it will not be a factor in the estiniate of
equimnt reliability, if the prior estimate proves to be in variance
wi th t1e test data.

The advanazes of the Bayesian approach are as follows. in the early
stages of a test progr, many components have few test hours and no
failures. By using the prior estimate of the component reliability,
it is possible to develop reliability estimates on each ccmponent.
Each of the estimsates, if no failures were observed, would result in
reduction of the equijpent failure rate, in terms of both the predic-
tion and the test data. As the test program continues and more data
is accm~ulated, the weight of the test data will be the deteraining
factor in predicting the equipment reliability. if the prior estimate
irs co~patible with the test data, the effect would be to more quickly
obtain failure rate estimates, as each type of infom~ation contributes
to the total failure rate estimate. If the prior estimate is in
variance with the test data, the prior estimate would awash out," by
virtue of the procedure used to determine the prior estimate. Thus,
early estimates, which may be incorrect, will not be a significant
factor in determining the final component failure rates.
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The degree which the early predictions or prior estimates are 'washed
out" is a function of the accuracy of the early predictions and the
degree which they duplicate the test data. If the predictions favor-
ably compare with the ultimate test results, the Bayesian approach
will allow more raoid estimates of the reliability to be developed.
If the predictions and the ultimate test data are in variance, the
prior will almost 'wash out" completely and the final reliability
estimates will be based on the test data.

II

g. Matrix Comparison of Four Demonstration Techniques

This section presents a comparison in marix form, (Table XLIX) of the
four demonstration tecnniques discussed in th.e previous section. The four
tec niques are qualitatively rated in accordance with:

o Cost - Cost of running the test,

o Timeliness - When a program test is performed and whether
increase in schedule is required, and

o Assurance Gained - Degree of assurance that results of test accurately
depict equipment reliability under service
conditions.

;nese parameters are considered the most significant, from a comparison
standpoint. Since tne Bayesiar approach involves all techniques, it is
not included in the matrices.

h. Proposed Demonstration Approacb

Based upon the dermonstration tecnnique matrix and the preceding discussion,
the following reliability demonstration approach is suggested:

o Employ reliability predictions to form an equipment reliability base-
,ine. Continually update the predictions as new data becomes avail-
able from the predesign phase through the period of field operation
ancd maintenance.

o Develop a reliability verification test program. Define assemblies
which require reliability verification testing. Implement this testing
to minimize and eliminate failure mechanisms. In the cases where com-
ponents exhibit Known mechanisms which limit the life of the component,
zest the component to better understand the particular mechanisms
involved.

o Perform a formal in-service reliability demonstration to determine
reliability under use conditions, including the effects of maintenance
policies and logistics support. Include formal accept!reject criteria
and associated penalties and rewards.
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The suggested reliability demonstration approach incorporates features of
the demonstration by prediction, verification testing, and in-service
testing techniques, but does not include the formal in-plant demonstration
technique. The formal in-plant demonstration:, technique is excluded
because it will generally be the rst costly approach, require a longer
schedule, and the results will have dubious correlation with the actual
in-service measured reliability.

In the suggested approach, the reliability prediction is used as a base-
line to establish the initial estimate of the equipment reliability. This
estimate is performed at the system level -. defines the expected level
of reliability. This estimate is ";ot ,ccepted as proof of rliability,
but only serves as a starting point in the demonstration process. As the
program progresses, the prediction will be continually updated, incorpora-
ting design and testing information that is generated, thereby increasing
confidence in the prediction.

Ccncurrent with the equipment prediction, a list of components and assem-
blies is identified containing candidates for verification testing. For
each component, the quantity to be tested, test conditions and test time
is determined. These components will be selected based on at least one
of the following criteria:

o High design risk

State of the art design
Known history of high failure rate on similar designs

o Known failure mechanisms

o Known wearout mechanisms which are imperfectly understood

o Designs which, based on a failure modes and effects analysis,
possess critical failure mechanisms

Tests will be conducted on each of the selected components and assemblies
aimed at determining and eliminating the failure mechanisms. In the
situations where the components exhibit known wearout mechanisms, these
components will be tested to obtain a better understanding of these
mechanisms. The tests will be conducted under varying degrees of stresses,

*to more accurately simulate the actoal operating environment. If a suffi-
cient sample and test time is required for the tests, statistically
meaningful data will be generated. This data will be reduced and updated
estimates of component and assembly failure rates will be obtained. These
will be incorporated in the updated predictions.

After the equipment is installed and debugged in the field, the formal
in-service demonstration test will commence. This test would be performed
concurrently with performance and evaluation tests. The test would be
performed under the cognizance of contractor and customer personnel and
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would be designed to formally establish the achieved reliability of the
equipment, including the effects of environment, operation, maintenance,
and logistic policies. The results of the test will provide a formal
proof of equipment reliability under use conditions.
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SECTION VIII

SPECIAL STUDIES

. INTRWCD~TION

The prediction-by-function technique established that relationships exist
between observed reliability and selected functional parameters for a
number of types of electronic equipment. In addition, studies (1) have
shown that prediction accuracy varies between functional types of equip-
ment. Therefore, classification and grouping of equipment, in accordance
with its function, was a necessary consideration in the study of relia-
bility prediction techniques.

In addition, it was observed that, when equipments are divided into
functional groupings, they can exhibit a wide range of possible design
approaches to a given function. Also, within any one design approach, a
wide variety of part technologies can be represented (e.g., CRT tubes,
integrated circuits, solid state devices, and conventional electronic
parts). Therefore, it was also necessary to establish design approach
cateaories and part technology groupings for consideration.

Equipments were divided into broad functional categories (e.y., receiver,
transmitter, display, and computer types). These categories proved useful
for such purposes as analyzing the distribution of equipment failure rates
over long periods of time, and for comparing observed and predicted
failure rates for functional types. (See Special Study No. 1.) In
addition to broad classifications, categorization by sub-functions (e.g.,
control, power supply, synchronizer) was also found to be a necessary and
useful method of analysis (see Special Study No. 2).

Several methods for categorization of design approaches we.! investigated.
The initial method attempted to align design approach categories with
eauipment functions, since some functions (e.g., digital computevs and
pulse-doppler radar transmitters) imply established 6esign characteris-
tics. However, because so many functions can be accomplished through the
use of a wide variety of designs and basic hardware, this method was not
used. Furthermore, many functions involve a hybrid structure in terms of
the various part technologies which are used in the design.

Therefore, a second method considered for the categorization of design
approaches was based upon the predominant part technology used for the
design, (e.g., solid state, vacuum tube, intprrated circuit, electro-
mechanical, magnetic, etc.). However, correlation analyses faited to
establish the general utility of these categories. Nevertheless, it was
indicated that they are useful as sub-categories.
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} Evaluation of prediction accuracy, measured in terms of th ratio of the
) observed to predicted MTBF values (using stress analysis prediction tech-

niques) showed tw* distinct groupings of equipment. One group exhibited
a prdoinnt number of high ratios, while the other showed a prpdominant

numb~er of low ratios. The design approach categories which characterized
these groups represented "Odigital and analog" equipments. Within the
analog group, the powr equipments c~nstituted a- distinct subset., i.e.,
five out of the six high-ratio equipxments were power type:;. Fowever,

i( within the digital and analog groups, there ere no other distinct sub-
~sets. Further analysis of pre-diction inaccuracy factors failed to

indicate any furthier relationships traceable to design approach. There-
fore, the categories of digital and analog were established as the only

j design approach categories.

A

Th Special Studies alowere concerned with the evaluation of many other
I factors pertinent to the accuracy of the reliability prediction proess.
.( These included, Wit were not limited to, the following:

i

( o The impact of major prediction mfethod variables such as stress,
) temperature, and part ;%ade (see Special Study No. 3);

o The i act of program-related factors and the rating of these factors

Ij (see Special Study No. 4);

o The effects of tim and field operation upon equipment reliability

(see Special Study No. 5).

2. SPECIAL STUDY NO. 1: NCOMPARISON( OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED FAILURE RATES"

a. Objectives

The objectives of this Special Study are:
a Determine if th) ratio of prdicted to observed failure rate (xpo

could be categorized for particular types of equipment (i.e., tr
transmitter, receiver, computer and display type equipment). That is,
does the ratio x /Ao for a particular type equipment possess any lo peci-
fic, distinguishng characteristic?

s Define a possible statistical distribution of xp/'Xo

o Determine a thod that could be emloyed, using the data, to improve
the accuracy of predictions. The technique used in this Special Study
was to determine a division factor for x, such that the ratio of xfl i
would be either within plus or minus I00a ofe sP/o  as, or

I 0.5 < xplAo -< 2.0

Fp
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The division factor (or factors) which resulted in the maximum number of
equipment failure rate ratios lying in this range would be selected as
representing factors, by which the predicted failure rate could be
divided, resultin9 in "more accurate" equipment predictions.

b. Summary

In summary, the salient results of this Special Study are:

o The failure rate ratios for transmitter equipments analyzed in this
study (x X ) are all less than 0.5. A possible implication is that
predictignsofor transmitter equipment tend to be optimistic. Failure
rate ratios for the remaining equipment types show that, generally,
predictions are pessimistic.

o The probability plot of failure rate ratios is not log normally distri-
buted. A normal distribution more closely fits the data.

o If the predicted failure rates were divided by a constant factor in
the r.ange of 3.0 to 4.5, (excluding the transmitter and camera display
equipniens), a more accurate prediction would have resulted. Accuracy
is defined as the predicted failure rate deviating from the observed
failure rate by no more than plus or minus 100 percent, which can be
expressed in the following form:

0.5 < X p/o < 2.0

o Specifically, if a factor of 4.0 were used as a divisor f the
predicted failure rate, 81 percent of the failure rate ratios lie
within 0.5 < /p < 2.0 (The transmitter and camera equipment
are excluded. In fact, a multiplying factor of 4.0 would be appro-
priate for these equipments.)

c. Details

(1) Comparison of Observed and Predicted Failure Rate - Data
Presentation

The predicted failure rate for each equipment was obtained from field
reports and generally represents the early contractor's pr.!dictions.
The prediction techniques used by the contractors include prediction
by similarity and prediction by parts count. The predictions employed
in the study varied and did not all employ the same techniques (i.e.;
not all predictions used the stress analysis methods described in
MIL-HDBK-217A). The observed failure rate wlas obtained from field
data taken after the equipment had been in operation in the field
approximately one year.
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Tables L through LIII present a comparison of contractors' predicted
failure rates to observed failure rates. The comparison is made at
two points in time: (1) at the end of a 12 month period; and, (2)
at the end of 27 months (except where otherwi.-e indicated). All
comparisons are made on the basis of failures per 1000 hours pcr
equipment type. Failure rates are avs.rage failure rates for an indi-
vidual unit per equipment type. That is, for T-l the failure rate
listed is the average failure rate of the six transmitter units of
that equipment type,

TABLE L

TRANSMITTER TYPE EQUIPMENT - FAILURE RATE COMPARISON

Predicted Failure Rate Observed Failure Observe, Failure Ratio

Equipment Rate at 12 Months Rate at 27 Months A(x!1000 hours) Xp (x/l000 hours) (x/1000 hours) 'o /XP 0

I 9.4 28.2 20.5 0.46

T-2 5.4 24.0 16.2 0.33

T-3 9.4 16.2 19.4 0.48

T-4 5.4 19.2 15.5 0.35

Table L shows that all four of the observed failure rates exceed tne

pejcted failure rate by substantial margins. These four equipments
are high power transmitters and the primary contributors to the trans-
mitter failure rate are the power tubes used in the transmitter.
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TABLE LI

RECEIVER TYPE EQUIPMENT - FAILURE RATE COMPARISON

Predicted Failure Rate Observed Failure 0oserved Failure Ratio
Equipmen t  Rate at 12 Mcnths Rate at 27 Months p

(x/i00 hours) Xp (W/1000 hours) (A/1000 hours) Xo

R-l 7.6 1.4 1.1 6,9

R-2 3.2 0.8 0.8 4.0

R-3 0.6 0.15 0.15 4,0

R-4 7.6 1.5 1.4 5.4

R-5 3.2 1.4 1.5 2.1

R-6 0.6 0.11 0.12 5.0

R-7 1.9 0.4 0.4 4.7

R-8 1.9 0.6 0.7 2.7

The comparison between the observed and predicted failure rate showsthat the predicted failure rate exceeds the observed failure rate in

all cases. The ratios of predicted failure rate to observed failure
rate range between 2.1 and 6.9, with an average of 4.35. Table LI
shows these results.
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TABLE LII

COMPUTER TYPE EQUIPMNT - FAILURE RATE COMPARISON

Predicted Failure Rate Observed Failure Observed Failure Ratio
Equipment Rate at 12 Months Rate at 27 Months

(X/100 hours) kp W1ilO0 hours' (x/1000 hours) o kp/o

C-1 Not Available 0.35 0.36 --

C-2 18.2 7.5 7.6 2.40

C-3 NOt Available 5.6 4.3 --

C-4 Not Available 0.5 0.34

C-5 1.8 0.5 0.4 4.5

C-6 Not Available 0.5 0.4 --

C-7 18.2 5.2 5.4 3.37

C-8 Not Available 1.5 0.75 --

C-9 Not Available 0.12 O.O --

C-l0 1.8 1.8 1.1 1.64

C-11 Not Available 1.4 1.5 --

C-12 Not Available 2.3 3.2 --

C-13 5.0 1.1 0.9 5.5

C-i4 2.5 3.1 2.5 1.0

C-15 Not Available

E0
Elec. 0.6 0.6

Meh0.6 0.6

C-16 A  91 2C.5 21.5 4.2

*18 mo~nths
C-16 = C-11 + C-12 + 14 (C-15) ; whore there are 14 units of

equip ent C-15.
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The predicted failure rate was only available for six of the fifteen

computer type equipments, which represent approximately 20% of the

computer equipment hours accumulated, but approximately 45% of the

total failures accumulated. In all the cases, the predicted failure

rate was greater than the observed, by a factor that ranges from 2

to approximately 5.

A prediction was performed by the contractor for the computer complex

which includes C-1l, C-12 and C-15. This is shown as C-16. This

predicted failure rate is considerably higher than the observed, after

combining the appropriate data. Table LII,"Computer Type Equipment -

Failure Rate Comparison," presents the data on all the computer

equipment.

TABLE LIII

DISPLAY TYPE EQUIPMENT - FAILURE RATE COMPARISON

Predicted Failure Rate Observed Failure Observed Failure Ratio

Equipment Rate at 2 Months Rate at 27 Months p

(X/1000 hours) p 1000 hours) (A/lO00 hours) o p o

D-1 1.75 0.53 0.34 5.15

D-2 4.65 1.3 0.70 6.65

D-3 Not Available 0.15 0.10

D-4 1.75 0.35 0.50 3.50

D-5 4.65 2.0 1.3 3.57

D-6 Not Available 0.04 0.03 -

D-7 5.70 3.1 3.0 1.90

D-8 1.15 15.6 0.07@

D-9 7.40 4.2 -- l.76@
-9

* 24 months @ Calculated using failure rate

** 15 months at end of 12 months.
*** 18 months

The observed failure rate, in every case but one, was less than the

predicted failure rate. This case was D-8, the camera equipment .
which had components with known reliability limitations. This is
shown in the above table.
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(2) Failure Rate Comparison - Predicted vs. Observed - Results

Table LIV presents the results of the failure rate comparisons by
equipment type as shown in the four preceding tables. It was possible
to obtain predicted failure rates on 26 of the 36 equipwents. These
predictions were performed by contractor early in the dctelnp.ent
cycle. Therefore, they represent the initial estimates of the equip-
ment failure rate. The prediction methods Included a prediction by
similarity method and a parts count method. The observed failure
rate included failures due to all causes including design anomalies,
wearout, maintenance policies and rarom failures in time.

TABLE LIV

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND OBSERVED FAILURE RATES

RAT'I OF PREDICTED FAILURE RATE TO OBSERVED FAILURE
RATE _xp

EQUIPMENT 0.05- 0.F 1.01- 2.01- 5.01-
TYPE 0.5 1.00 2.00 5.00 10.00 >1 1

Transmitter 4 0 0 0 0 0

Receiver 0 0 0 6 2 0

Computer 0 1 1 4 1 0

.Dislay--------- - 1 - . 0 - 2 2 - 0-
TOTALS - - - - - - - - - -5 . - -1 - - - - 3 - - - 12 - - - -5- - - - -0
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 19,2 3.8 11.6 46.2 19.2 0

(26 EQui2ments)
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The table presents the ratio of the predicted failure rate to the
observed failure rate for the 26 equipments per equipment type. The
table further subdivides the ratio into six groups, ranging from
predictions which were one-twentieth of the observed failure rate to
predictions which were ten times the observed -. ilure rate. Consider-
ing the equipment types as one group, 15.4% or tne ratios fall between
plus and minus 100% of the observed failure rate. The remaining
84.6% are Lither less than 0.5 ( .< 0.5) or are greater than 2.0
(X /X 2.0). None of the ratioR eceeded 10.0. Figure 2 shows
thg comfative plot of the ratio on log probability paper. If the
distribution of ) predicted/X observed were og normal, this plot
could be fitted by a straight line. Iowever, as can be seen, a
straight line would be a poor fit.

The chi-square goodness of fit test was applied to the logarithms of
the data to determine if the hypothesis that the data could be fitted
with a log normal distribution could be accepted. Chi-square calculated
to be 8.56 with one degree of freedom. The value of chi-square at one
degree of freedom at the 99% confidence level is 6.635. The calculated
value of chi-squere exceeds this valte and it can be concluded that the
data points do not fit a log normal distribution. Hence the hypothesis
that the log normal distribution is an adequate fit for these points is
rejected.

The chi-square test was then applied to the actual ratios to test the
hypothesis that the ratios could be fitted by a normal distribution.
All data were included except the camera equipment. The value of chi-
square calculated from the data, with one degree of freedom is 1.25.
This does not exceed the value of chi-square in the table, 3.84, at 95%
confidence and one degree of freedom. Thus, the normal distribution
cannot be rejected as a fit for the data. Figure 3 plots the data on
normal probability paper.

Table LIV shows that the observed failure rates for all four high
power transmitters were greater than the predicted failure rates by
more than 100%. Only one other equipment displayed this behavior,
a camera projection equipment in the display group. For the receiver
type equipment, all the equipment had predicted failure rates that
exceeded the observed failure rates by a factor of at least two, and
33.S% of the equipment had predicted failure rates that exceeded the
observed failure rates by a factor of at least five. For the
computer equipment, 71.4% of this group had predicted failure rates
which exceeded the observed failure rates by a factor of at least
two times the observed failure rate. For, the display equipment,
discounting the camera projector, 67% of the equipment had predicted
failure rates which exceeded the observed failure rates by a factor
of two (Xp/ >_ 2.0).
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Table LIV shows that 46.2 per cent of the equipment f-,ilure rate ratios
(A /xO) lie in the range of 2.01 to 5.00. This suggests that a factor
coid be applied to the predicted failure rate such that the predic-
tion would better apprmeximate the observed results. To determine the
acceptability of this factor,an acceptability criteria is required.
Ip this study, the acceptability criteria is established as follows:
If the ratio X /.x is between .5 and 2.0, the prediction is defined
as an acceptable estimate of the true failure rate. Mathematically:

.5_< < 2.0

The technique employed in the study is to divide the predicted fail-
ure rate by a constant and recompute x /x. As a larger number of
these ratios fall within the acceptablg range defined above, the pre-
diction is Judged to be more acceptable. Figure 4 shows the relation-
ship between the division factors, ranging from 2.0 to 7.0, and the
number of equipment failure rate ratios which fall within the defined
acceptable range.

Discounting the four transmitter and the camera display equipments,
(since division of x by a constant would result in a more erroneous
ratio) 85.6 percent gf the equipment failure rate ratios lie within
0.5 to 2.0 when division factors of 3.0 or 3.5 are applied. If a divi-
sion factor of 4.0 is used, then 81.0 percent of the equipment failure
rate ratios lie within the range defined above. If a division factor
of 4.5 is used, 76.4 percent of the equipment failure rate ratios lie
within this range. Thus, the prediction accuracy for this equipment
could be improved if a division factor between 3.0 and 4.5 were used
as a diviFor for the predicted failure rate originally developed.

Table LV is developed using a dividing factor of 4.0. All the
failure rate ratios now Tie between 0.02 and 2.00. Discounting the
transmitter and camera 6quipments, all failure rate ratios lie between
0.25 and 2.0.
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3. SPECIAL STUDY NO. 2: "ANALYSIS OF PREDICTION INACCURACY FACTORS"

a. Objectives

The objectives of this study were the identification ard analysis of j
prediction inaccuracy factors inherent to the following categories:

o Design Approach

o Equipeent Function

o Program - Related Factors

o Parts - Mix .

o Prediction Method

b. Suamry4

The analysis uf the prediction inaccuracy factors resulted in the
following observations:

o The design approach categories (i.e., digital and analog) exhibit
different prediction accuracy ratios and part of this difference can
be ascribed to design characteristics.

o The equipment function categories (i.e., power,test and display, con-
trol, and computers) have different prediction accuracy ratios, and
part of these differences can be attributed to function and active
element content.

o The reliability program factors cannot be isolated as contribution to
individual equipment prediction accuracy.

o Th prediction accuracy ratio of an equipment is influenced by the
types of parts predominant in the design.

o An error in selecting either stress, temperature, or part quality
values in the prediction process could contribute significantly to
prediction inaccuracies.

o The semicenductor application factor is a significant contribut3r
to prediction inaccuracy.
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c. Details

(1) Introducticn

The 3nalysis of prediction inaccuracy factors was performed for each
of the following categories:

o Desir, Approach

o Equipment Function

o Program - Related FacLors

o Parts-Mix Factors

o Prediction Method Factors

For purposes of this study, prediction accuracy is aefined as the
ratio of the observed MTBF to the RADC Volume II upper grade part
predicted MTBF. Obviously, the most desirable prediction accuracy
value is 1.0. The analysis performed on the above factors and the
results of the analyses are contained in the following subsections.

(2) Design Approach Categories

The design approach analysis considered variations in prediction
accuracies which exist between the two design approach categories
discussed in VIII 1. above, i.e., digital and analog ecuipnents. The
distributions of prediction accuracy ratios for the 14 digital and 20
anaio equpfient.., 1h , . utlind. are shown in Figult 5,
"P-ediction Accuricy Ratio Distributions for Analog and Digital
Equipment."

For the digital equipment group, the mean of all the prediction
accuracy ratios is 4.1, with a standard deviation of 3.2. The range
of the digital prediction accuracy ratios is from 0.7 to 11.4 (i.e.,
about 16.5 to 1). There are only two digital ratios below the desired
1.0 value (i.e., 0.7 and 0.9). All other digital ratios exceed the
desired 1.0 value.

The anelog equipment group p-ediction accuracy ratios have a mean of
3.2, a standard deviation of 6.5, and range from 0.06 to 26.5 (i.e.,
about 442 to 1). Fourteen analog equipments ratios were less than the
desired 1.0.

From the above it is concluded that digital equipments predominantly
have low predicted MTBF's when compared with the observed values, and
analog equipments predominantly exhibit high ptedicted MTBF's when
compared with the observed values. Some of the design characteristics
which account for theze anomalies are:

o Digital equipments operate on a low power requirement while analog
equipment power requirements extend over a large range,
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o Digital equ~prents are bi-stable, i.e., operate at one of two
levels or states.

o Analog equipments operate continuously over an infinite ranae
and are thus susceptible to additional failure modes, e.g.,
drift sensitivity, etc.

(3) Equipment Function

In assessing the relationship of functional characteristics to pre-
diction accuracx the equipments were divided into four groups:
power, cofitrol', computer, and test and display. There were sit
power equipments, seventeen control equipments, five computer equip-
ments. and six test and display equipments.

The six power equipments have prediction accuracy ratios ranging
from 1.3 to 26.5. That is, all the MTBF predictions are low when
compared to the observed values. The six power equipments are,
basically, all power supplies. However, two equipments have test
functions as part of their operation. These two equipments also
have the best prediction accuracy values (i.e., 1.3 and 1.5).

The mean of the prediction accuracy ratios for all the equipments is
3.5, whereas the mean for the six power equipments is significantly
higher, 9.5 (i.e., almost 1000 percent above the desired value).
However, there is no evidence that the high prediction accuracy ratios
can be ascribed to other factors such as: parts count, active ele-
ments, or derating. Therefore, in these cases the prediction
inaccuracy was ascribed to unidentified factors associated with the
configuration of power function equipment.

The seventeen control equipments have prediction accuracy ratios
ranging from 0.06 to 11.4 with a mean of 2.8. Although this mean iscloser to the desired prediction accuracy of 1.0 than the mean for all
equipments (3.5), eleven of the control equipments have prediction
accuracy values of less than 1,0. In fact. only four of the seventeen

equipments are close (0.7, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9) to the desired value.
Four of the equipments exhibited extreme inaccuracies of 1000 percent
or better (i.e., 0.07, 0.09, 0.09, and 11.4). The eleven control
equipments which have prediction accuracy values less than the desired
value of 1.0, and the six which had ratios above 1.0, were investi-
gated separately and collectively to determine if such faLtors as part
count, active element count, and solid state part count contributed to
their inaccuracy. No significant correlation was found between any of
the above factors and the prediction accuracy ratios. However, it was
noted that all 3 equipments using integrated circuits had high
ratios whereas all 5 equipments using vacuum tubes had low ratios.
Thus, approximately ',alf - the control function equipment -inaccuracy
was determined to be part-related. The remainder was attributed to
other unidentified factors associated with the control equipments.
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The five computer type equipments have prediction accuracy values of
1.7, 1.7, 1.8, 2.1, and 3.8. The equipment with the highest predic.
tion accuracy ratio (3.8) includes a parts complement )f 33 percent

aintegrated circuits and 27 percent other active element devices.
Also, the equipment with the prediction accuracy value of 2.1 includes
a parts complement of over 50 percent active element devices. The
other three equipments contain less than 50 percent active element
devices. Hence, there is an evident relationship between high pre-
diction accuracy ratios and the active element content of computer
type equipments.

The six test &nd display equipments have prediction accuracy ratios of
0.06, 0.09, 0.09, 0.9, 0.9, and 2.2. The three equipments with the
extremely low prediction accuracy ratios have a lower actite element
mix than the other three equipments. The active elerents in the three
lowest valued equipments include vacuum tube components. Thus, low
active element ratios were significant contributors to prediction in-
accuracies for the test and display functional types.

(4) Program-Related Factors

The investigation of inaccuracies in the prediction techniques which
are program-related is contained in the rating studies in Special
Study No. 4, Section VIII. The rating studies indicated that the pro-
grams with rating values higher than 3.55 had system prediction
accuracy ratios greater than 1.0. Hence, if all the program factors
were maximized, the prediction techniques would result in a higher
prediction accuracy ratio. Ho',ver, it A-s also shown in the rating
studies that a prediction modifier could be established which would
improve the accuracy of a system p-ediction but would not improve the
accuracy for the individ'..l equipau .t. Therefore, the effects of
program-related factors a;e not discernible in the analysis of
,ndividual prediction accuracy ratios,

(5) Parts-Mix Factors

The inaccuracies of the prediction technique .aereanalyzed to determine
if relationships existed with respect to:

o Part Count

o Active Element Count

o Part Type Factors

The active element count expressed as the ratio of total transistors,
diocus, and vacuum tubes to total part count, was correlated with pre-
diction accuracy ratios. The correlation analysis was performed for
three equipment categories (i.e., all 34 equipments, digital equipment
and analog equipment). The results of this analysis is shown in
Table LVI, "Correlation of Active Elements versus the Prediction
Accuracy Values."
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TABLE LVI CORRELATION OF ACTIVE ELEMENTS
VS PREDICTION ACCURACY VALUES

CaeoyCor rc i on Index Of
CaegryCoefficient (.R) Detenrination (112 )

All Equipment 0.48 0.232

Digital 0.56 0.314

Analog 0.43 0.i86

The table shows that meaningful correlation does not exist between the
active element components and the prediction accuracy ratios HOnce,
it is concluded that all the prediction inaccuracies ire not assigna-
ble to tne active element components.

Similarly, correlation analyses were conducted for the same three
equipment categories between the equipment part count and the predic-
tion accuracy ratios. The results indicated that i~o relationships
existed (i.e., less than 0.2 for ali three categories).

The part type analysis attempted to relate the inaccuracies of the
prediction technique to the types of part predom-,rant in the design.
The followi'q types of parts were investigated:

o Tubes

o Capacitors

o Resistors

o Diodes

o Transistors

o Integrated Circuits

The equipmerts were ordered by prediction accuracy ratios (highest
order first), and by content of the individual part types. The order
of the prediction accuracy ratios was compared with the ,crder of the
part type content. From this comparison the following conclusions
were established:

o Tube type devices contribute significantly to a lower-than-
desired prediction accuracy ratio.
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o Capacitors do not contribute significantly to any variation
of the prediction accuracy ratios.

o Diodes and resistors contribute to lower-than-desired prediction
accuracy ratios.

o Transistors and integrated circuits contribute to a higher-
than-desired predictior accuracy ratio.

(6) Prediction Method Factors

Factors in the RADC stress analysis prediction technique were
evaluated to determine if the accuracy of predictions for indi-
vidual equipments could be related to:

o Part quality grade

o Stress effects

o Temperature effects

o Failure rate modifiers

Special Study No. 3. Section VIII evaluated the effects of
stress, temperature, and part quality by creating prediction
variability envelopes representing a range of influence for these
factors on the variability of prediction techniques. By com-
paring the data with these envelopes, it was determined that 19
of the 34 equipff,2nts had observed values which were within the
range of their variability envelopes. Fifteen observed values
were outside the range. However, if new variability envelopes
are prepared, using the extreme values of stress and temperature
from the RADC Notebook, Volume II, the observed values for 29
of the 34 equipments will fall within the range of the prediction
technique. Therefore, under worst-case and best-case conditions,
it would be possible for the prediction technique to encompass
the observed values for all but five equipments.

However, since these extremes of stress and temperature are
definitely not present in the equipments, only the original
variability envelopes warrant consideration. Thus, based on the
seasitivity study, it is possible that the predictior inaccura-
cies associated with 19 equipments could be due to the effects
of errors in estimating stress, temperature, and part quality
grade.

However, other factors in the prediction techAique must also be
considered. The effects of the application factor (NA) on transistor
and diode failure rates in digital and analog equipment were
evaluated to determine their contribution to the total equipment
failure rates. The effect of this factor on digital equipment
is to cause a decrease in the total equipment failure rate by an
amount to be determined by the quantity of semiconductors of each
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type and the ratio of their failu e contribution to the total
:equipment failure rate. Predicteins for samples Pepresenting

a range of analog and digital eq,;pments were evaluated to
determine the impact of this factor upon th, total equipment
failure rate. The results are s-nvarized , the following Table
LVII, "'Impact of Semiconductor Applicatior 1actor (ITA) on Equip-
ment Predictions."

TABLE LVII

IMPACT OF SEMICONDUCTOR APPLICATION

FACTOR (nIA) ON EQUIPMENT PREDICTIONS

Equipment IFqipment Total Per Cent Per Cent
Code ipe Part Semicon- Increase (+)

Number Count ductors or
I (1000's) Decrease (-)

in
Failure Rate

3 Analog .3 30.0 -39
11 Analog 3.8 28.9 -29
22 Analog 28.0 30.8 -75

37 Digital 35.0 41.2 +106
1 Digital 4.3 46.0 +109

10 Digitil 2.1 53.3 + 92

The table shows that the failure rates of analog equipment would
decrease by from 29 to 75 percent if this factor was applied.
However, the prediction accuracy ratios indicate the predicted
failure rates a'e generally too low without this factor. The
digital equipment failure rates weuld approximately double if
this factor was not applied. However, the prediction accuracy
ratios indicate that the predicted digital equipment failure
rates are already too high in almost all cases - i.e., the
application factors are also too high. Therefore, it was con-
cluded that the application factor was a significant so,'rce of
prediction inaccuracy for digital equipment. For analog equip-
ment, an application factor which increases the failure rate
would offer a potential for improvement in prediction accuracy.
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4. PL, STUDY NO. 3: "SENSITIVITY rUDY"

a. Objectives

This stt'dy was performed to evaluate the relative impact of major elements
of the RADC Reliability Notebook,, Volume II stress analysis prediction
technique upon the variability of reliabilit, predictions for a variety of
-quip, ent types. Principal objectives were:

o Deternine the amount of variation in predicted failure rates contri-
buted by the prediction elements of stress, temperature, and part grade.

o Determine if the differences between observed equipment failure rates
and predicted failure rates fall within a range of variation in pre-
dicted values resulting from the effects of stress, temperature and
part grade.

b. Summary

The study showed that the prediction 'ement, part quality grade, provided
the most significant single contribution to prediction variation. For
both digital and analog equipments. this factor could account for approxi-
mately 90 percent of the total range of prediction variation. In addition,
the study also showed that the part grade factor can affect the combined
effects of both temperature and stress in a prediction. That is, the use
of the upper grad2 parts - even under the worst-case conditions of stress
and tr-merature - prodoces a lower predicted cquipment failure rate than
is achieved using the lc"er grade parts under the best-case conditions of
stress and temperature.

At the equipment level, the difference in predicted failure rates between
lower and upper grade parts was observed to be approximately ten to one,
over the range of temperature and stress values studied.

The distribution of observed failure rates for the 34 equipments was
examined with respect to the total range of variability in predicted
failure rates due to temperature, stress, and part grade for each equip-
ment. This comparison indicated that, for the sample studied, the predic-
tion technique is to, sensitive (i.e., predicts too high a failure rate)
to the effects of temperature, stress, and part grade for all digital
equipment ard most analog equipment. This conclusion is based upon the
following observations:

o Only 19 equipments had observ.d failure rates within the range of
prediction variability. All but one of thase fell near the lower limit
of the range.
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o Almost all observed failure rates (30 out of 34) fell either near, or
below, the lower limit of the range.

o Only the analog equipment (four of 19) showed observed failure ratesnear, or above, the upper range of predicted failure rates.

The sensitivity of indvidual equipment failure rates to part quality,
stress, and temperature was markedly different between equipments within
both the analog and digital design approach categories. However, the sen-
sitivity to part quality generally increased as temperature and stress
values increased.

c. Details

This study exercised the latest RADC stress dnalysis prediction technique
(RADC Reliability Notebook, Volume 11) on 34 ground electronic ecuipments
to develop a range of reliability predictions (prediction variability
envelopes) for selected levels of stress, temperature, and part quality
grade. These leveis were selected to represent a range of temperature and
stress values extending beyond tle limits of most ground electronic equip-
ment design criteria.

The prediction variability envelopes were constructed from predicted equip-
ment failure rates obtained for seven points on the applicable part failure
rate temperatire/stress curves. Upper and lower grade parts, per RADC
Volume If, were represented in separate prediction envelopes. The seven
points used tc develop the failure rates are:

o 0.1 Stress, 600 C Temperature

o 0.3 Stress, 600C Temperature

o 0.6 Stress, 600 C Temperature

o 0.3 Stress, 400C Temperature

o 0.1 Stress, 200C Temperature

o 0.3 Stress, 200C Temperature

o 0.6 Stress, 20% Temperature

The PE and LE values for a fixed ground environment were utilized for each
part. The values used for the longevity factor and nS2 (secondary electri-
cal stress) were 1.0 in all cases. The above Jata were processed by a
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computer program (PRG-i, Appendix II) which utilized the follcowing (qu7-
tion to c. tain the prediction variability envelopes:

N
XT = b n P H E + EP (17)

where,

kT the failure rate prediction for an equipmrent at a specified
temperature/stress level,

N the number of part types,

Q the quantity of - part type,

Xb  the basic failure rate at the selected temperature/stress
level,

TI the product of the application factors, excluding HIE,
p E

E . environmental factor, and

an additional environmental factor.

The equipment level failure rate data outputs from the computer program
were used to plot the prediction variability envelopes for each equip-
ment. Since the shapes of the envelopes 'ere essentially the same for
all 34 equipments, individual charts are not included. A typical ex-
ample of the prediction variability envelooes is shown in Figure 6,
"Prediction Variability Envelope (Typical)."

To evaluate the effects of temperature, stress, and part quality, the
total variability for each equipment was established (i.e., the difference
between the failure rate for upper grade parts at 200C and 0.1 stress and
the failure rate for lower grade parts at 600C and 0.6 stress). The total
variability for each equipment was used as an index of variability for
that equipment. That is, the total variability was considered to include
100 percent of the prediction variability inherent to that equipment due
to stress, temperature, and part quality. The index was used to measure
the change, in percent, due to a change in part quality at selected levels
of temperature (200C, 400C, 600C) and stress (0.1, 0.3, 0.6). For example,
for equipment No. 2 at 200C temperature and 0.1 stress, the difference in
failure rates between upper grade parts and lower grade parts is 83.2,
and the total variability is 1382.0; therefore, the percent of failure
rate change due to part quality for equipment No. 2 is 6.0. These calcu-
lations were performed for all 34 equipments and these data are shown in
TablesLVIII and LIX , "'Percent of Failure Rate Change Due to Part Quality"
for digital and analog equipments respectively.
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Tables like the foregoing were orepared for stress and teperature
failjre rtz c-anges. From t ,ese tables it was noted that at the upper
limit (i.e., 0.6 stress a.rd WA3*C temperature), part quality could account
for approxivatly90 percent of the total ir*erent variability of the
prediction.

The observed reliability values for all the equipments were compared with
their prediction variability envelopes to determine if the variability
inherent in U* prediction tedc.nique could account for the inaccuracy of
the predictions. Tables LX and LXI 'Variabliity Envelooe Extres
Versus Observed Failure Rates,* for analog an -digital equipmnts,
respectively, were made for ccm.arison of the observed data with the pre-
diction variability en-elopes. These tables illustrate the equ:aents'
predicted failure rates at the lwst and highest points on the envelopes
(i.e., 0.1 stress, 20C temperature, upper grade parts and 0.6 stress,
6.0C temrature, lower grade p -ts, respectively) and the obse"yed fail-
ure rates for e3ch equipment.

The tables show that for the analog equipments, 8 cut of 20 fell outside
the prediction variability envelope and for the digital equipment, 7 out
of 14 fell outside the prediction variability envelopes.

The prediction variability limits %ere established for upper and lower
grade Darts, analog af:d digital equipments. The PYL's were establis.ied.
in each case, as follows:

o The upper PVL ;s the ,'xiizr qotient of, the ratins of mxiL
predicted failure r3te to ridpoint predicted failure rate.

o The lower PYL. is the winicum quotient of the ratios cf inims pre-
dicted failure rate to aidpoint predicted failure rate.

As shown in Figure 7, 'Prediction Variability Limits, Digital Equip-
mets," the PYL's fur both upper and lower grade parts are 0.4 for the
lower ii&it ana 7.1 for the upper limit. The ratios of predicted failure
rates Iupper and lower grade parts) to the observed failure rates for all
equipments were plotted to ascertain if the variability of the prediction
techinique could accout for inaccuracies which exist between the predicted

and otserved values. For the upper grade part predictions on digital
equipment, eleven of the fourteen ratio values lay within the PVL's; for
the lower grade parts, two of the fourteen values lay within the PVl's.

Figure 8, 'Prediction Varia'.ility Limits, Analog Equitrients,r is a
plot of the PYL's anrd the ratios of predicted failure rates to observed
failure rates for the 20 analog equipments. The upper grade PV''s are
0.5 and 6.6, lower and upper respectively. The lower grade PVL's are 0.5
and 6.7, lower and upper, respectively. For the upper grade part predic-
tions, ten out of twenty of the ratio values lay within the PVL's, and for
the lower grade part predictions, seven out of twenty of the ratio values
lay within the PVL's.
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TABLE LX VYAIASILITY ENVELOPE EXTEWS YERSUS
OBSERVED FAILURE RATES - ANALOG EQUIPMENTS

Equipment L.owe, iC Uppe x .6, °,L (lO0bseorved
~ (%10 Frs) ) (/110 Hours) 000 Hours)

2 10.0 13-92.1 1 0.81

3 4.8 WO5.4 I 0.7u

4 5.9 185.8 1 13.81

11 0i.7 302.4 14.9
t2 27.1 15.25 49.0

13 65.9 801.9 1242-.0

14 406.1 14087.7 1 633.0

15 35.3 3914.3 172.0

16 5.3 26.4 -04.0

17 17.5 132.2 437.0I
21 36.0 3176.6 71.63

22 154.5 16651.2 1 873.0

25 1.5 52.1 5.25

26 2.9 58.5 0.40

27 2.7 33.2 8.08

28 2.8 65.1 10.51
I

30 2.4 76.5 I 2.83

31 1.0 23.9 1.6?

34 44.7 5724.6 48.73

37 297.3 43615.6 92.61
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TABLE LXI VARIABILITY ELDPE EXTRIMS VERSUS OBSERVED

FAILURE RATES - DIGITAL EQUIPMENTS

SLer . Upper
3S .15, 20C, UG 0.6S, 60°C, LF (%/100 r(1/1000 Hours) (1/1000 Hours) (1 ,rs)

14.6 891.8 20.72

5 3.9 395.6 1.27

6 17.2 1005.3 8.43
7 5.7 151.5 1.28

8 7.0 279.3 3,41

9 1.4 46.0 0.29

10 5.8 216.4 4.87

18 51.4 5963.9 70.42

19 109.4 14346.7 331.0

20 227.7 31587.4 556.0

23 12E.5 13946.2 179.5

29 4.9 76.9 5.25

32 153.7 22297.7 55.6

36 7.7 43615.6 92.6
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5. SPECIAL STU Y NO. 4: *PROGRM FACTOR RATING STUDIES"

a. Objectives

The rating studies were designed to detemin if statisticz-I relationships
could be established between prediction accuracy, using the RADC Relia-
bility Notebook, Volume II, stress analysis prediction method, and program
factors which are likely to influence the level of achieved reliability.
The major objectives of this special study were:

o Determine if statistical correlations exist between prediction
accuracy and the quantitative rat~ngs of the program factors.

o identify program factors which are significant to reliability
achievewnt.

o Establish modifiers for use in prediction models, based on the
rating criteria and established coefficients, to increase predic-
tion accuracy.

o Obtain irformatlon for use in other areas of this study.

b.

The program factor rating studies developed the use of a program rating
grade which car, be used with the RADC Reliability Notebook, Volume II,
stress analysis prediction to ascertain the expected KTBF that will be
observed on a particular program with a particular rating grade.

c. Details

A set of 50 program-related factors which were believed to be significant
to reliability was developed and grouped into eight categories. These are
shown in Tables LXII through LXIX. A rating scale, based on the rela-
tive strength of the factors, was employed to quantify the strength of
each factor (e.g., strong = 5, average = 3, and weak = 1).

The programs utilized in the rating studies were chosen on the basis of
available knowledge concerning the 50 program factors, availability of
observed reliability data and availability of parts information suffi-
cient for making a stress analysis prediction. All equipments for each
program were rated for each of the program factors. Individual equip-
ment characteristics were not permitted to influence the ratings since-
the primary purpose of the study was to establish whether or not pro-
gram-related factors influence the level of achieved reliability. There
were three programs, containing thirty equipments, with sufficient in-
formation for rating evaluation. Table LXX, "Program Reliability
Measurements' shows theprogram rating grades established, range of dis-
persion ana the mean of the ratios of observed MTBF to RADC, Volume H,
predicted M.BF (i, e., the prediction accuracy ratios) for each of the
three programs.
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TALE LXII PROGRAM4-RELATE1 FACTORS:

QUALITATIVE

VARIABLES STRONG

1. Degree of Standard Parts of standard, prover. design ar,- selected. &
Parts Usage

Complexity hosL parts require a single action-reaction to provide a desired
sinrgle function, such an voltage build-up on a capacitor in
response to a charging current.

3. DI °flculty of Function Parts encompassing routinely achievable functions are selected.

C,

4. Scnz1tivity Part functions are achieved by a relatively wide range of s
stimuli, such es a wide range of currents to actuate a relay.



* FACTORS: PARTS MIX AND SENSITIVITY

VITATIVE CATEGORY _

AVERAGE WEAK

S parts are relati?ely new versions of standard items. Some parts utilize new and
The new vervions prtide enhanced perform2 ce of select-ed unprove design concepts.
parameters, such as greater gain or lower leake.

red Some parts require complex action to provide a function, Many complex parts.
such as vitching through a steppirg sWitch.

d. Some parts, such as potentiometers and connectors, Many parts encompass functions
encompass functions which are relatively difficul+ to which are difficult to achieve.
achieve (electrical continuity through low pressure
contacts)

Some parts, such as microwave elements, operate at Many parts operate at low
low signal levels, signal levels.
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TABLE LXIII PROGRAM-ELAT

VARIABLE
STRUING

I. Worst Case Analysis Analysis methods (ECkP, etc.) indicate that circuits willfnction witb worst ease combinatins of part parameters.

2. Monte Carlo Analysis Permissable circuit outputs (high and lo) encompass + 4
sigmas of the calculated output distribution.

3. Humber of Ajustments Use of trimmer circuit elements (potentioeters, etc.) is
avoided. Temperature compesating circuitry and feedback
(stabilization) loops are employed.

,4. Test Points Test points-provide for monitoring of all critical ci%cuitry.

Rim



n-LATED FACTMR: DRIFT SENCTITIVIM

QUALiTATIVE CATESORY

HEMAE VEAK

go mnlysis perfarmd. Sw circuits pi robably fail so analyis Performed. Ykat
a vorst came test. eirc~dta v=14 p'vtab1y f2-41 a

wore. case test.

No amalsia performe. Ptril stble circuit outputs vca-1d So anly perlfoMed. Pt-XISSab
prbbyawmas ~ - :3 signs of z calculated distribtimx. o,--trls wOCIA Pt~&*Y en ;s

+ 2 signs of a ce-mlt-d

?rlmrn elemnts are comoLy emloyed an factovy Trim- eieme ta we
ezployed asa 'fie' .! tez

*y - est points g.-ovlde for monitoring of critical poc"tions 7Fev test pol-ts x-e e--yd
Of Output circuitry.
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TABLE LXIV PIJM-~t18ED

V URIALES 
ONLITATIVE CATE

3. hmlDM~I.3 7beri W - v"' fc~r -i~ tam;. at 1 aexth

!2~5Za72 as evr -1-r wm-s case cccd!7icos



~WFACTWS: MAr-.

TItl CTJEURI_ __ _ _

AnA KIM

U=Iwa streses ame less; tbw= 5% of zutiiw. 3aMTA Stressm It"las
*Mgst am. stress oczsezl7 "d ru p th= 75% ofp rati . Vorst.

com streswes fxtequm&iy
e.ee ratip.

sawm3 Vakleum~ at put law]. is less tha jpa-t Becsce exist. *itcb rm
rmtb43. Voit ca vi!tal oftm ezeds r-at3i-gp vihtiu at sxt leW. to

!bOMl -wt ame MA-Tmi afloamdr sme pufs to Thnr-sl patbs amxe a ns,
om~ z~g wt a Caxditims. &~UdM~ X parts Uo

overbat zmder n~npl
ccitices.

heSenstive t-ts axe partitfly pmv.ctd -7 seals and Sen~sitive purts lack
costirp, b& ame afffeted ty lu~g mreiam expsures protectiwe c=atinp.
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,ABUE LIV PROGRM- LATED FACTOS: 0

OVALITATIJ
VARIABLES 

STI

Pro~s~ss, mil ftta r*coidIng, fVnDaw frt&oiWd int.- hiab izafoml
tier tests as wall as dmi=. ftmrters tc be tested are &,- to".

in put~ by pqr antlywsz activities a-i* as urst cuse

2.&c--Xmeta Tests to all awzmmata Jmogvd to be critical to systm. Temet .r

iff*.~2sre aves Xtniaering =~del tkrq p-wo&ftum, Pwatotype bsr~wxo. select"

- erIcirtalI Grmwter tha spec. requizuts w-Ith atrenee tst Jmhivi&,al Huxi~m
cmpoet 2141tati- cm~ wr t a~eedd for a&U spdficant on- virewts
Virnwts.

~~~~~.~I; Itci-mt ztipgWJ Is amm1wed and recorded, .,outpt paroter Attribute
?oraetersnswvrd itla -1-l-, m~~m and mancal inputts applied, ad tolaeme

oztpt iad xiai tstning,

Pr- ~ to Tet_ LOG~ % of sub-asblies tetd or .wa. sawplas selectI to a sim
eqdivat levrel cf =ctfiau* for productioni uaits thzrougbout provwids
the period of mmfcture.

HE re Level. KU. levelz, cepesive test carecteristica at each lew) ALl a
at each n



FATOM: IW 9E TmS PD"

IUALITAIE CATE601Y

AVE~hUWEAK

b Informl paets Wwrd by dmIVsr as tots jrews ith Tnfwa wroce~ze.

T~t aitmmate eqa to arc. zeqdbts at least cc critical T~t =viiz c ritical

I hxLM XsOC. MWIqufrt tatd at Imst for t critical a,- NLMa Spec. requirmets
40- Vircamat.few critical *mrirommts.

Attribute type tootin~g, (i.0. rmdAft! plm or -*-specified ttid*testing OCL31y.

a, S=03ing, or 10XE testing fir unitd dhftr&Ctee3tiCZ, Jiien insufficiet testing too "ssum
wv i6. an iunda~ate lee f Cofmma=c. ccaforince to ri~nciral spwci

eye and~t me~t subsablies on princial chtmct~rjjtic8 Syst and" Uite test ing at

&U- pincip~l chactar-Istics.
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TABLE LXVAI PROGRAM-RELATED FACTORS: P

WULITATMV CAE

VAIIE Sm"A

1. 0== -f ?roduuc- All prodzetixi processes, too~ing, jigs, fixtures, and n7ocesses sat "pui
timIlu'pomt, machnery bave peovw caablilties, deostat* repeat- capability, butCU

rbols, andbility, and ame sbect to scientifically established closelI controlled.I
Processes process contrd-Is, calibration, and saintemsoe of-ter-a-tct, to c

scbed~z1es. XUl dcs in process"s &ad equpmct ame podcti process.
careftrib prov~ ou pr-ior to break-in to pro&wctim~ considerstion in p
and clooelj mmitored after br-eak-in. Process and ore establisbed by the
equiment aqubiity studies ame codcted aud stazis- based on experience to
tIc~a.1/egi~ riD5 analYsts are CctimMll7 performed process control are di
to enwe and imqprei proceas capability sand assure quality, design, sand
reliability. Pexiodic eibration ad insoectims are
perforsed. Resonibility and autbarity for process

K control are firmly established.

2.Zmr3 o rlc Opexrs m s~ld elta hv bv-Operator aiD4

z!=c 2-oerstors averag xdwsadn of work instractioas and work- atandards are averwge.
monbip standards. Planrt wrkng conditiocs and facilities are averag
facIi.I4Yes ame designed to provide optimm operator are not usuaily t
performsace. Work instructions are explIcit, current, Ma~nagement places a

and prasvided vith each order. (Qality and quantity of perfornce.II vor are traceable to the individani produiction opera-
tor and strong empbs is is placed by wenagement on
mintalxing a hitgh level of individual operator perfor-
monce.



F T M: PRODCTION RELIABILITY COROL

TMl CATE=SI
AVERASI WEAK

wA eqiipmt am nragy of pzv No &aeqate process control progra exists. All
ty, but cmps am no, full ovalntet or controls center on the product. Operators MY
" oatroll& Nomal coaroJs ar established, supply their own tools. Calibration aad service

a-t, to correct prolama arising from the cycles are informally established.Cbmages in

process. RiaabIlity is not a sismificant processes are incorporated or. an uncontrolled

in process control. Foxml controls basis.
bie by the MLity Control organization,

on experience to date. Resposibilities for
control are divided butwai manufacturing,
dy esilm, and production engineering.

tranig, skill, and knwledge of vor ship Belovaverage operator training and skill levels.

are average. Working conditions and Working conditions and facilities contribute to

ties are averag. Qality and quan ity of work a redctn in the quality or quantity of work

t s3y traceable to the individual operator. performed by operators. Management does not
places a moderate ephasi., on individual motivate operators to stress quality of work for

race. the individual and quality of york is seldow
traceable to the operator.
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TABLE LXVI (CONTINUED) PROGRAX4-RELATED FACT(

QUALIT.
VARIABLES

STRONG

3. Control of Incoming Inspection and test of incoming parts and materials Xnspection and te
Parts and Materials are accomplished in accordance with current formal using a adxed sy

instr.ctions and controlled equipment. These imstruc- and/o the discre
tions focus attentioL upon the critical characteristics acteristics inspe
which are significant to the reliability and quality to the rellabli
of the item during the production and use cycles, as production and us
established thru engineering analysis. Most features proram in this
of the C.C. program in this area are at optim levels levels for reliab
for reliability purposes. IAborstory analyses are
performed periodically to verify the conformance of
materials.

4. Control of Inspection and test operations are established at all Inspection and te
rct Quality strategic points in the production process. They insure that prcdu

exercise complete control of all production factors by the production
significant to product quality and reliability. the contract and
Characteristics to be inspected and tested, related basis for selecti
procedures, tools, and equipment are selected, deve- tested and inspec
loped and controlled within a unified quality program are generally ade
which is based upon a detailed engineering knovltdge, is not incorporat
analysis, and evaluation of the sensitivity of the pro- planning or opera
duct to the production processjand all applicable
product specifications and requirements. Complete
program documentation, records, and procedures exist ant
are kept current. Effective change control procedures
are enforced. Statistical analyses of quality trends,
defect rates and distributions of defect types for each
product type, production department, and inspection
operation are continually performed with feedback to
cognizant manufacturing and engineering ar'as to initi-
ate corrective/preventive action. Failure analyses
are performed and heavy emphasis is placed on defect
prevention and optiaization of the total Q.C. progr-.'n.



RLATFD FACTORS: PRODUCTION RELIABILITY CONTROL

QUATATIV CATMORY

AVEOUE WEAK

ion and test of incond itmr are accomlished Inspection and tesi operations have a lUmited
a nized system, baud upon formal procedures scope and employ procedures and records vhich

or the discretion of inspection persoonel. Char- ae generally inadequate to insure the relia-
le inspected a" not necessarily significant bility arA quality of the item during the

the reliability and quality of the item drting the production and use cycle. Some features of
ction and use cycles. Most features of the Q.C. the Q.C. program in this area exhibit sigrAifi-

in this area are at sothing less than optinu cant deficiencies.
Ils for reliability purposes.

ion and test op"ations are established to Limited inspection and test operations are per-
that product quality is not sadversely affected formed to achieve a minim (or lesser) compli-

the production process. Specifications governing ance vith contractual quality control require-
contract and the product are used as the primary ments. The quality program is "inspection-

Is for selection of the characteristics to be oriented," with little or no emphasis on defect
ted and inspected. Documentation and ivecords prevention and no adequate recognition of the
generally adequate. A dynamic "system approach" need for quality engineering.

not incorporated in the total quality prugram
or operation.
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'ABLE LXVI (CONCLUDED) PROGRAM-RELATED FACTO

OUAMTAT
V A R IA B L E S n m , i

STRONG

5. Lot Control A comprehensive system of product identificatic or Production units ar
marking is established to accomplish traceability of associated p per or
production units in a unique maner to reflect all system of lot coctr
significant factors in the production process (e.g., significant factors
order of proikction, production line, ftterial lot, major process cban
process changes, date of productib, serial number, etc include all siganfi
The system extends to all significant indenture levels.

6. Handling, Storage Material is carefully handled from points of receiving Material handling, s
and Packaging inspection through final packaging. Material is pro- and procedures equl

tected from damage by weU.-desiLned coaveyors, jigs, tices, and usually c(
containers, fixtures, etc. Storage conditions prevent invoked by contract.
contamination, deterioration, and damage. Packaging for equipment and contaI
storage and shilment insures servizeability and preser- production vorkers oc
vation. Standards and procedures to insure Iull to equipment. Little
compliance with all safeguards necessary to prevent effectiveness uf the
amage or deterioration are enforcedsand verified by accomplished.
sts and engineering analyses.

7. Material Review Procedures and practices insure that all defective Generally good cont

material is promptly identified, segregated, and that accomplished, using
cisposition is accomplished in accordance with review practices. Eznuginee
procedures. These provide for escalation of analyses and disposition ins

and corrective action in response to the significance do not always esca

of the defect(s). Procedures ror processing and or potential impact

controlling variations are effective, and docu- adequate, repetitive
mentation is current and complete. The backlog f incomplete correctly

corrective action, and the quantity and type of an adequate system t
deficiencies, give evidence of an optimum system problem areas.
which insures folnc i-up on all major problems.

- -------- ---.. ..



RLATED FACTORS: PRODL 'TIO RLIABILITY CONTROL

A.... CATEIEY

AVEIME WEAK

k Ion unit~s are serialized ~ d~ec-or 
Serialization or lot identification may exist,

PaPer-ork is Identified-tmder a limited but ir lot eaningful or useful in most cases,
of lot control which does not include all (e.g., lot sizes are too large, identification

Icant factors In the production process (e.g., is not chouged to reflect sigaificant varia-
or pOCes ceWges are not reflected) and does not tions in processes, materials, etc.).

a significant indenture levels.

bandling, storage, and packaging standards Material is not carefully handled at zone
procedures equal or exceed good commercial prac- point3 in the production process. Froduction

, and usualLY comply with the applicable MIL-STD's mdling emilpent, jigs, storage facilities,
by contract. Design of production handling vackgng methods, and/or containers subject

n.t am ctainers, and handling practices of the equipment to adverse conditions or hazards
ion workers occasionally present some hazards to an extent which reflects significant

equipent. Little or no verificatiorn of the deficiencies in design, planning, or management
ietveness of these otandards and procedures is

cospliahe

4enerally good control over defective material is Procedures and practices loos-ly control

accomplishh.i, using adeuate procedures aad standard defective material. They do not insure that

practices. Egineering review, corrective action, the disposition, analysis, and corrective
and dispositiln instructions are usually pod, but action will be coensurate uith the signi-

,do not always escalate in respoase to the magnitude ficance of the defect. Documentation review

or potential impact of the deficiency. Records are gives evidence of an inadequate system. There
saequate, repetitive deficiencies and a b& klog of is no evidence of follow-up on mejor problems.
incompiete corrective action exist. There is not
an ndeqxxte system to insure follow-up on all major
proble areas.
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TABLE LXVII PRCQUWRE-LATED FACTORS: D~ESIGN

MULTATIVE CATECORI
YAMAILES-

i. Simplicity of eaivl e buldn blcks (amplifying stages, Afe
Design Logic electromechanical items, etc.) are employed to confJ

aheerequired functions. si

2. Cir cuit Sensitivity Significant circuit designs will tolerate failure or Sign
to Part Failure! degradation of principal parts (e.g. through built-in deg
Degradatinn redundancy or added capacity at the part level) without

significant failure or degradation of circuit peifcxnance.

3. Unit Sensitivity Significmnt unit designs will tolerate failure or Sign
to Circuit Failure/ degradation of principal circuits (e.g. Through builtL-in degr
Degradation redundancy or safety marein on input/output values)

withaut loss of -'rimary ft action.

4. System Sensitivity So limited-life itm are used in any function neessary Limi.
to tDgradation ani fcr system Performnce. sa

5. Design Y8 State of All fuactllms sre easily achieved using established, proven ms
The Art (30A) teclmology throughomt the desipm, with capabilit?* and

1,erforuwnme veil above standardis.

use



fACOM: DESIGN FEAURS AM DEGRAATION

A few td3lig blocks are added to tbea hLsic (eLIzpe) Nav *6uxrs are a4d.
,,wfV~mc to eaftace selected merforwaze cbatr-
istics, or to add supl rnay f~nctions.

Significant circuit. designs iei tollerate failure or No attex-t to emensate
4griso~tc of principal parts to a limited exten~t. for part fail=*e or

deraatonin any cici

Sigdfint wmit desigim will tolerate Laimre or No e-text to coe-sate
decradatim2 of priiicival parts to a ]iz* ed extent. fzir pai tuilbire or

degredstice in arq =zit

Lbdtod lift Itm wzW does not asilif1catly affect Idwited, life itft are a
setan illbflIM4, but may awe saw failures. primm:1pal sorc of systen

Most facticas m e-imadI3 addieveable vithin thae Very diffiult for the
cnnmtS!Abut sam design. are clo.. to wrginal design to adelev all

froms * Vrforenc. standpoint, or invalve limited faticns witbin SOA.
use of no tecbwnoo not yet prow~ in servicv. mv atried tedabloff

my be used etensively.
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TMEE LXMII ZW-A3-.4AW FM

0.?atsthe4 Yoorigm acrU!2 in±e izs mi s c~ra age patsP=

rer--a=!7 c=F=2 wl ?wrsI-ges cc parts appl~catk., a wdAto
161e3 -poc*.? VMIIZT Comie~ri relisk~lity. -mr

~czeto L1w e$;e C pZb r?--s mac= 70222 7V*CCez
effectively 2!jt/Ic~src! t~be we af =-stadarZ parts-

-, -e-n y ectaz!Isaes axecorI 2arz an-ts
.spe-IViCszno 1 ez&s of xIL rev=zerzx spelf-canix

3. Sorare SecJ5o D1y = ftparzX sCIe=rIf".C Vroass !dd 1 r" selectiss of 3'
zi relable s t

4.Q~aif lcar~co Tte%;I A emprea =I.Wg VAL~sfirii Cest PrOVUMn. reqirlzg proof
iSo~ra or ?orj of part aceab1ity- Ls 7xvwMMdA U -espe= to al3

ArtITI MI !CMio eC7r~r= ZS.. reefrtic rexastfr-g 13 aC="1Ii,&ed.
'Test !1--ps are freqoe.~tly Ugbaer rba 1sive reviremts.

5. SeZ X ?rts zCr-eeed fc'r parameter ;drift or szbject to L= rtw
e~adt~oArgor bar.-I= prfor to acceptamce 3926 219emly.

6. Ac.~z= e Tesri~z rarts are tested I=fl vir- res~pecr to =nvo Paraneter a!. -I
(Source or P.-ociri-g lev.els iec' exceed !M--?~ re=Ireb-s- "

7- EscibisIed ?arts; !i rart reliabiitcy is wt establis~e by =se of El 5pecs the
Rallzbliry ,ita.ble data in iarge saiiles are wred to demar-re rarE

failuire rates.



P .r o sod~d PC desig we Sefterzily selected- Yo effOctive stumazts oriv-
Do~ scmar"a exist bec time ftaiw1m aefivor mIzatloo. pzograu. or
mooisa ioepmamz ~COw- ow parts seIec"-, sobject d Statim exists.
tw Itfto w wv- by o m u1 efgaa t isclplits-

NLUraz7 S Cut!== 22 test rN-Mest = ~d Wuier sri:UtL-car sbez c=

Of1 ~ a5~ pes micb somtis be- alum"s 1L-Ws ?Pdmslg Scaets cm
(ae1;- qL iscisgeIi5i of m~c..r ~Intr r*31i~izy cosrft

OmIffealo teMss per MSD-M is actmylisbei. Qaipcaia testisg, rfe M-4
Bltwou~ is SMmfly ="f~. ~ be accoopisbed,

uot us less tbm a~vefae

?art bu-:I= Is ocm~uat asriz oulF1 cr wl ct. Y scremfrg or br-m

a~.Accep~sh tests, per military speciflcaz.!s, an kcwace tests ame :re*=m~ti
Sl1va tests of crltical- paaetem. emited.

3tbw .LZi4-ted Wie terts ame verfo~.J pgrbPd rs as
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TABLE LIVI! (mJumJE) PEufi-MATEO

GUALITATITE (ATES
VARIAB LES-

a- ?rts !aWvrWot sa Ls =om (or:a ef df *rl romr~ =m rro" Fall

?rov FaLbwe

5. 9e-il P~u~~kc pz~ & i3 so= MEr AVOC ha ae
jAd~mz zapector at the swor, sad sat a vi-~ta

sjstAm or equiwa~emC feas of test damz aaysi.

10. Chune CttL-- Yzor mt scmt ad p--oc=I1jg agesv-y M~t apww =ajar OA
2003s - drawing dbanges.s.&



1W CATOORtY __ _ _ _ _ _ _

AVEMAE WEAK

YaCum s ar* IdemuifleM ewalmated, xad alainized Needeid but nott prowide or a*
to a iniorme &grew- part faiurre maysis program

Pet1dle wIals per NIL-Q-9S58A are perfarmd. So md1ts, w feedback otbez.
tbss re*Jetios reports.

Ckf"are Cuetzolu" omly 'Am part IntertmgseasIty S* tontrol over part vendor
I~s affect" or wbe ?roczrift Aeqy iiscavers problm-
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TABLE LXIX P ROG RAW.- RELATED FACTORS:

GUALITAT
VAMAILE

1. P-logral 1gamt Reports to Vice-President Reports
(Reiability *=W6r) or Gemerel Ym~n~r

2. Procuxirig Agency Wm&Aly, vith specific tmk status review Quarterl
Frogra Fevlev

3, Relsbility Math Task condcted during: Task a
Yzeis, Prelcti'xs Pre-&sigi Pre-
and Ms timtes Paper Design Pqper

Bresifboard Design
Pre-Prod Uerdvsre
operational Bardmare

SFailure Mode Analysis OomprehensiPe ta&1ize made, effects, an criticality analysis Provide
by Reliibility Enineer* ability)

5. lFeliabil ity frade.-Off Reliability is mjor tradie-off factor 1HellabilI

6. %~liability Design Reliability depsrtinnt stipulaztes and enforcez design constraints Relimbil
Requirements in the areas of derating, envirouetal requirmmt*, redundsncy, enforceI

parts/uterial application. Worst case design, etc.



TED FLTORS: RELIABILITY PROCRAM

QUALITATIVE (ATEGORY

AVERASE WEAK

Reports to Chief ngineer Reports to Project Fngimeer
or other

Qmrterly with general task status review No Frocuring Agency Review

Task oacted daring: Task conducted during:
Pre-dei Paper design
PFew desigt

Provid failure rates to other orgmnizatlons (such as aintainb. No failure node anal is
ability) mid reviev other organization output

Reliability is mnor trade-oV' factor Reliability trade-off

analysis not perfomed

fints Reliability department stipulates design constraints but does not No design constraints
c, enforce thm
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TABLE LXIX (CONCL.UDED) MRGAW-RELATED FACI

QUALITATI
VARIABLE 1_____________________

7. DsgReiwReliabijity deparbsent takes active roie in design reviee ad Reliabil
mnay argads e and ebair the review. Review ,mns. st of System critical
Design Review (pre-design) Preliminary Design Review (initial
paper design) Critical Design Review (final paper design,

Technical Acceptance Review (Engineering Model) First article

8. Test Program Reliability department is instrumntal in test planning and ban Ao reliabl

9. Failure Reporting, Reliability department establishes and controls program that Nigh per
Analysis and (~rrect- ensures a closed loop system for analysis of each failure event. coadtveted
ive Action



MN-RELATED FACTORS: RELIABILITY PROGRAM

QUALITATIVE CATEGORY

AVERlAGE WEAK

and Uliablity 6aewrtnt atteis design review meetins, usually a No Design Reviev
Is Critical besf±w Rvle (initial paper design) is the only one held.

al

has No reliability effort reliability effort

Eigb percent of failure events are documented, but analysts is Many failure events go

event. oand t only on kow problem Press. unreported. Analysis is
conducted by other than
reliability department.
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"iABLE LXX

PROGRAM RELIABLITY MEASUREMENTS

Program Equipment Rating Range of Dispersion Mean

Code Numbers Grade (MTBFo/KTBFp) (MTBFo/MTBFp)

1 12,13,14,15,16, 3.3 0.06 to 1.8 0.66
17,18,19,20,21,
22,23

II 25,26,27,28,29, 4.0 0.5 to 10.2 2.26
30,31

III 1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 4.8 0.8 to 26.4 6.948,9,10,ii1

The distribution of the equipment ratios are shown in Figure 9, 10 and
11 "Distribution of Prediction Accuracy Ratios", (Programs I, II and III
respectively). It is noted from Table LXX th.t the range of dispersion
is consistent between programs regardless of the rating grade, but the
means of the ratios increase as the program rating grades increase.
That is, there is no correlation between the precision of the prediction
for individual equipments and the program rating grade but definite
correlation exists between the accuracy of the program prediction and
the program rating grade.

The RADC Reliability Notebook, Volume II recognizes the existence of two
part quality levels (upper and lower) but implies that intermediate levels
may exist and, in fact, be continuous from the very low level to the very
high level. It appears from the rating studies, that a continuous part
quality grade does exist and may be applied as a modifier at the program
level.

To illustrate the existence of a program modifier based on the ratinggrade established for the program, Figure 12, "Program Rating Grade vs

Prediction Accuracy Ratios," was prepared. This figure was formed by
plotting the program means of the ratios of observed MTBF to predicted
MTBF versus the program rating grade (i.e., the mean of the program pre-
diction accuracy ratios). The plotted means were connected with a
straight line. This line defines the program mean for a population of
programs with varying rating grades between the range of 3.3 and 4.8.
This will allow the use of a rating grade modifier for more dccurate pro-
gram predictions via RADC Vnlume II.

For example, given a program with a rating grade of 3.8 and an RADC Vol-
ume II prediction of 1000 hours MTBF for the program, what is the expected
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utio of observed h'iTBF to predicted KTBF (i.e., the prediction accuracyrttio)? From Figure 12, the expected prediction accuracy ;'atio for thep~gra is 1.48. Hence, when the R Volume II prediction for the pro-gr.m is multiplied by 1.48, the prediction accuracy ratio for the programis reduced to 1.0, the desired vaue. Looking at this in an-ther way,
Figure 12 can be used to determine what observed MTBF car be -Apectfd inthe field. Having determined that the expected prediction accuracy ratiois 1.48, and knowing this to be the ratio of observed to predicted MTBF,then (1.48) (1000) - 1480 hours is the expected, observed KTBF in thefield for equipment having a rating grade of 3.8. The above results arebased on the data from only 3 programs. However, due to the potentialsignificance of these results it is felt that further effort in this area
is warranted.

I
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6. SECIAL SFUD'i K. 5: 'Fk-:LUK R.ATE YE~URS T

a. Otjecti-es

The -latest revision~ of the kADC keiiariiity Itebook imdicates th~at part
failure rates are not corstant with tim. This study was corwducted tor
ey'uate the relationiships betbe_ failure ratts at the equipment lleye;
and accumuilated operatin tine for a variety of ground electmn~ic equip-
winnt . The study exapmines failure rates versus tine for approximately
forty types of fixed grtan electronic ecouiponts.

Pl ots of failure rate versus tine are developed based or, qaarterly inter-
vals to elivinate s~-ort-teru irariations introduced by nonthIly aIscglies.I ach eoupent plot presents titrete iews of the data:

o The1 actual nuiter el failures per 1000t imours per period.

a The cuative failure rate versus ti.An for tthe total pericod.

o The -re-year movi;ng average -f failures per ".000 h~urs. This voving
average was used to reflect :ne influence of later data an~d to provide
more Positive triend ir~iications.

* The folling conclusions can be draw frce tthe analysis of failure versus
tire characteristics of the equipmenit.

o In 72.9. of th~e equipennts analyzed, failure rates are nc*. :on-starxt.
* with time. For the equipment where the failure rate is decreasing w;t',

time, the minim=m failure rate decredse was 20% and the iaxim do-crease
was 94V.. Eighty percent of these equipment experienced failure rate

decrasebeteen O~ nd 65.For the equipments where the failure
rate is increasing with time, the equipents showed failure rate in-
creases of 1451., 801A, 201 and 0.0%. Equipment %"-I had a failure rate
versus time pattern tnat was definitely increasing, even though the
year to year estimates 'were identical.

o Receiver and corputer type equipenent are mo~re likely to exhibit con-
stant failure rates versus time t"han transmritter and display equipment.

o Failure rate changes from year to year are greater than plus or minus
5000 in 48.4% of the equipments analyzed.

o A positive correlation exists between failure rate versus time charac-
teristics and percent failure rate change.
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C. Details

(1) Failure Rate Ver.ss Tine - Statistical kialysis

This section presents a discussion of the failure rate versus tir
data derived fr= the field reprts. Thse first c¢rsideration. is to
detervine if the failure rate is increasino, decreasing, or can be
considered constant. This dete irnation - be reached by exai ni!-,G
the Curves to observe the general shape and to perforg statistical
tests en the data. The statistical test used was th cKi-scjar test.
The fwdamental theorem urderlying the test is tat: given 2 sets
of observed outcons and a ratW-ing set of expect-d autcois .trttm possible utcnes of an exDerivent that is perfo..Ed rany tiires;
then as the nu ber of observations become large, the distributi:n of

K

i=l * I

approaches a chi-square distribution witni k-I-[ dearees of freedon.
where:

o = rner of observations (failures per unit tir) :er t.-
interval k.

e = expected umober of observations (failures per unit tire)
per ti e inte.-fai k.

k = ramber of time intervals considered (lnuer of quarters).
Si = nser of paraneters estinated fron the data.

The ntuber of observations equals the nuber of fa.ilures per 1X21
hours per quarter. The expected rnueber of observations ecuals te
average nucrer of failures per IO0M hours zines the hours per quarter.

e = Fl urs x Huars Failures/Quarter

fo~o ON F 1eiter oZu5rttim
A statistical test of hypothesis is established fcr tre data asfollows:

Ho0 : Fail ure rate is constant with ti ,,*.

Hl1 : Failure rate is not constant with time

A statistical significance level is established for the test. Tf the
calculated value of chi-square exceeds the value of chi-square in the
chi-square table at the desired significance level, the initial
hypothesis (H ) is rejected and H is accepted. In this analysis,
acceptance of H eans the hypothIesis of a constant failure rate cannot
be rejected. TRe acceptance of 9L means that at least one of the
equipments in the subgroup has a failure rate that is not constant
with time.
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In perforr-ing the chi-square test, the restriction that the expectation
texpected nufber of failures) per cell should exceed five was obserNed.
if this was not the case for a particular equipment, cells were com-
bined such that the requirement was satisfied. Thus, if no cells were
combined and since 9 quarters were involved, the maximum
number of degrees of freedom is 9-l-L = 7. For this formulation L- 1,
as the expected nuiber of failures is estimated from the data
requiring that one degree of freedom be subtracted. If the number of
quarters of data is less than 9, or cell combination was required, the
number of degrees of freedom was reduced correspondingly.

TABLE LXXI

TRANSKITTER TYPE EQUIPWNT - Oi-SQUARE COMPARISON

Chi-Square at Calculated Value
Euipnt 95% Confidence of Chi-Square

T-l 14.1 338.5

T-2 14.1 1023.2

T-3 14.1 335.2

T-4 14.1 670.7

All calculated values of chi-square exceed the 95% significance value
of chi-square listed in the above table. (Seven degrees of freedom
were used for all equipments). Tnis means one or more of the units
per equipment group has a measured failure rate that could not be
considered constant in time. In fact, for the four equipments, the
chi-square value would reject the hypothesis at greater than the
0.995 confidence level (the limit of the available table).
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TABLE LXXII

RECEIVER TYPE EQUIPMENT - CHI-SQUARE COMPARISON

Equipment Chi-Square at Calculated Value
95% Confidence of Chi-Square

R-1 1 4.1 68.4

R-2 14.1 43.6

R-3 6.0 11.5

R-4 14.1 26.6

R-5 14.1 11.2

R-6 .8 0.1
R-7 --

R-8 --

In four of the six cases, the hypothesis of a constant failure rate
was rejected. For R-6, one of the cases where chi-square was not
significant, only one degree of freedom was available due to data
grouping requirements. Most of the calculations show chi-square to
be significant at greater than the 0.995 confidence level. (R-l, R-2,
R-3, R-4). The chi-square test was not performed for equipments R-7
and R-8 since the failure expectancy was not sufficient.
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TABLE LXXIII

COMPUTER TYPE EQUIPMENT - CHI-SQUARE COMPARISON

Chi-Square at Calculated Value

95% Confidence of Chi-Square

C-i 14.1 44.7

C-2 14.1 9.0

C-3 14.1 84.7

C-4 ....

C-5 3.8 2.0

C-6 14.1 26.1

C-7 14.1 10.7

C-8 6.0 32.0

C-9 ....

C-10 SO 54.9

C- l ....

C-12 3.8 47.6

C-13 ....

C-14 9.5 9.2

C-15

a) Electrical 9.5 8.0

b) Mechanical 9.5 40.9
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For the comuter equipment chi-square calculations could be performed
for 11 of the 15 evuipments. On the other four equipments, cell
merging requirements prohibited use of the chi-square test. Of the
equipments tested, 7 showed rejection of the constant failure rate
hypothesis; for the rerainder the hypothesis was not rejected. For
equipments where the hypothesis was not rejected, two were the large
computers (C-2 and C-7), one was the electrical components of the
magnetic tape units (C-15) one was an interface equipment (C-14)
and one was a timing unit (C-5). Four other interface equipments
and three other timing equipments chi-square test resulted in rejec-
tion of the constant failure rate hypothesis.

TABLE LXXIV

DISPLAY TYPE EQUIPMENT - CHI-SQUARE COMPARISON

Equipment Chi-Square at Calculated Value
95 % Confidence of Chi-Square

D-l 6.0 15.5

D-2 14.1 47.0

D-3 ....

D-4 6.0 6.3

D-5 14.1 48.0

D-6 ....

D-7 9.5 3.1

D-8 6.0 9.7

D-9 ....

Chi-square tests were performed on 6 of the 9 display equipment3
and 5 of these 6 showed significance.
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(2) Graphs of Failure Rate Versus Time

This section presents the plots of failure rate versus time for each
of the equipment groups. Each plo% presents the average unit failure
rate per 1000 hours per quarter, (designated by a dot (.)); the cumu-
lative failure rate versus time, (designated by a triangle (A)); and
a Gne-year moving average failure rate versus time, (designated by a
circle (0)). Accompanying each plot is a discussion of the data.

In the discussion for each equipnint, the calculated value of chi-
square is presented. Also, failure rate estimates for all the
equipnents per equipment group for the first year, the second year,
and overall (cunulative failure rate) are listed. For example,
referring to transmitter equipment T-1, each point per quarter is
obtained by dividing the total failures by the number of equipments.
(In this case six transmitters are included in the equipment group.)

The failure rate estimate for the first year is obtained by dividing
the total operating hours for the six transmitte-s for the first year
by the total numb er of failures, and adjusting the value to the base
of failures per 1000 hours. A similar procedure was used to obtain
the estimate of failures per 1000 hours for the second year. The
cumuiative or overall failure rate is obtained by dividing the total
nunber of hours by the total failures, and adjusting to the failure
rate base of failures per 1000 hours.

Finally, it should be noted that on all charts, the abscissa is broken
to indicate that data are not shown for the time interval between the
equipment iOC (Initial Operational Capability) date and the beginning
of the first quarter represented in the data
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Transitter Equipment T-1

The point estimates, of the failure rate per quarter and the cu~mulative fail-

ure rate decrease with time. The value of chi-square is 338.5, highly signi-

ficant. The point estimate of the failure rate for the first year is 169/1000

hours, for the second year is 109/1000 hours, a decrease of 35.5%, and an

f .. overall failure rate of 123/1000 hours for 27 months of operation. Hence,

it is conclu'ded that the failure rate of this equipment is decreasing with

time. Figure 13 plots the average failure rate for the six transmitters.

Failure Rate Point Estim~ate
Per Quarter
CmIoative Failure Rates A

35 - One Year Failure Rates
Moving Average
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Figure 13. Failure Rate Versus Time -Equipmfent T-i
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Transmitter Equipnent T-2

The point estimate of the failure rate per quarter and the cumulative
-Ifailure rate decrease versus time. The value of chi-square is 1023.2,

highly significant. The point estimate of the failure rate for the first

year is 240/1000 hours, for the second year is 114/1000 hours, a decrease

of 52.40, and an overall failure rate for 27 months of operation is 162/1000

hours. Hence, it is concluded that the failure rate of this equipment

is decreasing with time. Figure 14 plots the average failure rate for the

ten transmi tters.
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Figure 14. Failure Rate Versus 'Time -Equipment T-2
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Transmitter Equipment T-3

This equipment is similar to transmitter equipment T-1, but the data are sub-

stantiaily dissimilar. The cumulative failure rate versus time initially

decreases, reaches a mini ,m at 12 morths, climbs substantially the next 12I
months, and then shows a tendency "- decline during the last quarter.

The failure rate for the first year is 65/1000 hours, for the second year

104/1000 hours, with an overall failure rate of 78/1000 hours. Chi-square

is highly significant at 335.2. Based on the-data, at least one of the four

transmitters Y.st have had a failure rate that was increasing with time.

Figure 15 shows the average results for the four transmitters.
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I Transmitter Equipment T-4

This hardware is similar to transmitter equipment T-2. The cumulative

failure rate decreases with time. The value of chi-square is 670.7, highly

significant. The point estimate of the failure rate for the first year is

154/1000 hours, for the second year is 115/lOJO hours, a decrease of 25.4%,

and the overall failure rate for 27 months of operation is 124/1000 hours.

Hence, it is concluded that the fdilure rate for this equipment is decreas-

ing with time. Figure 16 plots the average failure rate for the eight

transmitters.
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Figure 16. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment T-4
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Receiver Equipment R-1

The cumulative failure rate and the noving average decrease with time for

this equipment. The point estimate of the failure rate for the first year

is 25.6/1000, for the second year is 13/1000, a decrease of 49.1%, with the

overall failure rate of 19.1/1000 hours for 27 months of operation. The

value of chi-square is 68.4, highly significant. The failure rate for

this equipment is decreasing with time. Figure 17 plots the average failure

rate for the 18 receivers.

Failure Rate Point Estimate
2,0 Per Quarter
2 Cumulative Failure Rates

One Year Failure Rates
Moving Average

4J 1.0-

0 i .,-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Quarters

Figure 17 Failure Rate Versus Time -Equipment R-1
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Receiver Equipment R-2

The failure rate versus time plot for this equipment is one of the most

peculiar observed in the study. The point esti.ates of the failure rate per

quarter form an oscillatory pattern, giving rise to an oscillatory cumulative

ailure rate plot. From this data, it appears that the equipment experienced,

on a yearly basis, some problem that resulted in a high removal rate, and

then was temporarily repaired. The point estimate of the failure rate for

the first year is 12.5/1000 hours, for the second year is 10.8/1000 hours,

with the overall failure rate for 27 months of operation of 12.7/1000 hours.

Thus, on a yearly basis, the failure rate was constant. However, due to the

unique slope of Figure 18, the only conclusion that is reasonable is that

the failure rate for these 16 equipments is not constant with time.
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Figure 18. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment R-2
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,,ce'ver Equipment Ro3

The cumulative failure rate and the moving average decrease with time. The

point estimate of the failure rate for the fIrst year is 3.0/1000 hours, for

the second year is 1.1/1000 hours, a decrease of 63.1', O,, an ov:ral!

failure rate for 27 months of operation of 1.9/110 hours. The value of

&hi-square is LS, highly significant. The failure rate for this equip-

ment is decreasing with time. Figure 19 plots the average failure rate for

the 13 receivers.
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Figure 19. Failure Rate Versus Tie - Equipment R-3
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Receiver Equipment R-4

This hardware is similar to receiver equipment R-i. The cumulative failure

rate and the moving average decrease with time. The point estimate of the

failure rate for the first year is 21.9/1000 hours, for the second year

17.6/1000 hours, a decrease of 19.6%, with an overall failure rate for 27

months of operation of 19.2/1000 hours. The value of chi-square is 26.6,

highly significant. The failure rate for this equ'ipment is decreasing with

time. Figure 20 plots the average failure rate for the 14 receivers.
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Figure 20. Failure Rate Versus Time Equipment R-4
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Receiver Equipment R-5

This hardware is similar to R-2, but the results are distinctly dissimilar.

The num'er of failures per month and the cumulative failure rate versus

time are nearly constant (with the exception of 19 failures in the fourth

quarter conered to an average of 38.5 failures per quarter, excluding that

quarter). The point estimate of the failure rate for the first year is

15.0/1000 hours, for the second year is 17.9/1000 hours, an increase of

19.3%, with an overall failure rate of 16.9/1000 hours for 27 months of

operation. Chi-square is 11.2, not significant at the 95% confidence level.

It is concluded that the failure rate for this equipment is ccnstant with

time. Figure 21 plots the average failure rate for the .11 receiver equip-

ments.
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Figure 21. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment R-5
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Receiver Equipment R-6

This nardware is similar to R-3. The point estimates of the failure rate

per quarter appear to oscillate, but the cumulative failure rate versus time

is neariy constant. Chi-square is 0.1, not significant. The total plot is

based on 9 failures the first year, 12 failures the second year and two

failures the last quarter. Hence, the individual points will appear to vary

considerably, but this variation is due to the. addition or subtraction of

one failure. The point estimate of the failure rate for the first year is

l.1/iOCO hoirs, for the second year 1.4/1000 hours, with an overall failure

rate of 1.2/1000 hours. It is judged that the failure rate for this equipment

is constant with time. Figure 22 plots the average failure rate versus time

for the 10 equipments.
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Receiver Equipment R-7

For this equipmnt, a total of eight failures in 19,580 calendar hours were

experien.ed, with no more than two failures recorded per quarter. Failures

were observed as follcews: three failures the first year, four failures the

second year and two failures the last quarter. The chi-square test was not

performed, since the failure expectancy per cell, when grouped, is less

than five. The failure rate for this equipment is increasing, but the

trend would be reversed if no failures or one failure were observed the

next quarter. Based on this data, it is judged that the failure rate for

the equipment is constant with time, Figure 23 shows the average results

~for the six equipments.
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Figure 23. Failure Rate Vrsus ime Equipment i-7
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Receiver Equipment R-8

This hardware is similar to receiver component R-7. A total of 14

failures in 19,530 calendar hours of operation were experienced. Failures

were observed as follows, five failures during the first year, nine

failures during the second year, end no failures during the last quarter.
*Of the total number of failures, five of these were recorded during the

eighth quarter (but none in the ninth quarter). The chi-square test was not

performed since the failure expectation per cell, when grouped, is less thar

five. The cumulative failure rate is increasing with time. it is judged

that the failure rate for this equipment is increasing with time, but that

the trend could be reversed if subsequent operating quarters showed zero

or one failure. Figure 24 plots the average failure rate for the four

equipments.
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Figure 24. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment R-8
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CoMpterEquipment C-i
The point estimates of the failure rate pr quarter and the c luative

failure rate versus time increase with time The value of chi-square is

44.7, highly significant. The point eStimete Of the failure rate for the

first year is 4.8/1000 hours, for the second year 4.8/1000 hours with an

overall failure rate of 5,1/1000 hours for th ?7 morit1s of operation. Even

though the failure rate p' r year is constant, the failure rate per quarter

is not, a-' it is judged that the failure rate of this equipm~ent JS increas-

ing with time. Figure 25 plots the average failure rate of the 14 equipments.
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Figure 25. Failure Rate Versus Time Equipment C-1
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Computer Equipment C-2
The cumulative failure rate versus time for this equipment appears to be

constant with time. The value of chi-square is 9.0, which is not signifi-

cant at the 95% confidence level. The failurr rate for the first year is

15.1/1000 hours, for the second year is 15.6/1000 hour:, an increase of

3.3%, and the overall failure rate for 27 months of operation is 15.2/1000

hours. It is judged that the failure rate for this equipment is constant

with time Figure 26 plots thie average failure rate versus time. for the two

computers.d
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Figure 26. Failure Rate Versus Time -Equipment C-2
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.. U~tr Equipment C-3

This equiuent exhibited an oscillatory failure rate per quarter, giving rise

to th: peculiar cumulative function. The failure rate for the first year is

11.1/1000 hours, for the second year is 8.1/1000 hours, and for the total

27 months of operation is 8.6/1000 hours. The only realistic conclusion is

that the failure rate for this equipment is not constant. Figure 27 shows

the average failure rate for the two equipments.
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Computer Equipment C-4

For this equipment, a total of 13 failures in 19,530 calendar hours of

operation were observed. The failures were divided as followsi nine the

first year, four the second year and none the last quarter. The chi-square I
test was not performed since the failure expectancy per cell, when grouped,

is less than five. Based on the observed cmulative failure versus time

curve, it is judged that the failure rate of this equipment is decreasing

with time. Figure 28 plots the average failure rate versus time for the

two equipments.
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Figure 28. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment C-4
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CoMuter EqyipMet C-5

There were a total of 21 failures measured on this equipment, 10 the first

I six months and 11 the last 18 months (none were recorded during the third

quarter). During the last six quarters the fa-.lures were recorded as

follows; one failure in each of two quarters, two failures in each of three

quarters and three failures in one quarter. After the first six months of

operation the failure rate appears to be constant. The value of chi-square

of 2.0 (not significant) supports this judgement. Hence, it Is judged that

the failure rate for this equipment is constant with time. Figure 29 shows

the average failure rate versus time for the three equipments.
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Figure 29. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment C-5
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Computer Equipment C-6

This iardware is similar to equipment C-1. The point estimates of the

failure rate and the cumulative failure rate are decreasing with time (with

the exception of the last quarter). The point estimate of the failure rate

for the first year is 5.7/1000 hours, for the second year is 2.7/1000 hours,

a decrease of 52.7%, with an overall failure rate for 27 months of operation

cf 4.4/1000 hours. This failure rate was influenced by the data from the

last quarter (14 failures compared to a total of 17 the previous three

quarters). Chi-square was 26.1, highly significant. It is judged that the .

failure rate for this equipment is decreasing with time. Figure 30 plots the

average failure rate for the 11 equipments.
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Figure 30. Failure Rate Versus Time Equipment C-6
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SCopter Equipment C-7

This hardware is similar to equipment C-2. The cumulative failure rate

i appears to be constant with time. The value of chi-square is 10.7, which

is not significant at the 95% confidence level. The failure rate for th'e

first year is 10.4/1000 hours, for the second year is 10.1/1000 hours, a

reduction of 2.9%, with an overall failure rate for 27 months of opertltorn

of 10.9/1000 hours. This increase Is due to 32 failures the last quarter.

It is judged that the failure rate for this equipment is constant with time.

Figure 31 plots the average failure .ate versus time for the two computers.
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Figure 31, Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment C-7
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Computer Equipment C-b

This hardware is similar to C-3 but does not exhibit the oscillatory

characteristics of that equipment. The point estimate of the failure*rate

and the cumulative failure rate are decreasing with time. The value for

chi-square is 32.0, highly significant. The point estimate of the failure

rate for the first year is 3.0/1000, for the second year is 0,35/1000, a

decrease of 88.3%, with a cumulative failure rate for 27 months of operation

of 1,5/1000 hours. It is judged that the failure rate for this equipment

is decreasing as a function of time. Figure 32 plots the average failure

rate for the two equipments.i+ ! " I
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Figure 32. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment C-8
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Computer Equipment C-9

This hardware is similar to equipment C-4. A total of four failures were

observed, two during the first year,. one during the s .ond year and one

during the last quarter. The :hi-square test is not appropriate due to the

iow failure expectation per cell. The failure during the first year is

1 0.23/1000 hours and for the last four quarters is 0.23/1000 hours. In six

of the nine quarters, zero failures were observed. It is judged that the

failure rate for the equipment is constant with time. Figure 33 plots the

average failure rate for the twn equipments.
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IFigure 33. Failure Rate Versus Time -Equipment C-9
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Computer Equipment C-10

Thi-s hardware is similar to equipment C-5. A total of 43 failures were

ob,;erved, 26 in the second quarter and 11 in the fifth quarter. In the

remaining six quarters, zero, one and two failures were observed in each of

two quarters. Based on the two high failure quarters, chi-square was signi-

ficant (54.9). It is judged that these two quarters represent anomalies in

the data reporting process and that the appropriate estimate of the failure

rate is that it is constant with time. Figure 34 shows the average failure

rate for the two equipments.
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Figure 34. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment C-10
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Computer Equipment C-l

A total of 16 failures were observed in 11,158 calendar hours of operating

time (six quarters of operation). Four of these failures were observed the

first three quarters and 12 failures during the last three quarters. The
chi-square test was not performed since the failure expectancy per cell,

when grouped, is less than five. The point estimates of the failure rate

appear to oscillate, reaching a peak of six failures in the fourth quarter,

and dropping to two failures in the sixth quarter. The only conclusion

is that the failure rate is not constant. Figure 35 shows the average

failure rate for the equipment.
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Figure 35. Failure Rate Versus Time- Equipment C-li
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Computer Equipment C-12

A total of 36 failures were observed in 11,158 hours of operations (6

quarters), 16 in the first two quarters and 18 in thte last two quarters.

Thus, the point estimates of the failure rate form a 'V'. fhe cumulative

fiilure rjte curve forms a 'bathtub' shape curve with a minimum at one year.

Based upon this behavior of the point estimates of the fa;llre rate, it can

be concluded that the failure rate is not constant with tine ,:igue 36

plots the equipment failure rate versus time for this equilment
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Figure 36. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipmen' C-10
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Couter Equipment C-13

A total of nine failures were observed in 11 ,912 hours of operation. During

the first two quarters one and zero failures were observed, respectively.

During tne next four quarters, four, three, one-and zero failures were

observed, respectively. After the first six months the failure rate per

quarter Is declining. The cumlative failure rate curve increases from the

first to fourth quarter and then begins to decrease. Based on the point

estimates of the failure rate, it is Judged that uie failure rate is

decreasing with time. Figure 37 plots the failure rate versus tim for this

equipment.
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Figure 37. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment C-13
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C mputer Euipment C-14

Ine point estimates of the failure rate ad the cmulative failure rate

versus time are both decreasing. The value of chi-square is 9.2, which is

not significant. The failure rate for the first three quarters is 3.7/1000 1
hours and for the last three quarters is 1.6/1000 hoirs, a decrease of S6.7,

with an overall failure rate of 2.5/1000 hwrs. The value of &i-square ws

not significant at the 951 significance level, but it is siVificant at te

90 level (chi-square at 90, 4 degrees of freedm - 7.78). Based upo the

general shape of the curve and the trend shom by the one year mmring average,

it is judged that the failure rate of the equipment is decreasing with time.

Figure 38 shois the failure rate for the equipmet.
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Figure 38. Failure Rate Versus Tiz - Equipment C-14
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Cumtr Eqimen~t C-i5 (Electrical)

The mytc ape unit failwes were divided Into electrical coa ent and

Inchlocal component failures. Figure 39 plots the electrical component

fallures for the equipment. The cumulative failure rate versus time plot

show the failut rate to be increasing. The failure rate for the first

tL.ree quarters is 6.9/3000 hours and for the last three quarters is 9.7/1000

hows, an increase of 40.51. This is-lrease is due to the 20 failures

reportod in the fourth quarter. The value of chi-square is 8.0, which is

not slgpfcant at the 9541r confidence level. It is Judged that the fail.ere

rate for the electrical copoets of the equip~mt is castant with time.
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Figure 39. Fa,,1ure Rate Versus Time - Equipment C-15 (Electrical)
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C ter Equ ent C-S (chanical)

Fiqiare 40 plots the failure rate versus time for the medncal cOMPonMts of

the magnetic tapes. The point estimtes of the failure rates are icremsing

with tim, as is the aulfatve failure rate versus time. The point

estimate of the failure rate for the first thret quarters is 6.4/1i000 hours:

and the failure rate for the last three quarters is 15.8/1000 hours, an

increase of 147%. The vYlue of chi-square is 40.9. highly significant. It j

is judged that the failure rate of this equipment is increasing vith time.
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Figure 40. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment C-15 (Mchanical)
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OfsWJW weiet 0-11
1hS OWut estintes of the failure rates per quarter are reported as elther

high (15 failures in the fourth quarter), medium (6-8 failures in the first,

soem rad ninth quarters) and low (0-2 failures in the third, fifth, sixth,

sevwt aMd eighth quarters). The result is a dewreasina cmulative failure

rate vs. tim. Ci-4quare is 15.5, highly significant. The point estimate

of the failure rate for the fir;t year is 3.2/1000, for the secrid year is

0.5/1000, a decrease of 84.4%, with an overall failure rate of 2.0/1000.

It is judgpd the failure rate versus tme is derreasing with time. Figure 41

plets the average failure rate for the six ccnsoles.

Failure Rate Point Estimate
Per Quarter

1 1.5, Camulative Failure Rates

One Year Failure Rates
0mroing Average
8

Quarters

Figure 41. Failure Rate Versus Tie - Equipment .-1
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Display EquiFent D-2

Tre failure rate per quarter and the culative failure rate are decreasing

with ti e. Of the total of 55 iailures observed, 46 were recorded in the

first year. The failure rate for the first year is 5.3/1000, for the

second year is 0.5/1000, a decrease of 91Z, with an overall failure rate

fo, 27 moths of operation of 2.8/1000. The value of chi-square is 47.0,

highly significant. It -s judged that the failure rate for this equipment

is decreasing with time. Figure 42 plots the average failure rate ior the

four equipnts.
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Figure 42. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment D-2
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Display Eq ninent D-3

A total of eight quarters of data were accuulated oa is equipment.

During this time (17,580 calendar hours) a total of 5 failures were recorded,

four the first year and one the second year. The failure rate estimate for
+Jte first year Is 0.4611000 hours, and 0.12/1000 hours for the second year,

a decrease of 73.55Z. The chi-square test was not pe-formd since the

failure expectancy per cell, when grouped, is less than five. Based on

this still rnber of failures no conclusive judgement car. be made, but it

appears the failure rate is decreasing with tiMe. However, failures in

i subsequent quarters would reverse this trend. Figure 43 plots the failureI rate versus time for the three equipments.
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Figure 43. Failure Rate Yersus Time - Equipment D-3
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Display EqtApment D-4

This hardware is sui lar to equipment 0-1. However, the results are not

similar. The failure rate estimates per quarter vary from zero failures

(second quarter) to six failures (fourth quarter), to one failure (eighth

quarter) to 10 failures (ninth quarter). The zumulative fallure rate curve

rises, then dips and finally rises again. (the curve shown in Figure 44

smooths these variations). The value of chi-square is 6.3, which is signi-

ficant at the 95% confidence level. Based on the variation of the failure

rate estimates per quarter, the only statement that is realistic is that

the failure rate is not constant. Figure 44 plots the average failure rate

versus time for the four equipments.
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Figure 44. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment D-4
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is0May wppint D-5

This hariuare is similar to equipment D-2. The failure rate point estimates

and the cumulative failure fate versus time are decreasing. The point

estimate of the failure rate at the end of one year is 6.1/1000 hours, for

the second year is 2.3/1000 hours, a decrease of 62.1%, with an overall

failure rate for 27 mnths of operation of 3.8/1030 hours. The value of

chi-square is 48.0, highly significant. It is judged that the failure rate

for this equipment is decreasing with time. Figure 45 plots the average

failure rate versus time for the three equipments.
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Figure 45. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment D-5
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Display Equipment D-6

A total of "0,850 calendar hours of operation were recorded and one failure

was observed. This failure occurred during the first quarter of reporting

on the equipment. Hence, the cumulative failure rate versus time is

decreasing. The chi-square test was not performed as insufficient data is

available. Based on this small quantity of data, it is not reasonable to

judge whether the failure rate is constant or decreasing. Figure 46 plots

II

the average failure rate versus time for the three equipments.
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Figure 46. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment D-6
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Display Equipment 0-7

The -pint estimtes of the failure rate per quarter and the cumulative

failure rate versus time are both constant. The value of chi-square is

3.1, which is not significant at the 95% significance level. The failure

rate estimate for the first three quarters is 3.0/1000 hours, and for the

last three quarters is 3.1/1000 hours, an increase (f 3.3%. It is con-

cluded that tne failure rate of this equipment is constant with time.

Figure 47 plots the failure rate versus time for the eleven display consoles.

1.
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Figure 47. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment D-7
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Display Equipment D-8

This equipment is a camera display unit for a large dyraamic display. A

total of 28 failures being recorded. The failure rate per quarter is

I26/1000 hours, 21.3/1000 hours, 10.2/1000 hours and 4.71/1000 hours. The

value of chi-square is 9.7, which is significant. Although less than 2000

hours of actual operation were accumulated, it is judgpd that the failure

rate for this equipment is decreasing with time. Figure 48 plots the failure

rate versus time for this display equipment.
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Figure 48. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment D-8
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Dip p t D-

This equipmt acciojlated a total cf nine failures in 3164 1ours of opera-

tion. The failure rate per quarter is 8.1/1000 hours, 4.4/100 hours,

3.6/1000 hours, aid O.E/I00 hours. The failure rate trend, both for the

point estimtes per quarter and the cumulative failure rate versus time

are decreasing. Chi-square was not coted since the failure expectancy

per cell did not exceed five. Although only 3164 hours of operation were

accumulated. it is judged that the failure rate for this eqvipment is

dec-easiiq with time. Figure 49 plots the failure rate versus tive for this

equipment.
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Figure 49. Failure Rate Versus Time - Equipment D-9
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(3) Failure Rate vs Time Caracteristic of the Equipmst

This section presents the results of the exavination of the failure
rate is time characteristics of the eqi ents analyzed in the study.
Table Luoc presents a suniry of the data presented iS 6.C.(2) aboe. I
This table then that 27.1 percent of the ewi ts have failure
rate vs time characteristics which could be consideid cnstant with
time, and 72.9 percent of the equpeIent have failure rate vs time
characteristics which are judged not constant with time. Base on
the total equipent count, 45.9 percent have failure rate vs time
characteristics iich are decreasing with time, 10.8 percent have
failure rate vs tie characteristics that are increasing with time,
and 16.2 percent have failure rate vs time characteristics UlIii are
oscillating with time or for htich sufficient data does not exist to
est lte the change in failu- rate vs time. Tbese deteuinations
(increasing, decreasing, comstant or not deteriable fras the data)
are based upon the chi-square test for goofess of fit for statistical
verification. " on engineeringj j t

Table LX(V shows the change in failum rte, caqaring the point

estimate of L failure rate fr the first year with the point esti-sate of the failure rate for the seond year.' If the ftilure rafte
for the first y r exceeded the failure rate for the second year, the
following ratio was established:

Second Year - i First Year
• .cca Year x 0 K

This value (-KI) is the pe.centage failure rate decrease frm the
first year to the secowd year. For example, if i first year 10/1000* Ihours and i second year 5/1033 hours,

-, =5-10 -i0=-S- lOG1100

This meaps a two to one decrease in the failure rate was observea from
the first year to the second year.

1. In the situation %iere only six quarters of data were available, cojari-
sons were rade between the first three quarters ard the last three quarters.
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If the ailure rate for the seond year exceeded the failure rate for
the first year, this second ratio ws established.

x Second Year - ) First YearJ First Year x10 +

For ex le. '4 x first year = 5/1000 firs and i second year = 10/1000 hours.

K M 00 5S-9 x 100 +100Z

This nea a *be to one increase in the failure rate is obsered from
the ftrst. ,ar to the secand year.

Table LOW presents thse percentages for those equipments which hive

been Judged to ha constant, decre"sing and increasing failure rate
vs time daracteristics. All equient included in Table LXXV is
imcluded in Table LKM except tw display equipments (-8 and D-9)
wre year to year arisons were not possible as only one year of
data was collected on those two eQuipsents.

Table LXXVI shows that 48.4. of the egijpments (14 equipmets) experi-
enced failure rate decreases greater than 5Mard 20.7% of the equip-
, mis (6) experienced failure rate decreases between zero and 5M€.
A total of 30.9% of the equipents experienced failure rate increases
and of those, 2D.7% experienced failure rate increase- of up to ME'.
In 1hree cases the failure rate increase was greater than 5M%. For
tise equipens where the failure rate is Judged to be constant with
time, 90% of te equifpients experienced failure changes of plus or
minus 50%. The one equipment which did not fall into this range
(C-10), experienced a large nuer of failires during the second re-
porting period wnich led to a decreasing failure rate vs time charac-
teristic. However, this point was judged to be an analy in the data
and the failn-e rate, based on the remaining data, was judged to be
constant with time. Further, of the 9 equipments whose failure rates
are judged constant (chi-square test and eng'neering judgment), six
equipments experienced increases in failre rates from the first to
second year of operation. Hence, it appears that an increase in fail-
ure rate can be observed (67e of the cases) and the constant failure• I rate assumption i s not invalidated.
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TABLE LX" EQUIPMJIT FAILL RATE CHARACMTE T ICS VS TIMl

Equipaent Constant Decreasing Increasing !E termined

Type Failure Ite Failure Rate Failure Rate Frm Data

Transaitter 0 0

Receiver 3 3 1

C-mputer 6 5 2 3

[Display 6 0 2

Totals i0 17 4 6

Per-entage
Z eontagl 27.1 45.9 10.8 16.2
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SECTION Ix

REMMOIENDATI OHS

1. Investigation should be continued of the relationships cstablished in
this study between prediction accuracy and the following equipment
characteristics:1I
o Design aporoach category

o Fuctional category

o Non-Part related failure

o Decreasing equipment failure rates

o Part Technologies
2. Investigation should be continued of the relationship established

between program reliability ratings and prediction accuracy.

3. A formal prediction by similarity technique should be developed to
include a detaileo data baseline representing a complete range of
electronic circuits, sub-assemblies and equipment for a full range
of ground enviromnents.

4. Specific elements of the RADC Notebook, Volume II stress analysis
prediction technique which the study indicates to require revision
and further developmnt include:

o Part quality grade modifiers

o Semi-conductor failure rate modifiers for digital and analog
equipment.
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APPENDIX I

MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION PROGRAM

PROGRAM: MLR-l

LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV

MACHINE: IBM 7094

PURPOSE: This program uses the least square technique to estimate the

constant (a) and the coefficients (bI) in the equation;

k = a + bI Kl + b... + bNKn

In addition, the program generates statistical quatitities such

as

Multiple R

Standard error of estimate

Analysis of variance table

Covariance and correlation matrices

ASSUIMPTIONS: The least squares method is a valid technique to obtain the

best linear fit to a set of data regardlass of the nature of

data. However, in order to use the statistical quantities

mentioned above the following assumptions must be made.

1. The dependent variable X can be expressed as follows:

/ o = a + b Kl + b2 K + + bNKn+

where
c is a normiaily distributed random variable with mean = 0.

2. For any set {K I the variance of x/ X is the same.
p 0

3. The error of the estimate i.. any observation is uncorrelited
with the error in any other observation.

4 I-
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j INPUT: Iaouts required to run a problem include:

12;' Nmber of variables
3. Transgeneration cards (used to transform~ ir-jt variables

and create new variables)

J4. Sampe values1 5. F level for iixlusio

1 6. F level for exclusion
- - 7. Tolerance "leve~l

OUTPUT: Outputs fr-m the program include:

2. Standard error of estimate

3. Analysis of variance table

4. For each independent variable

a. Regression coefficient
b. Standard error

5. Means and standard deviation

6. Covariance and correlation matrices

j7. List of residuals

1-2
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--- . the text- of th ia -pr. Me e- -. ,--- i

in~~~~~~~ th f-fa~ ')r ctima i sed to aovj systemfailue

A??E1Q1X I! J

- t " ; 2 E i 1 , I ,

pZere N = h-e number e. differet types . parts in the system.

= l* rwmbr of parts of type V.

?k

)-j ,k =Failure rate of Art k at stress, teqera-ture "Sevel

(as detervine4 by Volume 11).

TD be product of the non-eniro.nmertal -r facto.s fr a, r' k.
"k

i Part Quality grade indicztor, L~e., I =upper

I~vwer

Envirormeift indicrator ,ie. a I spacecraft
2 =groun

3 r ,i ssi le

e E 3~The Volume 1 environental factor for part k of relia-

biliity grade i used in environment 1.

SThe Volume II E factor of par k of reliability grade i

when used in environernt I.
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TM p-4tta to Dte pmgr msists of:

a) A tabe of. coat failwe rates -for pre-deterained levels

- of stress and bspieatire.

(W) 7he pr~bct af the no-eairametij -z factzrs.

(c) 'ie eniramtal -x factor aed Use Y, facr f.rr mch of tree

ewercastsand each~ cf tw pot Wrades.

To c=Wate th failw- rate of-a gim systm cpent-1-g in a given esavia-

mt, the folong data is r uired:

lifbe ofst of each~ t ffpr

(a) Strcr

(b) Teqestmre

jc) Part gra&

In tiVimt, the pTogra prints the quantity of each part type along with its

percw~t caxtribiuion to thE oyerali system failure rate.
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the iWut to the program is 'free fo. - t. That is, th user erely enten

a series of rAmbers separated by comas, where the first rxmber indicates the

et.rommt and the reaining nuiber indicates the quantity of each part type.
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This stutr evalutes the accuracy of pre-4esigm and stress analysis rel Iability
prediActico tecbmiques, iclzding the RADC Reliability Notebook, Volum 11, stress
analysis metbod, vben applied to a variSety of gron electronic equipment. Souces
of prediccti= imaccuracy are investigateid and ideatifet. Progran-related factors
sign-fiamt to the acie'vet of reliability and predictim accuracy are i!etiied
and a qantitive rating systen is established and related to system predictioni
acUra~cy.

New and iznroved pre-design and stress analysis reliability prediction mthods
are deve'.Thed an;d tested. 3quidnI design apprc'sacb categories having different
prediction accuracy characteristics &re identified with statistical distributiens of
iaredict ion accuracy ratios. Degradati on analysis processes and techniques are
identified, evaluated, and presented v~ th a re~ddapproach for th-eir applicatic
1Peliability demonstratimi methods, incliklzig the Bayesiaa approach, are evaluated.
A !-ecmended reliability dewonstration 4qpproach for ground electronic eouipaent is
develoted. A new base for intexrt'ed Circuit failure rates is also provided.-
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